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EDITORIAL 
From The Future To The Past, And Back Again. 

The operator looked out the window at the 
stark rose-colored horizon. He returned his 
attention to the radio in front of him and spoke 
into the microphone . . . 

"KAI STC, KA I STC, KA I STC, this is 
KIZJH calling from Mars Station Alpha. QSL? 

On Earth, KAISTC crouched close to the 
speaker of her transceiver. She heard a loud 
crash of static, then out of the ether came the 
faint, but audible, call . . . 

"KA 1 STC, KA 1 STC, KA I STC, K I ZJH." 
She eagerly replied: 
"K I ZJH, KA I STC, you are 5-by-2 on Earth." 
After several minutes delay came the reply: 
"5-by-2 Mars, Roger?" 
KA I STC sent her final message into space, 

"Roger. 73," and awaited a final call from 
KIZJH. "73," came the faint reply. 

With that final 73, K IZJH and KA I STC 
could lay claim to the first two-way QSO 
between Mars and Earth, and a special award- 
"The Planet Mars QSO Cup." 

In fact, The Planet Mars QSO Cup is a real 
award that awaits the first two amateurs to 
complete a two-way amateur radio contact 
between Earth and the Red Planet. The Mars 
QSO Cup was the brainchild of two hams- 
Fred Johnson Elser, K3AA, and Stanley M. 
Mathes, K 1 CY-who created the award in 
1928. The trophy is on display at The American 
Radio Relay League Headquarters in 
Newington. Connecticut, waiting to be claimed 
by the winners. 

During the same decade that Elser and 
Mathes were designing their "heavenly" award, 
a group of prominent scientists were devoting 
their time to the design, construction, and oper- 
ation of arc and spark transmitters. Many of 
you have probably heard of these types of 
transmitters; articles about them have appeared 
in the A WA Journal and QST. But perhaps you 
are not aware that, while arcs and sparks were 
developed within five years of each other and 
their fundamental circuits were almost identi- 
cal, their operational characteristics were quite 
different. Bill Byron, W7DHD, has performed 
a detailed study of these transmitters, and pre- 
sents his findings in this issue of 
Communications Quarterly. He begins his dis- 
cussion by comparing arcs and sparks, and con- 
tinues with an in-depth look at spark transmit- 
ters. A more thorough treatment of arc trans- 
mitters will appear in a later issue. To bring his 
work into the present, Bill uses a Fourier 
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Analysis program written in BASIC to calcu- 
late the frequency spectra of spark transmitters. 

While the editorial staff of Communic~crtiorzs 
Quarterly tends to concentrate on publishing 
information about current state-of-the-art tech- 
nologies, we like to include historical material 
with present-day applications periodically. It is 
interesting to note that a lot of the technologies 
we think of as recent developments in the com- 
munications field, have roots reaching back to 
the earliest days of radio. A case in point: You 
may assume that wideband RF transformers 
were developed to meet the needs of broadband 
matching circuits for semiconductor-based cir- 
cuits. Yet as early as 1924, companies such as 
Acme Aparatus Company were marketing 
wideband untuned transformers covering the 
200- to 500-meter range. Intended for broad- 
band interstage RF amplifier stages in reflex 
radio designs, today's broadband baluns and 
interstage transformers. 

But let's return to Mars, and our intrepid 
radio operator. While it may seem far-fetched 
to even consider two-way communications with 
Mars. who's to say that it won't be a part of our 
future? After all, how many of us thought we'd 
be exchanging QSOs with space stations and 
shuttles orbiting the Earth? It's quite possible, 
that sometime in the future (granted it probably 
won't be in our lifetimes), men will visit Mars. 
Already, NASA and the European Space 
Agency (ESA) have plans to launch missions to 
the Red Planet at the end of this decade. These 
unmanned missions, the Mars Environmental 
Survey (MESUR) and MARSNET, would 
involve orbiting satellite relays gathering data 
from Mars-based rovers and fixed land stations 
for retransmission back to Earth. In their arti- 
cle, "HF Radio On Mars," Craig Fry, WL7C, 
and Robert Yowell, KCSBRG, discuss these 
missions, and put forth their own theory that 
HF radio would be a viable communications 
mode for future Mars explorers. 

In all scientific endeavors, a knowledge of 
the past and the pre5ent intertwine allowing 
projections for future technologies. The dream\ 
of the past are often the realities of the future. 
We must always bear in mind that what is past 
is prologue. 
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With Packet Transmission 
Satisfy yoiir need for speed with the new PK-96 9600 you get from the PK-96. Under the hood. there is a 18K 

baud packet controller from AEA. battery-backed MaiIDrop which is easily expandable to 
This high-perfomance machine comes standard with I O K .  MailDrop ;~llowr you to nutomiltically control 

1200 halid AFSK tone signaling. as well as 9600 baud third-psq traffic and receive and reverse-fonvilrd mes- 
K9NG and G3RUH compatible direct frecluency modu- sages. 
lation. The PK-96 makes an excellent terrestrial or Bring your system LIP to speed. Call AEA's Litera- 
satellite data controller. It can be used for high-speed ture Request Line at (800)432-8873 formore informa- 
data links to eliminate bottlenecks and in- tion. or call us direct at (206) 774-5554. 
crease system capacity. r Contact your favorite ham radio equip- 

Big capability in a small package is what for the best pricing. 



TECH NOTES 
Of lawnmowers, sail boats, and 
radio equipment 

We lead off this issue's Tech Notes with a 
project by Ron Mather, ZLZAXO: "A  230- Volt 
Generator from Scrap." Ron's generator, with 
its 230-volt, 50-cycle output lends a "down- 
under" uir to this note. More importantly, the 
main components for this project are almost 
univer.sally jbund taking up vuluahle space in a 
diminishing resource-our lundjills. Our 
American readers will, cfcourse, probably opt 
to use a junker 60-Hz, 115-volts AC induction 
motor for this project, ulorzg with suituble pul- 
ley ratios to match the optitnunz engine rpm to 
the induction motor's mted speed. 

Peter Bertini, K l u H  
Senior Technical Editor 

A 230-Volt Generator from 
Scrap 

Ron Mathers, ZL2AXO 
Reprinted with permission,from the September 
1993 issue of Break-In. 

A 230-volt, 50-Hz, 500-watt generator has 
been constructed primarily from discarded parts 
which would not be difficult to find for the 
keen homebrewer. 

This generator is large enough to power rela- 
tively constant loads such as lighting, radio 
receivers, a TV set and, for instance, a 20-watt 
transceiver. However, it is not capable of sup- 
plying a 100-watt SSBICW set, as the rapid 
fluctuations of load which the transceiver pre- 
sents result in unacceptable swings in the gen- 
erator terminal voltage. As well, the capacity is 
insufficient to run a refrigerator or an electric 
chain saw, though it will drive a 10-mm electric 
drill without problems. 

a a - 'I - - - 36pF 230V AC 
/ -400 OUTLET 0 V AC 

SOCKET 

0 

3/4 HP SP 
m 

230V 2850 RPM - 
INDUCTION MOTOR 

Figure 1. The induction generator. 

A 3 HP lawn~nower motor was brought out 
of retirement to play the part of the prime 
mover. This was coupled by a belt drive to a 
314 HP single-phase induction motor used as an 
induction generator. The 314 HP motor was an 
old 2850 rpm pump motor salvaged from the 
local rubbish tip. Both bearings in the motor 
were renewed as it was found one tended to run 
warm. No modifications of any sort were done 
to the induction motor. 

Capacitive excitation is used in the induction 
generator. Referring to Figure 1 it can be seen 
that the connections are very simple indeed. It 
was found that a capacitance of 36 pF was a 
suitable'size to give 230 volts, 50 Hz at no 
load. This was made up of three 12 pF, 400 
volts AC condensers. The size of the capacitor 
required for capacitive excitation is approxi- 
mately that which gives unity power factor 
when the motor is driven from the AC mains. 
Final adjustments to this figure can be made to 
give an output of 230 volts, 50 Hz at no load. 

Changing the size of the capacitor changes 
the no-load frequency with the output voltage 
being kept at 230 by adjusting the throttle of 
the petrol motor. 

Induction generators with capacitive excita- 
tion rely on the residual magnetism of the rotor 
to initiate the buildup of magnetic field in a 
somewhat similar way a DC shunt generator 
relies on the residual magnetism of its field 
poles. The magnetic field eventually rises to a 
value limited by the saturation curve of the 
machine. In earlier tests using a 114 HP induc- - 
tion motor as a generator it was found that if 
the generator was overloaded or short circuited, 
the residual magnetism was lost and, conse- 
quently, the generator was unable to restart 
unaided. The residual magnetism could be 
restored in one of three ways: 

I .  Connecting the generator to the AC mains 
and running it as a motor for a short period. 

2. Discharging a charged condenser across 
the generator terminals while the machine is in 
operation. 

3. Momentarily connecting a 6 or 12-volt 
battery across the generator terminals with the 
machine at rest. 

The third method would probably be the 
most practical in most circumstances. As it 
turned out, the 314 HP motor gave no problems 
losing residual magnetism with short circuits or 
overloading. However, the possibility that a 
short circuit could result in the loss of residual 
magnetism must be kept in mind, and a proce- 
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1 High Voltage Keel? 

- 

M y  iri\e\tigatiori \tartctl at the ;~ccc\\ ihlc c l id  
o f  the earth 4tr;1p hetucc l i  the tuner aritl the 

the area o n  the leg and o n  the hottom o f  the 
hoat ;uo i~nd the Icg h;ld hccn coatecl w i th  ;I di f -  
lkrcnt anti-l i>uling. ;uid the general opinion was 
that thi \  \v;I\ 1101 ;~ f fcct ing the clcctrolysi\. 1 
coritinuctl l i ly  search. 

Recently I had the thought that the elcctroly- 
\is p r o h l c ~ i i  111.41 ;~ppc;irctl ;it orouritl the t ime 
the new HF mu-inc radio was inst;~llctl. Figure 
1 shows the ntd io  in\;tallation on  the Mistress. I 
conimcncctl f l~ r t l i c r  irivcsiig;~tion o f  the proh- 
I cm u\ ing my trusty salt-cncrustctl ni~rlt ir i ieter. 
The usual installation I'or an HF marinc ratl io i n  
a \ai l ing yacht involves the l ink ing o f t h c  
g n ~ ~ ~ r i t l  connection f rom the tuner to a kcel holt 
u \ ing ;I heavy copper \trap. This  provides a 
\uhst;~ntial ant1 cl'l'cctive connection to earth 
either h y  capacitance i f  the heel is cnc;~sctl ill 
l ihcr  glas\. o r  hy  tlircct connection i f  1101 

encased. 1)uring m y  investigation. the tl iver 
\vho clc;rn\ the marine growth f rom the hottom 
o f  the ho;~t I'rorn t ime to tiriie atl\'isctl me th;~t 
I;lrgc arcas 01' ;~n t i - fo t~ l ing  paint h:ltl hccomc 
tletaclietl fro111 tlic sitle ol ' t l ie leatl keel. A\  thi \  
;rrc;r had hcen c;rrcf~r l l y  prcparccl ant1 pr imci l  
pr ior to  the last ant i - fou l i~ i f .  n iy  suspicion\ 
wcre raiwtl .  



kecl. The earth strap was tletachcd frcm the 
ground conncction o f  the tuncr and I urctl tlie 
multinieter to Incasure the voltage hctwccn the 
earth strap ant1 tlie tuner. Initially. I set the mul- 
timeter to the lowest DC voltage setting. 0.15 
volts, in  order to pet a meaningft~l re:ltling. To 
my surprise, the needle on the meter swung 
;)cross ful l  scnlc. The next scale was selected 
ant1 a reatling in  excess of0.5 volts was indicat- 
etl. I c;innot give a more nccurnte re;itIing than 
that as the m~~ l t imc tc r  is :I cheap hut rohust item 
which lives on the hoat iintl. hecausc o f  salt 
spray and rough service, requires replacement 
cluitc regularly. Accordingly. I cannot afford a 
more sophisticated tlevicc. However. I find this 
meter provides a satisf~ctory level o f  service 
hetween replacements. 

Having tliscovercd this large potential t l i f i r -  
ence. I then switclicrl the riiclcr from the \~oltuge 
setting to the currcnt setting. lirst selecting the 
SO-mA range. Again. the needle s\vunp to full- 
scale deflection. and a higher range was select- 
ed. I t  appears tIi:~t a DC current in  the ortlcr o f  
250 m A  was flowing hetween tlie grountl con- 
nection o f  the tuner and the kecl. This initiated 
further investigation :uitl it war fount1 that the 
11cg:itive conncction on the h;ittery was continu- 
011s through the H F  radio ant1 onto tlic outer 
hraid o f  the antcn~ia conncction on the hack 
panel. I also t l i~co\~erct l  tlic tuner \v;is continu- 
o11\ from the outer braid conncction ol' the coar 
from tlie H F  through to the groilntl connection 
on the hack o f  the tuner. The negative on the 
hattcry is connected hy ;I lic;~r~y st;lrrcr c;~hlc to 
tlic engine hlock. which i s  holtcd to the gcar- 
box. which is in  turn holtcd to the cnginc Icg. 
which protrutlcs through the hotto111 o f  t11e bo;it 
into the sea water. I wi l l  not go into the t1ct;tils 
o f  the se;iling o f  this engine Icg through the hot- 
tom o f  the hoat hut. sufl'ice to say i t  i s  tlurahlc 
nntl very tlcxihle. The yinc iuiode is  atti~chcd l o  
the engine leg near the propeller. 

Connections 

So now we have it. The /inc anotlc i s  con- 
nected to the nlumini~ni  enginc leg. which i\ 
connectcrl to the gcarhor. \vtiicli i s  conncctetl 
to tlic engine. which i s  conricctctl to the ncgn- 
live o f  the hnttcry. which is connected to tlic 
HF. which i s  connectcd to the tuncr. which i\ 
conncctccl to tlic earth \tr;ip. which i s  ctrnnectctl 
to the keel holt. which is conncctetl to tlic Icntl 
keel. Ant1 tlicrc we Iiavc i t .  a /inc onotlc at o ~ i c  
end o f  :I piece o f  wire connected to ;I Icad c;itli- 
ode ;it the other cncl o f  the piece of' u ire. So 
wliy didn't I see i t  earlier'! Well. thcrchy 1i:uigs 
:I tale. The original HI-. radio in4tallatio1i in tlic 
boat had a tlil't'erent tuncr wliicli cont;~i~iccl n 
c;lpacitor in the ground cor~ricctio~l. I n  [he earli- 
er radio. the ncg;itivc fro111 the bnt tcq \\;I\ i40- 

lated from tlie grouncl conncction hy this capac- 
itor. which cflsctively hlockctl any 1lC current. 
So there was no clcctrolysis prohle~n. 

Now. having found the scwrce o f  tlic proh- 
Icm. how do 1 remove the electrolysis? Hap- 
pily. the solution was fairly simple ;lntl. pcr- 
haps. sonicwhat ohvious. As the ~netal  enginc 
Icg ir of quite substantial tlirnensions hencath 
tlic water line. i t  was trictl a\ a clyn:~-plate ant1 
provetl to he generally satislhctory. N o  serious 
degradation in  the level o f  the H F  rign:iI W:IS 

tlctectctl. Accordingly. I m;ltle ;I more pcrn1;l- 
nent connection het\vcen the grountl conncction 
o f  the H F  tuncr ant1 the cnginc hlock. The con- 
nection hctwcen the tuner ;inti tlic keel holt wnr 
tlisconncctccl and removctl. 

Messages 

There ;ire ;I n ~ ~ m h e r  of' nic\sage\ to ;inlateur\ 
and y;~clitsmcn in  this prohlcm I have \ i~ffcrciI .  
Firstly. one mu4t nc\.cr a\sunic that items o f  
cquip~iient which look similar ;~ntl  provitlc t l ~ c  
\anie function arc actually con\tructetl in  ;I sim- 
il;ir Iixlnner. The \cconcl and most important 
~ i io ra l  is that one mu\t al\vay\ nvoitl conncc- 
tion\ hctwccn tli\simil;ir rnet;il\ where an!, forni 

I R F  CONNECTORS 

Sol~lronNector IS an ~ndustry leader w~th ovrr twenty years of proven rel~ablllty In preclslon components 
lor major aerospace and defense programs. We have unllnitted capablllty to prov~de custom and standard 
coax~al connectors and are fully quallf~ed under MIL-C-39012. MIL-A-55339. MIL-C-83517, and DESC 
products Whatever your need. Sol~tronNector can perform 

1 l l l l . V  
3301 Electron~cs Way W s t  f:rll~i l i t,,~i t i  i Ior~d,i .:.140,' 11.1 i .?( i i~ ti~10 1800 Fax: (407) 844-8551 



When we talked to technicians about 
servicing radios, they told us they were 
too busfto talk. 

Now the new HP 8920A RF Communi- 
cations Test Set solves test problems in 
less time, so you have more. 

.Easy-to-use front panel 

Optional full-feature spectrum 
analyzer 

Rugged portable package 

Built-in computer with optional 
software for FM, cellular mobile 
and base station testing. 

Price $13,800 
I -- I 

Keeping you ahead in communications. 

For more information call: 1-800-344-3802 and 
ask for Charlie or Ken. 
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There's Nothing Else Like i t .  . And It's Here Today!! 
The New CQ 7 9 9 4  Equipment Buyer's Guide r I 

Completely updated, the CQ 1994 Equipment Buyer's Guide has once again defined 
what a Ham Radio reference guide should be. This all-new edition is loaded with 
photos, product descriptions and specs on practically every piece of amateur equip- 
ment and accessory on your "wish list." And the Guide's listing of manufacturers 
and dealers is the only one of its kind. It's the best place to find out who makes and 
sells the latest in amateur products. 

And, There's More in This Issue! 
CQ continues its long-standing Buyer's Guide tradition of providing practical 
feature articles for almost every area of amateur interest. Written by some of 
our hobby's leading experts, such as Lew McCoy, WlICP, Buck Rogers, 
K4ABT, Fred Maia, W5YI, Gordon West, WBGNOA, and John Dorr, KlAR, 
you'll be sure to learn valuable information from these articles. Enjoy all the 
insightful information on packet radio, operating amateur satellites, contest- 
ing, improving your morse code skills, the many facets of radio for the new 
ham, and an overview of this year's "milestones" in our hobby. Whether 

you're a newcomer or have been a ham for 50 years, this is a line-up you won't want to miss. And, it's all for 
the low, low price of only $4.95. 

For Fastest  Servlco, Order Toll Free ( 6 3 8 0 1  853-9797 
Or Fax 116-681-2926, CO Coniniunicalions 16 Nonli Broadway H~c lsu i lk  Nevi Yolk  11801 Also ava11,1111~ lh~ciugli your local dealer1 n 
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Craig D. "Ghee" Fry, wL7C 
1308 Shallow Ford Road 
Herndon, Virginia 22070 

AND 
Robert J. Yowell, KC-5BRG 

146 14 Laurel Shadows Court' 
Houston. Texas 77062 

HF RADIO ON MARS 
The solution to a difficult 
communications problem? 

ometime early in the next century, people 
will travel to Mars. They'll set up base 

I camps and roam across the landscape to 
cxplore a new world. The success of their activ- 
ities will depend upon how free they are to 
move about on the surface. Astronauts will 
need an adequate supply of air, water, and food 
to travel long distances. and they will need to 
communicate with their base stations. 

Mission planners will have to tackle a diffi- 
cult communications problem: how do you 
ensure the astronauts will he able to talk to each 
other over wide distances. say hundreds or 
thousands of miles? The typical UHF radio sys- 
tem used by NASA allows line-of-sight com- 
munication. Once beyond the horizon, the sig- 
nal is lost. The visible horizon for a person 
standing on Earth is about 30 miles, but on 



# Site Latitude Longitude Elevation (km) 

1 Valle~ Marineri4 -6.00 58.00 3.50 
7 Valle4 Marineri4 -5.00 54.00 3.50 
3 Chry4e Plan. VL-I 23.00 48.00 -2.70 
4 Olynipus Mons 13.00 130.00 2.00 
5 Valles Marineri4 -2.00 54.00 3.50 
6 Hadriaca Patera -32.00 768.00 3.00 
7 NW Hellas 40 .00  3 10.00 -2.00 
8 Argyre Planitia -37.00 44.00 3.50 
9 South Pole -86.00 3 15.00 4.00 
10 Sirenuni Terra 3 5 . 0 0  185.00 4.20 
1 1  Northern Plain4 60.00 50.00 -2.70 
12 G u ~ v  Crater -15.00 185.00 0.50 
13 Syrtis Major 5.00 395.00 3.50 
14 North Arabia 38.00 309.00 2.70 
15 North Pole 82.00 55.00 0.00 
16 Chr141na Roreali5 -66.00 66.00 2.50 

Tahlc I. Candidate 3IESUR nhservation sites. 1,atitudes are in degrees North. longitudes are in degrees ICast. and 
elevations are in kilon~etcrs. 

Mars it's about half that far. Radio repeater sta- 
tions could he set up on the surfacc to extend 
the communication range, or orbiting relay 
satellites might receive the weak signals from 
the surfacc and retransmit them over the hori- 
zon. A third method of communicating would 
be to use Earth stations to relay signals between 
Martian explorers. This idea tnay not he too 
practical unless the exploring astronauts have 
lots of transmitting power and tremendous 

I'IIII~II ,\. \ is , \  III:III\ to ~CII(I ;I scric\ 181' \III;III sl):tcccr;~I't III Il;lr\ at I11e CII~I 
of this clccadc. This prc!ject, culled the \I;lr\ I'nsironnicnt:~l S~~rvcy. or 
hll<SClK. \rill pli~cc Ifi landers and several microrovcrc on the planet's sur- 
f;ace. The details of hoa. XIESCIR will he linked together to form a network 
are still heing workecl o111. This artist's conception sl~ows the prototype 
MESUR Pathfinder descending to the hlartian s~lrhcc. 

patience. Depending on how close the two 
planets are in their orbits. the travel tinie for a 
radio signal from Mars to Earth and hack 
ranges from 9 to 40 minutes! 

We'd like to suggest that Mars explorers may 
he able to communicate with each other by 
bouncing their signals off the Martian ionos- 
phere. ;i natural "radio mirror." But hefore peo- 
ple tr;ivel to Mars. robots will first make the trip. 

Background 

Near the end of this decade. NASA and the 
European Space Agency (ESA) plan to send 
unmanned spacecraft to Mars. These spacecraft 
will carry Ii~ndcrs, to bc deployed as observing 
stations on the surface. Remote vehicles, or 
"rovers," and balloons may also he usecl to 
study a larger portion of the Martian surface 
ant1 atmosphere. 

NASA's plans call for placing il chain of 
small stations on Mars. called the Mars 
Environmental Survey, or MESUR (pro- 
nounced "measure"). This program will collect 
meteorological. seisniological, ant1 other sur- 
face and atmospheric data.1 Table 1 shows the 
planned locations of the 16 MESUR landers. 
These sites were selected to provide extended 
coverage of the Martian globe. and at the same 
time. allow the study of intriguing geological 
sites. A precursor mission called MESUR 
Pathfinder could head for Mars as early as 
1996. Photo A shows an artist's sketch of the 
MESUR Pathfinder lander descending to the 
surf:icc of Mars. Several of the MESUR landers 
may carry "microrovcrs." such as Rocky IV 
shown in Photo R. Rocky weighs in at about 



16 pounds ( 1 1 kilograms), and will be smart 
enough to maneuver on his own. He will cany 
a visible-light spectrometer and color camera, 
and tools to chip rocks and scoop soil samples. 
Rocky will be linked to his lander by low 
power UHF radio. 

The ESA is developing a mission called 
MARSNET to put three surface stations on 
Mars at about this same time.2 The MARSNET 
sites form a triangle about 3000 kilometers on a 
side and will complement the MESUR net- 
work. If these missions fly as planned, they'll 
provide a network to give us a global picture of 
the Martian environment for the first time. 

Both MESUR. and MARSNET missions will 
likely rely upon orbiting relay satellites to send 
the data collected at the multiple sites back to 
Earth. It's possible the data may be transmitted 
directly from each site to Earth instead. But both 
of these relay concepts present problems. Relay 
satellites are expensive. require a lot of fuel to 
send to Mars, and make up a sizable portion of 
the overall cost of the mission. Direct transmis- 
sion of data to Earth requires NASA to aim the 
high-gain antennas of its Deep Space Network 
(DSN) toward Mars to pull in the weak signals. 
Considering the large number of sites in the 
MESUR mission, the requirement to collect data 
from each site may place heavy scheduling 
demands upon the DSN. 

On the other hand, if the data and telemetry 
from missions such as MESUR could be for- 
warded to two or three central sites on the 
Martian surface. for subsequent retransmission 
to Earth, a much smaller number of Earth sta- 
tions would be needed, and would reduce the 
overall cost of the comm~~nication portion of 
the mission budget. This is where the Martian 
ionosphere comes in. At the Case for Mars con- 
ference in Boulder. Colorado this in June 1993. 
we proposed using. ionospheric refraction for 
over-the-horizon communication on Mars.3 
Here, we look at the feasibility of using short- 
wave (or HF-high frequency) radio to connect 
a chain of remote sites on Mars for the relay of 
collected data. We use typical observed charac- 
teristics of the Martian ionosphere and the 
MESUR site locations for illustration purposes. 
We'll keep in mind that current HF data com- 
munications technology won't support the total 
data rates required by the MESUR mission-I0 
MBit per day from 8 sites. and I MRit per day 
from the remaining sites. 

Over-the-horizon propagation 

First, consider radio propagation here on 
Earth. People have been using short-wave radio 
to communicate for over 90 years. An HF radio 
wave transmitted upward from the surface is 
refracted back toward the Earth as it travels 

I'li~~to It. .l'lir \ l lSCiH I';~thlinder I;~ncler and its mirrorover, Rocky I\'. 
on the Xfartian s~~rfare.  Room for an tIF niohile antenna:' 

through the ionosphere. The radio wave may 
event~~ally travel downward to a distant point 
on the ground, several hundreds or thousancis 
of kilometers from the transmitter. This mecha- 
nism provides a fairly reliable means of corn- 
municating. The radio wave may also be 
reflected olT the ground at the distant point and 
back into the ionosphere to be refracted again. 
In this way, around-the-world communication 
occurs via "multi-hop" propagation. 

Even with the advent of satellites, shon- 
wave radio continues to play a ma,jor role i n  
long distance communication on Earth. This is 
due to short-wave radio's low equipment costs 
and fairly consistent performance, at least at 
low bandwidths (several (kHz). Even with low 
power transmitters and simple antennas. com- 
munication usually occurs during part of each 
day, with the right choice of frequency. Often 
times, the power needed for good communica- 
tion ranges down to the I-watt l e v e l . ~ l s o ,  
new technologies are pushing usable band- 
widths higher and higher. 

It seems reasonable to suspect that the same 
HF radio propagation might occur in any plane- 
tary ionosphere, as long as the electron density 
is sufficient to refract the radio wave back to 
the surface. and attenuation due to absorption 
isn't too great. Early space probes discovered 
Mars has an ionosphere. with electron densities 
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Figure I .  Observations of ion concentrations in the Martian ionosphere during the Viking I lander descent. The solar 
zenith angle, labeled ZA, ranges from 37 degrees to 44 degrees in this data set. This figure is from Hanson et aL5 

similar to Earth's ionosphere. This leads us to 
suspect over-the-horizon communication 
shoi~ld be possible on Mars. 

The Martian ionosphere 

Let's look at the properties of the Martian 
ionosphere. Peak electron densities are about I 
to 2x 105 cmp3 during the Martian daytirne, and 
fall to about 103 cmp3 at night. Figure 1. from 
Hanson et al.. shows the data obtained from 
the Viking 1 lander as i t  descended to the sur- 
face in 1976, during solar minimum.5 The neu- 
tral Martian atmosphere is mostly C02 ,  and the 
chief ionized component is 0?+, which peaks 
in density at about 135 kilometers. The electron 
density equals the surn of the densities of all of 
the ion species. Figure 2, fi-on1 Zhang et a1.,6 
shows a series of electron density profiles 
obtained from radio occ~~ltation measurements, 
in this case from the Mariner 9 orbiter, during 

the 197 1 in the declining phase of the solar 
activity cycle. The bottomside ionosphere, that 
portion below the ionized density peak, and of 
interest to HF communicators, is fairly consis- 
tent during the daytirne. For an in-depth discus- 
sion of our cur-rent understanding of the 
Martian ionosphere, see the review by Kliore7 
and the papers by Zhang et al.6,* 

The Martian ionosphere has an electron den- 
sity-versus-height profile similar to the so- 
called Chapman profile, in that it increases 
steeply in density with an increase in altitude 
up to the peak density, and falls off more slow- 
ly (roughly exponentially) above the peak. 
Observations from a number of spacecraft have 
shown the bottomside ionosphere is well estab- 
lished and fairly consistent from observation to 
observation. Whether the main layer is more 
like the Earth's E, F l ,  or F2 layers is still under 
debate. The Martian ionosphere probably has a 
D layer. and n thin E layer hac been observed, 
but the details are still undetermined because of 



present measurement difficulties. Martian day- 
time ionospheric densities are comparable to 
the summer hemisphere conditions at mid-lati- 
tudes on earth. The Martian ionosphere doesn't 
totally disappear at night. Peak electron densi- 
ties often remain above 103 ~ m - ~ ,  but the Val- 
ues are much more variable than during the 
daytime. 

In radio propagation jargon, the critical fre- 
quency is the highest frequency of a vertically 
traveling radio wave that will be reflected back 
to the surface.9 The frequency, f,, in Hz, is 
related to the electron density, n,, in ~ m - ~  by 
the formula: 

From all this we conclude that the crit~cal 
frequency of the Martian ionosphere is about 3 
to 4 MHz during the daytime and drops to a 
few hundred kHz at night. The highest frequen- 
cies that will be returned back to the surface are 
somewhat higher than the critical frequency for 
non-vertical propagation, and are highest for 
low radiation angles. For a good discussion of 
terrestrial HF propagation, refer to any recent 
edition of The ARRL Handbook,for the Radio 
Amateur. l o  

HF network study 
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The locations of the 16 MESUR sites listed 
in Table 1 were used to calculate the great cir- 
cle distances between sites, as shown in Table 
2. Read Table 2 as you would a mileage chart 
on an interstate map. For example, the distance 
between sites 1 and 2 in Yalles Marineris near 
the Martian equator is 243 km, and between 
sites 2 and 5 is 178 km. 

radio propagation studies usu- 

1 Valles Marineris 0 
2 Valles Marineris 243 0 
3 Chryse Plan. VL-I 1813 I694 0 
4 Olympus Mons 4382 4594 4603 0 
5 Valles Marineris 335 178 1521 4551 0 
6 Hadriaca Patera 7845 7750 8506 8124 7887 0 
7 NW Hellns 5904 5768 6541 9062 5885 2048 0 
8 ArgyrcPlanitia 1986 1971 3561 5606 2144 5904 4138 0 
9 South Pole 5029 5072 6702 6336 5249 7277 2725 3141 0 
10 Sirenum Term 6541 6729 8220 4522 6873 7755 4841 5376 2822 0 
I I  Northernplains 3927 3854 2193 4370 3677 8438 7614 5753 8890 8860 I) 

12 GusevCratcr 7311 7551 8216 3625 7618 4519 6216 6891 4596 1777 7371 0 
13 SyrtisMaior 7301 7063 6451 9277 7052 2668 2788 6405 5404 6374 5790 6550 0 
14 North Arabia 6434 6212 4898 7640 6102 4723 4620 6821 7345 8193 7716 7451 2095 0 
15 North Pole 5213 5153 3498 4445 4975 7616 7795 7056 10170 8278 1305 6518 5273 3233 0 
16 ChastnaBorealic 3569 7647 5333 5438 3824 4770 .7744 1877 1522 3528 7496 5174 6527 XO00 8772 0 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 13 14 15 16 

Figure 2. Martian ionospheric electron density profiles obtained 

Table 2. Great circle distances between each of the 16 candidate sites listed in Table I, in kilometers. Read this table as you would a 
highway mileage chart. The intersection of a mw and column gives the distance between the corresponding two locations. 

ally involve modeling (obtaining a good from Mariner 9 radio occultation observations. This figure is 
numerical representation of) the ionospheric from Zhang et aL6 
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features you want to study, and ray tracing 
(determining the effects of the ionosphere on 
the radio wave and its path of travel through 
this ionosphere). Usual parameters of interest 
are the ground range, and group and phase 
delay of the radio wave. In order to study 
Martian HF propagation, we represented the 
Martian ionosphere using a "quasi parabolic" 
ionosphere model as described by Croft and 
Hoogasian. Figure 3 is from their paper, but 
modified for the Martian ionosphere. In this 
model, the electron density profile is defined by 
the equation: 

N, = 0 ; elsewhere 

where: 

Nm = peak electron density 
r = distance from the center of Mars 

TO = radius of Mars 
r m = height of peak (=h,+ro) 
Ym = semi-thickness (one half the layer 

thickness) 

rb = 'm-Ym 

Ray tracing is accomplished by integrating 
the refractive index (related to local plasma 
density) along the radio ray path, taking the 
bending due to refraction, and other factors, 
into account. Figure 3 shows the ray path 
geometry used in the calculations. The quasi- 
parabolic equation has the advantage of yield- 
ing an exact solution when integrated. This 
means that if the quasi-parabolic model is a 
good representation of the bottomside Martian 
ionosphere, the ray tracing should be represen- 
tative of expected behavior on Mars. 

We hand-fit quasi-parabolic curves to 
observed Martian electron density profiles, and 
calculated single-hop propagation distances, or 
ground ranges (=28,), along the Martian sur- 
face. Figure 4 shows the daytime and night- 
time electron density profiles for the quasi-par- 
abolic model ionosphere. For the daytime con- 
ditions, we used a peak electron density of 1.7 
x 105 cm-3, a peak height of 135 km, and a 
semi-thickness parameter of 35 km. For the 
Martian night, we used a peak density of 1 x 
103 cm-3, a height of 150 km, and semi-thick- 
ness of 50 km. Figure 5 shows the ground 
range of a refracted ratio wave for various take- 
off angles (Po in Figure 3), and includes curves 
for several frequencies. Note that for a given 
frequency, two take-off anglescan give the 
same ground range, and a transmitted signal 
can arrive at a receiver from two different 

angles. This means that multipathing can de- 
grade signal quality, just as on Earth. Figure 6 
shows the results of the nighttime calculations. 
The daytime and nighttime figures are similar, 
except that the frequencies that produce the 
same ground ranges for a given take-off angle 
are lower at night by an order of magnitude. 

Our results indicate that with the right choice 
of transmitting frequency, HF radio can achieve 
2000 km ground ranges during both Martian 
day and night. Referring to Table 2, a number 
of MESUR sites are within the one-hop 2000 
km range. For example, data could be relayed 
from site 9 at the south pole to site 3 at 28 
degrees north via sites 16, 8 and either site 1 or 
2 in Valles Marineris. In fact, data could be 
relayed between sites 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9 and 16. 

Spacecraft observations indicate the height 
of peak density rises to 150 km in the daytime 
near the daylnight terminator. This implies that 
the one-hop ground range might be as much as 
2200 km when the sun is low on the horizon. 
Under these conditions both the north and south 
pole MESUR sites could communicate with the 
Valles Marineris sites, and in that way, with 
each other. The network would look as follows: 

Only site 4 at Olympus Mons would be out 
of range of all other stations. 

If two-hop propagation were possible, the 
ground range would increase to 4000 km. This 
would allow all sites to be connected by HF 
radio and communications would be global. 

In this study we ignored small scale irregu- 
larities in the Martian ionosphere, and the exis- 
tence of any D or E layers. We assumed the 
ionosphere was spherically symmetric and 
didn't have any horizontal gradients. We also 
didn't include a Martian magnetic field, and 
didn't consider the effect of absorption on the 
radio signal. Signal attenuation should be 
included in future studies. Although it isn't 
intuitively obvious, signal attenuation has no 
effect on ground range, only on the signal 
strength at the receiver end of the path. In other 
words, the signal will travel wherever the 
ionosphere lets it, but it may not be heard at the 
receiver because it is attenuated below the 
noise floor of the receiver. 

HF communications requirements 

For HF communication to be practical on 
Mars, a number of conditions have to be met. 
We've listed the important ones here. 

1. The peak Martian ionospheric electron 
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densities have to be sufficient to refract the 
transmitted radio waves back to the surface at 
the receiver end of the link. 

2. The ionosphere must not cause excessive 
absorption of the radio signal. On Earth, 
absorption can cause a 0 to 20 dB attenuation 
of the signal per hop. 

3. The one-hop or multi-hop coverage zones 
have to allow mutual access between relav 
sites. That is, every site must be within at least 
one or two hops of another site to allow relay 
of data. 

4. The upper and lower usable frequencies 
must be  fa^' enough apart in the radio spectrum 
to allow the entire bandwidth of the modulated 
signal to propagate. 

5.  Ionospheric i~regularities and traveling 
disturbances must not cause excessive scintilla- 
tion, dispersion, or multipathing to such an 
extent that u~lacceptable distortion or loss of 
signal occurs. 

6. The ionosphere has to be stable enough to 
support propagation at a particular frequency for 
the period of time necessary to allow the transfer 
of data and telemetry at the rates needed. 

7. Radio noise generated by equipment or 
natural sources must be acceptably low at the 
receiver sites. That is. signal-to-noise ratios at 
the receiver sites have to be sufficiently large 
for reliable communications. 

8. Ground reflection losses must not be too 
great if we're relying on multi-hop propagation 
to bridge the link. On Earth. the losses from 
ground reflections can range from 0.5 to 3 dB 
per hop. 

9. The benefits of using HF radio have to 
outweigh the shortfalls. The required hardware 
and software complexity, mass, and power con- 
sumption must be traded off against other com- 
munications options. 

Actually. in some ways HF propagation 
might be better on Mars than on Earth. Most of 
the observations of the Martian ionosphere 
were obtained during the declining phase of the 
solar activity cycle, or at solar minimum. 
During solar maximum, when MESUR flies, 
the ionosphere should be more dense than the 
measured values, and the critical frequencies 
will be higher. This means radio propagation 
should be even better than at solar minimum. A 
short-wave DXer's rule of thumb says that the 
higher the critical frequency, the higher the 
allowable transmitter frequency and the better 
the signal quality will be. 

The interaction of the solar wind with the 
Earth's ionosphere deposits large amounts of 
energy in the ionosphere, and geomagnetic 
activity often causes large variations in ionos- 
pheric-conditions. ~ h e s e  "ionospheric storms" 
can degrade HF communications. The Earth 
has a strong magnetic field that causes birefrin- 

A- RAY APOGEE 
B-TOP ~ ~ r m [ r b )  

rb-Ym 
C- MAXIMUM N, AT rm 
D- BOTTOM AT rb = rm-ym 

ACE OF 
RS 

RAY IS SYMMETRIC 
ABOUT THE RADIAL r t  

CENTER OF MARS 

Figure 3. Ray path geometry for the quasi-parabolic Martian ionosphere 
model, adapted from Croft and Hoogasian's paper.11 

gent refraction. This splits radio waves into two 
components, the ordinary and extraordinary 
waves. and also complicates terrestrial propa- 
gation. The Earth can be a noisy radio environ- 
ment. Auroral, atmospheric, and equipment- 
generated sources contribute to the noise. The 
Earth's HF spectrum is also crowded with 
many users. and interference can be quite a 
problem. Ask anyone who's worked a pile-up 
on 20 meters. 

On the other hand, Mars doesn't have a 
strong magnetic field, and in spite of the top- 
side ionosphere being exposed directly to the 
solar wind, the bottomside is fairly stable. The 
Martian magnetic field is either very weak or 
nonexistent, so birefringent refraction will be 
much smaller than on Earth. There are some 
potential radio noise sources on Mars: extrane- 
ous emissions from electronic equipment 
onboard the landers or rovers, and electrostatic 
discharge due to wind-driven dust or ice. Noise 
sources external to the planet, such as solar and 
galactic radio emissions shouldn't be a prob- 
lem. However, it's possible that galactic radio 
noise might pass through the nighttime ionos- 
phere at a low angle and pass over the horizon 
and be refracted at the bottom of the dayside 
ionosphere. This could contribute to the 
received noise at a sunlit site. 
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Ionospheric structure can be determined from 
the returned signal. Oblique incidence sounders 
such as the chirp sounder are similar to the 
ionosonde, but use the geometry shown in 
Figure 3 to probe the ionosphere. Chirp 
sounders that operate in the 6-watt transmitter 
power range are available commercially . l 2  

Several Earth-based investigations can be 
conducted before we actually send HF radio 
experiments to Mars. These include a) HF radio 
propagation computer modeling and network 
studies, and b) equivalent terrestrial radio prop- 

Figure 4. Electron density profile for the quasi-parabolic iono- 
sphere model, with daytime parameters of Nm = 1.7 x lo5 ~ m - ~ ,  

agation experiments under conditions similar to 

ym = 35 km, and hm = 135 km, and nighttime parameters of N, = those expected on Mars. This would give us 
1 x lo3 ~ m - ~ ,  ym = 50 km, and h, = 150 km. insight into whether the Martian ionosphere can 

support reliable long-distance communication. 
a. HF propagation simulations. Recent 

Future studies research in the space physics community con- 
cerning Mars has focused on several areas: the 

What kinds of studies would be useful to 
determine the feasibility of using HF radio as a 
communications mode on Mars? There are a 
number of radio experiments that could be 
included on Mars missions such as MESUR. 
One extremely low-cost piece of equipment is 
the relative ionospheric opacity meter, or 
riometer. This instrument is a self-calibrating 
HF receiver used to measure absorption by 
monitoring galactic radio noise that passes 
through the ionosphere at frequencies above the 
critical frequency. Absorption is determined 
from the difference in the received signal and 
the signal that would have been received if 
there were no absorption. Active monitoring of 
the bottomside ionosphere can be accomplished 
using sounders. A vertical incident sounder, or 
ionosonde, transmits radio waves over a broad 
frequency range straight up toward the ionos- 
phere and receives the reflected radio waves. 

DAYTIME 
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13MHz 
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Figure 5. Ground ranges as a function of take off angle (Po in Figrrre 3) for 
1 , s .  10, and 13-MHz radio waves, using the daytime electron density pro- 
file shown in Figure 4. Peak electron density is 1.7 x lo5 at 135 km. 

- 
interaction of the Martian ionosphere with the 
impinging solar wind; whether Mars has an 
intrinsic magnetic field or one induced by solar 
wind interactions; and the structure of the top- 
side ionosphere. However, the bottomside 
ionosphere is important for HF radio propaga- 
tion because radio waves are refracted back to 
the surface only at altitudes below the height of 
the electron density peak. 

An ionospheric model that characterizes the 
spacecraft measurements and current theoreti- 
cal understanding of the Martian ionosphere, 
shoilld be coupled with an accurate radio ray 
tracing algorithm. Several researchers have 
developed Martian ionosphere m o d e l ~ . l 3 , l ~ , ~ ~  
Realistic studies should use three-dimensional 
(3-D) ionospheric models, which not only 
include vertical variations of plasma density, 
but horizontal changes as well. Zhang et a1.,6 in 
their paper on the daytime Martian ionosphere, 
presented a simple model based upon a modi- 
fied Chapman layer. This model fit their 
reanalysis of the Mariner and Viking radio 
occultation data fairly well. A thorough propa- 
gation study should also include a full 3-D 
numerical or piece-wise analytical ray tracing 
algorithm. Candidate ray tracing algorithms are 
described in Jones and Stephenson16 and Reilly 
and Strobel. 

A realistic simulation must account for sig- 
nal losses due to absorption. Unfortunately, 
theoretical absorption models based upon colli- 
sion processes aren't known for accurately pre- 
dicting observed absorption conditions in the 
terrestrial ionosphere.18 Agarwal19 looked at 
absorption effects on radio propagation in the 
Martian ionosphere. He assumed the dominant 
ion species was Of, and looked at radio propa- 
gation in the frequency range below 100 kHz or 
so. We now know that 0?+ is the main ion 
species at peak density heights, so his analysis 
should be reaccomplished, looking at effects of 
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l3y thc. encl ol'the Ic)20\ Ino\t amateirr 
records had been set. and atier the initial 
smashing of waves upon waves of records, 
there seemed to be few worlds left to conquer. 
Technology had evolved in a few short years to 
the point where arc and spark transmitters were 
obsolete. and superhet receivers replaced the 
finicky regenerative in many amateur shacks. 

Enter Fred Johnson Elser, W6FRIW70X 
and Stanley M. Mathes. ex-70E and then 
K I CY, who coilceived of the idea of a trophy 
that would outdistance any short-term 
advancements in radio communications-the 
Planet Mars QSO Cup. 

In 1928. Elser had just returned home to 
Manilla in the Philippines from a pilgrimage to 
ARRL headquarters in Newington, 
Connecticut. While there. he met Percy 
Maxim. W I AW, ARRL founder and president. 
During tinie spent with Maxim, he learned of 
W I AW'S pasdination with the planet Mars. 

The Elser-Mathes cup. This trophy for the f int  twa- 
At the same time, Mathes (Lieutenant way amateur communications hetween Earth and 

Commander USN) was stationed in the M a n  conceived hy Col. Fret1 Elscr, K3AA. and 1.1. 
Philippines. which were then under United Comdr. Stanley Mathes. KlCY,  while in the 
States jurisdiction. and also part of the ARRL philippine islands in 1928. photo courtesy ofthe 

I 
. . 

field org:mization. After a visit Mathes paid to Amateur Radio Relay I,eague and QST magazine. 
Elser's shack, the two avid radio hams came Newington Connecticut. I 
up with a unique trophy for the first amateur 
two-way communication with Maxim's 
favorite planet, Mars. 

After settling on the rules for their award, 
Elser and Mathes set out to find a suitable tro- 
phy. In a store in Raguio, where many exam- 
ples of lgorot native woodcarving were on dis- 
play. they found their prize. The trophy is a 
large curved bowl. standing about 19, inches 
high. Seated figures on the trophy hase, which 
stands for the planet Earth. signify the people 
of the Earth. Thc standing figi~res holding the 
bowl. which represents the planet Mars. are 
amateurs who will bridge the gap between the 
two planets. The Mars Cup is presently on dis- 
play at the ARRL headquarters in Newington. 
Connecticut, where i t  has resided since 1939. 

Two plates are affixed to the base of the cup. 
One bcars the legend "First Amnteur Radio 
Two-Way Communication Earth and Mars," 

with as yet unfilled spaces for the names. calls. 
and dates for those who would claim the tro- 
phy. The other plate simply bears the words 
Ithe] "Elser-Mathes Cup." While it was the 
award creators' fondest wish to see the cup 
claimed during their lifetime, it  seems that was 
not to be. However, with amateurs routinely 
active from space. and the surface of the moon 
long broachetl. we can only hope that we will 
all soon see the day when amateurs lay claim 
to this unique award. and Messrs. Elser and 
Mathes dream is at last realized. 

Peter X, K l  ZJH 
Senior Technical Editor 

Infortacrtiori on the Pltinc~t Mars QSO Clip 
MW.T t~keti,fro111 "Tlint Plot~et M(lr.7 QSO Cup. " 
/? Fred Jolinsori Elser, W6FR/W70X. Tlie 
artic.le ( ~ p p ~ n r e d  it1 QST tncr,qcr:ine. 

absorption on the HF part of the radio spec- 
trum. Much is yct to be Icarned about the 
behavior of the Martian ionosphere. and the 
roles played by solar wind interactions, ionos- 
pheric convection. neutral winds, atmospheric 
gravity waves, and airborne dust. 

b. Equivalent terrestrial HF experiments. 
We can run HF radio experiments on Earth to 
predict thc behavior of HF radio propagation 

and commi~nication on Mars. These experi- 
ments should be conducted at sites and under 
environmental conditions that match those on 
Mars as closely as possible. Candidate sites 
include regions where ground conductivity and 
dielectric constants are similar to thosc expect- 
ed on Mars. and where ionospheric conditions 
are similar to thosc ohscrved by previous Mars 
missions. Antarctica is prohahly the best match 
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Figure 6. Ground ranges as a function of take-off angle for 280,400,700, 
and 970-kHz radio waves, using the nighttime electron density profile 
shown in Figure 4. Peak electron density is 1 x lo3 at 150 km. 

from this ~ e r s ~ e c t i v e .  Sites should be selected . . 
that support single-hop propagation with geom- 
etry similar to those anticipated on Mars. 
Again, since Mars has half the diameter of the 
Earth, geometry with 1000 to 4000 km propa- 
gation paths on Earth correspond to equivalent 
Martian separations of 500 to 2000 km. 

Recent advances in digital communication 
capabilities have improved the data rates and 
performance of HF radio. Adaptive digital 
modulation techniques have come on the scene, 
and error-free datatransfer rates of 750 Bus are 
achievable, using modulation techniques such 
as CLOVER.20 The picture continues to 
improve. Recent1 y, the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency issued a Small Business 
Innovation Research Program Solicitation for 
the development of an HF network system 
capable of 64 ksps.*l If this research pans out, 
the new technology would make HF radio a 
stronger contender for network communica- 
tions on Mars. 

In planetary missions, the average transmitted 
power must be kept low because electrical 
power is a limiting factor. This impacts commu- 
nications because lower power equates to 
decreased signal quality. However, there is a 
popular misconception that HF radio requires 
high power. The low power chirp sounder dis- 
cussed above supports automatic link establish- 
ment and data transfer. Keep in mind that higher 
power communications systems are still a possi- 
bility, as long as the transmission duty cycles 
can keep power consumption low enough. This 
should also be investigated further. 

Summary and conclusions 

This article discussed the concept of using HF 

radio for over-the-horizon propagation on Mars. 
The existence of an ionospherk & Mars implies 
that HF propagation should be possible. A tenta- 
tive study using a quasi-parabolic approximation 
with exact ray tracing shows that one-hop propa- 
gation out to 2000 to 2200 km along the Martian 
surface is possible. We used the MESUR land- 
ing site scenario to look at the possibility of con- 
ducting radio science experiments on Mars and 
the possibility of establishing an HF network on 
the Martian surface. Approximately one-half of 
the MESUR landers could be connected via HF 
radio during at least part of the day in the one- 
hop case. All the landers could communicate if 
two-hop propagation occurred. Data could then 
be relayed from remote sites to two or three 
Earth-link stations. This would reduce or elimi- 
nate the need for orbiting relay satellites or the 
direct transmission of data back to Earth from 
each site. 

The tentative results presented in this paper, 
using the MESUR scenario of 16 landers, are 
encouraging. For HF propagation to be practi- 
cal for network communication on the Martian 
surface, it must be competitive with other 
options, such as the option to use relay satel- 
lites, or to beam the data directly from each site 
to Earth. Further investigations and link margin 
analyses require 3-D raytracing through real&- 
tic ionospheric models. Equivalent terrestrial 
propagation experiments would be beneficial. 
The results should be analyzed in terms of the 
implications for Martian radio science experi- 
ments, and in terms of HF radio as a viable 
communications mode on Mars. These studies 
will help determine the expected ionospheric 
circuit characteristics for likely sites. 

Although we're proposing a low-tech 
approach to planetary radio experiments and 
communications, the idea has never been tested 
on another planet. NASA certainly wouldn't 
rely on HF radio for their MESUR surface net- 
work backbone, but preliminary studies do sug- 
gest that HF radio experiments would be useful 
additions to the manifest on future planetary 
missions. These types of experiments can pro- 
vide valuable information about the Martian 
ionosphere and about signal propagation char- 
acteristics. Researchers have been using HF 
receivers and low power transmitters to study 
the Earth's ionosphere for over 75 years. It's 
time we move this proven technology off plan- 
et, and support NASA's new direction to do 
things cheaper, faster, and better. ¤ 
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How Are We Alike? 

Just how similar is Mars to Earth? In spite of being half the size and 1.5 times farther from the 
Sun, in many ways Mars is remarkably similar to Earth, as the table below shows. The length of a 
Martian day and the tilt of Mars' rotational axis are nearly the same as Earth's. This means that 
Mars has seasons as on Earth, but the Martian seasons last twice as long as ours. The Martian air, 
mostly composed of C02, is too thin to breath but dense enough to allow steep temperature 
changes to kick up strong winds. These winds create global dust storms which can blot out our 
view of its surface for months on end. 

I Mars-Earth Conlparison 
Earth Mars 

Average distance from Sun (millions of km) 
Radius at equator (km) 
Surface gravity relative to Earth 
Average density (gm/cm3) 
Number of days in a year 
Length of day 
Tilt of rotational axis (degrees) 
Atmospheric composition 
Atmospheric pressure at surface (millibars) 
Number of moons 
Temperatures at the surface ("C) 
Ionosphere: 

Peak electron densities (day) ( ~ m - ~ )  
Peak electron densities (night) ( ~ m - ~ )  
Height of peak densities (day) (km) 
Height of peak densities (night) (km) 
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Arthur J. Stokes, Sr., N8BN 
Box 398 
Hudson. Ohio 44236 

A GYRATOR TUNED 
VLF RECEIVER 

This VLF monitoring receiver uses 
a gyrator circuit to eliminate 

LC-type tuning 

P reviously published have 
described two differenr types of VLF 
receivers used to monitor very low fre- 

quency stations for sudden ionospheric distur- 
bances. These effects have been discussed in 
References 1 and 2. In the spring 1993 issue of 
Cornmlmicutions Quczrterly, Peter Taylor and I 
described a VLF receiver with three separately 
tuned states using 88-mH toroid coils and air 
variable capacitors. This arrangement worked 
well but was somewhat cumbersome. 

After publication of the spring 1993 article, 1 
received a communication from Phillip Eide, 
KF6ZZ, suggesting a gyrator circuit for tuning 
that eliminated the LC type of tuning used in 
the previous receivers. I immediately started to 
experiment with the gyrator approach. This 
article is the result of my work with a gyrator 
tuned VLF receiver. 

Note that the gyrator directly replaces the 
cumbersome toroids and slug-tuned coils used 
in earlier receiver circuits. The Q of a gyrator 
greatly exceeds that of the ironlcopper induc- 

Figure 1. A basic gyrator circuit. 

tances. Furthermore, the "L" value is easily 
changed by a resistance. With this type of cir- 
cuit. it's easy to construct a complete SID 
receiver around a single 89 cent IC package. 
Another advantage of this new design is that 
there is only one stage of LC tuned circuit as 
opposed to several in previous designs. 

Gyrator circuits 

I ' l l  make no attempt here to get into gyrator 
theory. It's sufficient to say that a gyrator is a 
sitnple circuit topology that superbly simulates 
an inductor. The theory is well covered by 
M o ~ c h ~ t z . 3  A basic gyrator is illustrated in 
Figure 1. 

The inductance is calculated using the fol- 
lowing formula: 

In this circuit, I have chosen R I .  R?, and R3 
3s 3.3 k. R5 is a series combination of 3.3 k 
fixed and 1 0  k variable. With C4 as 0.001 yF, 
the inductance range of the gyrator is from 43.9 
mH to 10.9 mH depending on the setting of the 
10 k pot. This, with a parallel capacitance of 
0.002 yF, provides a tuning range of 17 to 34 
kHz. a useful range for our purpose. These val- 
ues will vary somewhat due to the tolerance of 
the components. 

Following the tuned input circuit is a vari- 
able gain stage with a gain up to 40 dB feeding 
illto a precision rectifier with another gain of 40 
dB. The final capacitor, C6, provides a long 
time constant to smooth the trace of the Rustrak 



recorder. The schematic is shown in Figure 2. 
Potentiometer R6 controls the tuning, and 

overall gain is controlled by R8. A center- 
tapped 12-volt transformer is used for the bipo- 
lar power supply. 

Construction 
After some experiments with wire-wrapped 

circuits and a few printed circuit board layouts, 

I settled on the arrangement shown in Figure 3. 
There was some tendency to oscillate in a few 
of the tests, but I eliminated this problem with 
bypass capacitors on the power supply leads 
and shielded leads to the pots. Most of the com- 
ponents are Radio Shack parts. A list is provid- 
ed with Figure 4. I recommend the 4 136 op 
amp as best for this purpose. It's well suited for 
thz gyrator and also tlie final amplifiers. 

The circuit board is mounted on standoffs in 

Figure 3. Circuit board layout. 
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Parts List: VLF Receiver 
3.3-k resistors, 114 watt 
1-k resistor, 114 watt 
100-ohm resislor, 114 watt 
10-k resistor, 114 watt 
1-meg resistor. 114 watt 
10-k linear pot 
100-k linear pot 
100 pF ceramic capacitor 
Two parallel 0.001 pF ceramic 
capacitors 

C4 0.00 1 -pF ceramic capacitor 
C5 I -pF electrolytic capacitor 
C6 10-pF electrolytic capacitor 
C7,C8 470-pF electrolytic capacitors 
C9,ClO 0.1-pF ceramic capacitors 
D 1 ,D2 IN34 diodes 
D3,D4 1 N400 1 diodes 
U I 4 136 integrated circuit chip 
T1 12-volt CT transformer 
Metal cabinet and miscellaneous hardware. 

Figure 4. Parts placement diagram. 

a metal box with the potentiometers on the 
front panel. A BNC connector for the antenna 
and a 118-inch jack for the recorder are mount- 
ed on the back panel. 

Inasmuch as the receiver was intended to be 
used for SID monitoring on a continual basis, 
the output is designed to operate a 100 pA 
Rustrak Recorder. The tuning potentiometer is 
calibrated on the front panel by feeding a signal 
from a signal generator through a 100-k resistor 
to the antenna connector. 

Summary 
I've described my experiments with a some- 

what novel method of tuning a VLF receiver. It 
has performed very well at my location in 
northern Ohio on 24 kHz and 2 1.4 kHz signals 
from NAA and NSS in Annapolis, Maryland 
and Cutler, Maine, respectively. Various anten- 
nas have been described in other articles. I gen- 
erally use an insulated 24-foot vertical alu- 
minum tube as an antenna. This is connected to 
the receiver through the center conductor of a 
coax line. The shield is grounded to an earth 

ground. A small diamond shaped loop antenna 
14 inches on a side with 100 turns of no. 26 
enamelled copper wire has also proved very 
effective on these stations. The loop was tuned 
with the proper capacitance in parallel to res- 
onate at each of these frequencies. No ground 
was needed with the loop. 
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W. J. Byron, W7DHD 
P.O. Box 2789 

Sedona, Arizona 86339 

ARCS AND SPARKS: 
PART 1 
How Did They Work? 

A rc and spark transmitters were exactly 
contemporary. The techniques for each 
developed simultaneously, although the 

origins of spark technology preceded those of 
the arc by about five years. Even though the 
arcs got a rather late start, they later surpassed 
the sparks both in effectiveness and power out- 
put. Arcs eventually operated at a power input 
of over one rnillion watts; two such transmitters 
(two duplicate converters in one station) were 
finished and were operated in France, starting 
in 1920.' They ran up until the mid-thirties. 

There were always many more spark trans- 
mitters operational than arcs, for three main 
reasons. First, spark transmitters were easier to 
construct and to operate. Second, sparks could 
be operated up into the MF range, whereas arcs 
could not be operated much above 200 kHz, 
and that was only possible with a special 
design. The arcs were limited to VLF generally. 
particularly the high-powered versions-and 
that precluded their use by harns. The third, and 
perhaps the most effective reason, was that 
commercial arc stations in this country were 
almost entirely manufactured by the Federal 
Telegraph Company, which possessed the U.S. 
rights to the patented Poulsen system. Federal 
made most of the large arc stations in the 
Western Hemisphere, and also manufactured 
the most effective (and the most powerful) 
transmitters in the world. Federal also was "late 
in the game." It was perhaps as late as 19 10 
before the company ninde much of an impact. 
A decade later, Federal was out of the arc busi- 
ness; ousted, as all others were, by the immi- 
nent appearance of high-vacuum thermionic 
high-power transmitting tubes. 

That the fundamental circuits of arc and 
spark transmitters are almost exactly alike, 
belies the fact that their- operationril characteris- 
tics were nearly diutizetrically ol)/7osite of each 

Figure 1 .  The hasic circuit. 

other. They didn't look alike, either. Spark 
transmitters operated from high-voltage, low 
current supplies, usually AC, and arcs required 
low-voltage high-current DC. The gaps of very 
large spark transmitters ( l00+ kW) were always 
exposed to the atmosphere, and thus were visi- 
ble and audible: very audible. However, the 
quenched-gap spark transmitters were relatively 
quiet. They were enclosed for a reason other 
than for noise-reduction. Arc gaps were always 
shielded-this was necessary for controlling the 
atmosphere around the arc, which was a hydro- 
gen-rich "fluid" of one kind or another- and 
they were very quiet. Arcs always required a 
magnetic field; sparks did not. Sparks could be 
keyed by interrupting the primary power source; 
arcs required an uninterrupted power source. 
Spark discharges continued to conduct for many 
RF cycles; arc gaps were extinguished for a por- 
tion of evcJry RF cycle. As a matter of fact, there 
uas  nothing alike in their operation or appear- 
ance except that they both required current to 
j ~ ~ m p  across an ionized gap. The following para- 
graphs describe the main attributes. advantages 
and disadvantages of each. 

Some spark folklore 
Heinrich Hertz started i t  all. The very first 



EOUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

I I 

Figure 2. (A) General circuitry for the demonstration of the basic technique. (B) The Braun transmitter. (C) The 
Wien transmitter. 

transmission of e1ectromagnt:tic waves in what 
we call the communications band occurred in 
the latter part of the 19th century. He used the 
spark, and it produced waves in the HFIVHF 
part of the spectrum. Hertz was a first-class 
physicist. His proof of the existence of electro- 
magnetic waves gave confirmation to James 
Clerk Maxwell's theory, which had been criti- 
cized and rejected by his peers for a decade. 

There were several experimenters who con- 
tinued with the art; Popov and Marconi were 
among them. Gradually. practical techniques 
were developed. All of them employed the only 
means of transmission known at the time: spark 
generators. The most effective impetus. of 
course, was provided by Marconi and his staff 
in the first trans-Atlantic transmission. The 
most s~~ccessf i~l  application of spark methods 
required operation in the LFIVLF bands. The 
reasons will become obvious later. 

The history itself, when not being presented 
by professional historians, has been massaged 
over and over by many of us who are really too 
young to remember; we just pass on the "old 
wives' tales." Most of the surviving operators 

who ran spark transmitters seriously are now 
easily in their 80s or 90s. Then there are the 
slightly younger ones (like me) who at one time 
or another have tried duplicating spark trans- 
mitter operation with the most common device 
available: the Ford Spark Coil. We were aided 
and abetted by publications (in the '30s, of 
course), which still carried residual articles and 
circuits. This was done even though spark 
transmitters had been unlawful (for hams) since 
1926. I t  didn't bother us. though! We went on 
about our business of destroying the family 
receiver's broadcast reception, by connecting a 
wire "antenna" to one side of the gap, and a 
ground rod to the other. None of us had any 
idea what frequency we were on. We didn't 
even know the theory of operation. We only 
knew that there was a circuit drawn in a POPLI- 
lar publication of some kind, (possibly in one 
of Hugo Gernsback's magazines) and we dupli- 
cated it-"sort of." Looking back on some of 
those articles, it's apparent that even the 
authors sometimes didn't really understand, 
either! Fortunately for us. we were fighting a 
losing battle. Our signals were so wide that the 



energy per kHz was minuscule-particularly 
because the spark coil itself was incapable of 
more than a few watts. 

Could the arrangement described above have 
been successful? Yes, it could. The hook-up 
was a simpler version of the Marconi method 
used for quite a few years. All the absolutely 
essential parts were there: the spark gap, an 
antenna, and a ground connection. We just 
didn't know enough about the procedure to 
carry it out properly. Had the antenna been 
properly loaded with an inductance to bring the 
total resonance into the broadcast band. had the 
"gro~lnd" been composed of a rectangular spi- 
der-web-like counterpoise, had the Ford spark- 
coil been capable of more power, and had the 
gap been composed of properly adjusted spher- 
ical balls, we could have been in a "heap o' 
trouble." It would have been heard all over 
town, and over most of the broadcast band. 

The professional equipment was quite sophis- 
ticated for the time. The mechanical equipment 
was very complex even by today's standards. It 
also was effective, and was the only practical 
means of wireless communication for about a 
decade. Spark transmitters were used on ship- 
board, in land stations, and even by the military 
on both sides of the lines in World War I.2 
Woodrow Wilson's "Fourteen Pointsw-the 
terms of German surrender-were transmitted 
from the United States to Germany (via NSS to 
POZ, near Berlin) by means of an arc transmit- 
ter. POZ, the German receiving station, used the 
spark. The following paragraphs will explain 
their operation in considerable detail. 

Spark technology 

The tnethod of producing an oscillatory 
wave from a static direct-current source is 
familiar to all who have studied alternating cur- 
rent circuit a n a l y ~ i s . ' ~ ~  The basic circuit 
appears in Figure 1. With switch S ,  in the left- 
hand position, the capacitor will charge to the 
potential, Vo. If the switch is thrown to the 
right at t=O, it connects the charged capacitor to 
the series combination of R and L. 

If R is too large, the resulting current in the 
circuit is nun-oscillatory, and represents special 
cases-that of "critically damped" to "over- 
damped." Below a certain value of R, however, 
the current wave-shape will follow that of an 
exponentially decaying sine wave of the form: 

i (t) = iht sin (m,, J- t) 
w L 1  

(1) 

where: 

6 = the damping factor (< 1 here) and. 

w, = the natural resonant frequency of LCR, 

which is an under-dunzped case, and it reduces 
to a general equation: 

That form will appear later in this section. It 
is the form of one train in a series of such puls- 
es that were transmitted for years by spark 
transmitters of all makes. Some later modifica- 
tions of the shape will also be covered; they 
represent the ultimate development of spark 
circuitry. 

'The production of spark transmitter signals 
followed the principles described above. The 
main differences between the circuit in Figure 
1 and those of ~ractical transmitters lie in the 
methods of charging the capacitor and in the 
magnitudes of the voltages and currents. 

'The general circuitry for demonstration of 
the: basic technique appears as Figure 2A. We 
start with the power input designated as "H.V." 
For this explanation, we'll consider it to be 
direct current. It doesn't make any difference 
whether it is AC or DC. Both were used. 
However, the more successful supplies were 
always AC. 

The spark-gap is designated "G." It is "open" 
(no spark) at the beginning of each pulse. At 
thr: time of voltage application, the capacitor 
"C" is charging, following the voltage of the 
source. When the charging potential reaches the 
breakdown voltage of the gap, a spark is pro- 
duced. Now the gap is conductive with a low 
intrinsic resistance, and the rest of the circuit is 
isolated from the source. The circuit GLCR 
oscillates as in Figure 1, decreasing exponen- 
tially to a potential too low to sustain the spark 
in the gap. The energy in the system is dissipat- 
ed in R. 

This circuit was used for several years. The 
intjuctance L (Figure 2A) included both the 
intjuctance of thiantenna and whatever loading " 
inductance was necessary for the wavelength in 
use. C was the capacitance of the antenna itself, 
and R represented all the losses in the system- 
including that of the gap, wiring, ground resis- 
tance, and the all-important one, radiation 
resi.vttmce. The very early Marconi transmitters 
were of this type. 

Power inputs to these early transmitters were 
limited. The capacitances of even large anten- 
nas of the era were usually on the order of 0.01 
pE; (later antennas were much larger). The max- 
imum charge was thus limited. The actual 
power input to the system can be computed by: 

1 
Power Input = 6 -cv2 2 (3) 

where 6 is the charging rate (per second), C is 
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Figure 3. (A)  Continuous wave log decrement. (B) CW spectrum, 33.3 kHz, 
pulsed once per msec. (C) Spectrum. 33.3 kHz 1 msec pulse, 1000Isec. 

the capacitance of the antenna in Farads, V is 
the peak voltage on the capacitor at the instant 
of gap breakdown. and L and R are as previ- 
ously defined. It is the small capacitance that 

1 limited the power of the early transmitters. 
even with voltages of 10,000 or more-many, 
many times more. 

The currents in all the circuits of Figures 1 
and 2 decay exponentially, and that created 
practical problems. If the current doesn't decay, 
the wave shape is that of a continuous wave, 
and occupies only one frequency in the spec- 
trum. The shorter the duration, i.e, the higher 
the damping. the broader the signal. It was rec- 
ognized early, and the U.S. Department of 
Commerce (then regulating transmitters) 
restricted U.S.-licensed transmitters in 19 19 to 
a maximum log decrement of 0.2. 

The log decrement (which isrelated to the 
damping factor in Equation 1) is defined as the 
natural logarithm of the ratio of any cycle 
amplitude divided by the amplitude of the next 
occurring cycle: 

Log Decrement = In (A2lA I ) (4) 

Figures 3,4,5, and 6 are waves of several 
different log-decrements. 

Figures 2B and 2C are the basic circuits of 
F. Braun (who also invented the Braun Tube, 
the precursor of the oscilloscope), and Max 
Wien. The Braun circuit was the more success- 
ful; it was patented in 1 89fL4 

All the transmitters of the form of Figure 2A 
suffered power limitation because of the rela- 
tively low fixed capacitance of the antenna. 
Voltages as high as 80,000 were applied to 
those systems; that voltage appeared on all 
exposed antenna components. It also chal- 
lenged the insulators. High-voltage RF insula- 
tor research and development was necessary 
because of this problem-which was common 
to both arcs and sparks. 

Braun solved the power limitation problem 
very neatly. His basic circuit (Figure 2B) is the 
one that nearly all of the subsequent transmit- 
ters used-from the lowest-powered ham trans- 
mitters to the very large military, governmen- 
tal. and commercial transmitters. The latter 
peaked at approximately 350 kW. 

There were other advantages in this system; 
it reduced some harmonic radiation (when 
properly adjusted; otherwise it could broaden 
the signal significantly) and further enabled 
large energy storage in capacitor C I .  It was crit- 
ical in adjustment, requiring variable coupling 
between L I  and L2 (a form of what was known 
as "loose coupling"). Various forms of loose 
coupling appeared in both transmitters and 
receivers. The Braun circuit was double-tuned, 
and could actually produce two resonances 
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simultaneously if mistuned-almost always by 
overcoupling; hence, various forms of "loose 
coupling" were developed. Not only did the 
"double-frequency" reduce the quality of the 
signal, it was unlawful per U.S. regulations. 

M. Wien sought to eliminate the characteris- 
tic tuning difficulties in the Braun system by 
combining the two inductances, L, and L2, and 
their mutual inductance into one, while retain- 
ing large energy storage. The circuit is shown 
in Figure 2C. 

Efficiencies of these transmitters usually 
were between 60 and 85 percent. Of the power 
ultimately reaching the antenna circuit, less 
than a tenth actually was radiated; antenna effi- 
ciencies were notoriously poor. They still are. 
Who has room to lay down more than one hun- 
dred radials, each one many kilometers in 
length? Adequate ground systems were, and 
are, the most important and limiting factors in 
the performance of Marconi verticals; particu- 
larly VLF Marconis. In general the Wien sys- 
tem was the more efficient, but it suffered a 
disadvantage because it couldn't divorce the 
log-decrement of the antenna from that of the 
storage circuit. Although POZ (a very famous 
German station) used the Wien system for a 
while, it reverted to the Braun system until it 
was shut down after World War I. One of its 
successors was at Eilwese, which used a 
Goldschmidt alternator. The Goldschmidt was 
of the same general power level as the 
Alexandersons, and was developed to circum- 
vent the Alexanderson-Fessenden patents. 

By the time hams were using the Braun cir- 
cuit, they were under the "200 meters and 
down" (1,500 kHz and up) dictum. Although 
the storage capacitance (C,) enabled much 
more energy storage than the capacitance of the 
antenna alone, the power input still followed 
Equation 3. It was difficult, if not impossible, 
to achieve the one kilowatt maximum allow- 
able input if ordinary 60-Hz line power was 
used in combination with a single ball-gap or 
even with the rotary gap. The charging rate 6, 
had to remain at twice the line frequency (120 
Hz). The capacitor could be charged only at 
that rate. 

The circuit was known as the "oscillation cir- 
cuit", and the coil in amateur transmitters usu- 
ally was constructed of quarter-inch copper 
tubing, and consisted of four or five turns about 
six or eight inches in diameter. It was a "high- 
C" combination. The larger was "C," the small- 
er 'I" had to be-and that meant a correspond- 
ingly more difficult energy transfer to the 
antenna circuit. 

The two graphs, Figures 7 and 8, were cal- 
culated on the bases of the largest practical 
storage-capacitor (somewhere around 2800 pF 
for a four-turn coil) and a frequency of 1,500 
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Figure 4. (A) Marconi damped wave, d = 0.1. (B) Marconi spectrum, d = 0.1, 
pulsed oncelsec. (C) Marconi spectrum, d = 0.1,50-Hz resolution. 
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Figure 5. (A) Marconi damped wave, d = 0.2. (B) Marconi spectrum, d = 
0.2, pulsed once/msec. 

kHz (200 meters). These were computed for 
2,814 pF. The graphs show very well just how 
difficult it was to achieve the maximum input 
for amateur transmitters following the forced 
band-change. It would require approximately 
77,000 volts (peak) for a trar~smitter using 60- 
Hz line current, and it would require a peak 
voltage of 27,000 using a synchronous pulse- 
frequency of 1000lsecond. Either would be 
hard to manage in the typical ham's basement 
or garage. They are hard to manage safely uny- 
where. It would be an unusual ham who could 
build circuits-and provide insulation-for 
27,000-volt systems, and even more unusual 
for a 77,000-volt transmitter. 

That wasn't the end of the effort. There were 
some hams who reduced the primary induc- 
tance to a minimum-and cc)rrespondingly 
increased the capacitance to a maximum. The 

practical culmination of this was the construc- 
tion of one-turn primary inductances, and 
capacitances of about 10,000 pF. 
Correspondingly, somewhat lower voltages 
were required, and some hams were operating 
this way. 

Capacitors in  all of the spark transmitters 
were required to withstand at least 15,000 volts 
in smaller transmitters, and 80 to 100,000 volts 
in the largest, while simultaneously containing 
from 0.1 yF to as much as 1.5 yF capacitance. 
Remember that the wavelengths usually were 
very long; 12 kilometers was a common wave- 
length for the very large transmitters, corre- 
sponding to a frequency of 25 kHz. They also 
had to be of high quality, because they were 
handling large circulating currents. 

It would be difficult (at least expensive) even 
now to produce a single capacitor of 1 yF size 
at 100,000 volts that would handle several 
thousand RF amps. On some very large spark 
transmitters, the initial discharge (first cycle) 
current was nearly 10,000 amps. 

The most common small-transmitter capaci- 
tor dielectric was glass. Commercial plate-glass 
was much used by hams, though other 
dielectrics were tried-mica being one. Glass 
was used by many of the commercial-sized 
units, too. Here, however, the design ranged 
from actual latter-day Leyden-jar configuration 
with glass dielectric, to pressurized CO, 
dielectrics in steel pressure-vessels. Both these 
were used, always in parallel combinations. 
Oil-immersed glass plate dielectric capacitors 
were used in latter-day large Marconi transmit- 
ters employing the Braun ~ i r c u i t . ~  

Pressurized capacitors can be identified by 
their flanges and bolts. Internal construction of 
some of the latter resembled fully-meshed 
modern-day Jennings vacuum variables. Others 
were often stacked interleaved parallel plates, 
insulated from each other and pressurized as 
were the cylindrical types. High-vacuum tech- 
niques were not yet developed to the point nec- 
essary for that technology, and techniques that 
were essential to the soon-to-come high-vacu- 
um thermionic tubes were yet to appear. 

It was understood that if the energy per pulse 
was multiplied by the pulse-rate, higher power 
would result. It was known also that the ear, as 
well as the earphones of the day, were most 
sensitive to frequencies around one kilohertz. 
Except for an occasional special circumstance 
(read about station MUU, later) the usual alter- 
nator supply frequency was established at 500 
Hz. giving the 1 -kHz pulse rate. The rotary gap 
was used in most of these systems, and it was 
used in all of the stations of 100-kW power lev- 
els and above. 

In those cases where the gap speed was syn- 
chronized with the line frequency, a "synchro- 



nous gap" was produced. There were hundreds 
of synchronous ship- and land-based transmit- 
ters in use. Most were manufactured by 
Marconi's companies. Fessenden (and his com- 
pany NESCO) had several in service, too. The 
gap rotor was on the generator shaft, assuring 
synchronism. The note of the signal (actually a 
sort of "interrupted C W )  was therefore one 
kilohertz, as was 6. 

The electric utility system frequency in the 
United States largely was fixed at 60 Hz. If an 
amateur wished to use a rotary gap, he was 
forced to accept either a synchronous pulse-rate 
of 120 per second (if he were wealthy enough 
to obtain a synchronous motor) or to use an 
ordinary motor of relatively high speed. This 
type of motor invariably produced a "warbling" 
tone because it would be passing in and out of 
synchronism continuously. It was a non-syn- 
chronous combination. Most hams operated in 
just this mode. 

They also tried to take advantage of 
increased pulse-rate within the 60-Hz supply 
restraint. The rationale can be explained partial- 
ly by Figure 9. One cycle of a 60-Hz sinusoid 
is the solid curve. The hypothetical rotor has 
ten points, giving a "tooth passage" every 36 
degrees in a synchronous sense. They are first 
labeled A through K. unprimed. K actually rep- 
resents the "A" of the next cycle. By adding 18 
degrees to each point, we have the primed 
points, A' through J', in which a K' (not 
shown) would be the A' of the next cycle. The 
dotted zone is the area in which no spark is 
possible. The gap is too large, or the voltage 
too low; either is correct. 

No spark is possible at points A, F, and K. 
However, it is possible at B, C, D, and E, and 
on the other half-cycle, at G,  H, I, and J. The 
power input for the first case would be four 
times the energy at the voltage of B, say, plus 
four times that of point C-all points multiplied 
by the appropriate 6, of course. 

If the phase is shifted just 18 degrees, sparks 
are possible at all primed points-including 
two (C' and H') at the highest voltage of the 
sine. For any other phase-angle, the resultant 
power input will drift between these values. 
Either case would theoretically increase the 
power input over a synchronous pulsing at 
points C' and H'. And it did. Hams were able 
to achieve the maximum I -kW input with 60- 
Hz power. The problem was that the sparks did 
not occur exactly when they were supposed to, 
and the voltages did not follow the nice, clean 
sine wave. In fact, they occurred at consider- 
ably lower values than are indicated in Figure 
9. The increase in power input and output was 
evident, but the effectiveness of the signal 
wasn't. It actually decreased. 

Hams of the day had a habit of turning the 
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Figure 6. ( A )  Marconi damped wave, d = 0.3. (B) Marconi spectrum, d = 0.3, 
pulsed once/ntsec. 

gap motor off during the "dah-dit-dah" on sign- 
over, allowing the spark-rate to drift down and 
through true synchronism at 120 Hz. The signal 
readability actually increased even though the 
rneasured power (real. by the way) was 
decreasing. What was happening'? This ques- 
tion was the subject of at least one QSTarticle. 
The authors' conclusions were essentially cor- 
rect, but for the wrong reasons. 

The transformers in use then would produce 
rnany thousands of volts; but a transformer of 
say, 25,000 volts rms, would deliver only 40 mA 
at 1 kW! They also possessed many turns of fine 
wire (necessary for the voltage increase), and 
rnuch higher insulation requirements. Compnru- 
tively large spaces bro~lght ;ibout by the insulu- 
tion requirement also meant decreased flux-link- 
age. Those transformers suffered from both high 
ohmic wire resistance and leakage reactance. 
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Figure 8. P versus V, delta = 120Isec. 

It is not unreasonable to assume that a 10 
percent voltage drop occurs in such a trans- 
former when fully loaded by a resistance. One 
can estimate the combined effects of leakage 
reactance and resistance (they will appear as a 
combined resistance) by dividing the voltage 
change by the current change; 2500 Vl0.04 A. 
The resultant resistance, 62,500 ohms, is now 
the "source resistance" of the transformer. 
Every pulse in spark transmitters is preceded by 
a charging cycle. The capacitclr must be 
charged from the source. The voltage on the 
capacitor follows the usual inverse exponential, 
V, = V, ( I  - e-d~), where z is the time-con- 
stant, RC, R is the internal dynamic resistance 
of the transformer, and C is that of the RF pri- 
mary circuit, in Farads. It is 0.625 millisecond 
for C = 10,000 pF and R = 62,500 ohms. 
Referring to Figure 9, it is seen that there are 
only 1.67 ms between pulses. It is also true that 
three "zs" (1 3 7 5  ms) are necessary for a capac- 
itor to assume 90 percent of its full charge. In 
short, the capacitor never gets charged. There 
are enough pulses, though, to achieve the kilo- 
watt average input, but the peak power never 
reaches the equivalent power of fully-charged 
capacitors. It is exacerbated by the sinusoidal 

shape of the source voltage-or at least it tries 
to be sinusoidal. The only loads those trans- 
formers saw were charging surges. They were 
grossly nonlinear loads. It was difficult duty. 

Detectors used in the reception of spark sig- 
nals were envelope detectors. Even regenerative 
detectors on the verge of oscillation (the most 
sensitive state) were envelope detectors. They 
all were sensitive to p.e.p.-peak envelope 
power. Sound familiar? As the spark rate 
decreased at the signover, more time was avail- 
able for the capacitor to charge, and its p.e.p. 
increased. There is a modern lesson here, by the 
way, for SSB operators infatuated with exces- 
sive use of processors. Even product detectors 
are envelope detectors in the general sense. 

Large commercial installations were plagued 
by the same problems. There were methods of 
resonating the source (at 1 kHz) simultaneously 
with the charging voltages. It is an interesting 
concept, but is not appropriate for systems with 
60-Hz supplies. A good description of the prin- 
ciple can be found in Reference 5. 

The "quenched gap" was devised to prevent 
"arcing" at the gap. The power sources for 
transmitters ranged from fractions of kilowatts 
to hundreds of kilowatts. Once a ball-gap 
became ionized, it had a tendency to continue 
conducting long after the oscillating current in 
the circuit had ceased. Sometimes it did not 
quench at all. The quenched gap-one of the 
solutions-was a static device. It was com- 
posed of a number of parallel circular plates, 
each insulated from the next by an annular ring. 
Eight or ten such plates were common. The 
overall gap therefore consisted of several short- 
er ones. One could select just how many stages 
he desired by tapping onto any particular stage. 
It had the property of discouraging arcing, but 
it was limited in its heat-handling capability, so 
it was used in transmitters of relatively low 
power. It was quiet in operation, and where 
there was a choice (switch-selected) mostly in 
small 2-kW transmitters, like the American 
Marconi P-4, it was the preferred gap. 
Quenched gaps were used in some larger trans- 
mitters (mostly in Germany) but they were lim- 
ited in heat-dissipating capability, even with 
forced-air cooling. 

All of the large commercial transmitters used 
the rotary gap. When the gap is required to pass 
thousands of amperes at tens of thousands of 
volts, heat becomes a severe problem. So does 
noise and (probably) the production of ozone. 
Rotary gap discharges in the very large com- 
mercial transmitters could be heard for miles, 
and the radio rooms of ship-board transmitters 
were frequently sound-proofed, particularly on 
passenger liners.6 

The motion of the rotor not only quenched 
the gap, it cooled the rotor points. The stator 
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Figure 9. Partial explanation of rationale behind taking advantage of increased pulse-rate within the 60-Hz supply restraint. 

points on very large rotaries often were water- 
cooled; Fessenden used self-contained (and 
insulated) thermal siphons with small tanks. 

Adjustment of !he Braun circuit was sonic- 
what tedious. There was a transfer of the ener- 
gy from the oscillation circuit via the "oscilla- 
tion transfbrmer"-actually L ,  and L2 in 
Figure 2H. to the secondary circuit, and the 
two currents are presented in Figures 10 and 
1 1 .  Note that the antenna current still decays 
exponentially with the log-decrement of the 
particular antenna and ground systeni (beyond t 
= 70) in the figure. The abrupt rise in antenna 
current (at t = O f )  produced by the circuit in  
Figure 2A is missing, and its absence con- 
tributes to i~ narrower signal width. 

I t  was easy to over-couple the Braun "oscil- 
lation transformer.'' and serious degradation of 
the signal always resulted. I t  is very easy to see 
how this happened. All of thc total energy per 
pulse (at t = 0) is contained i n  the primary cir- 
cuit CGL. That energy is transferred to the sec- 
ondary systern. starting with the first swing of 
the primary current. I f  the coupling is too close. 
the field established by the current in the sec- 
ondary systeni is retlected back into the prinia- 

ry system with enough energy to reignite the 
spark gap, and the process continues back-and- 
forth until the remaining cnergy is too low to 
reignite the gap. 

A simulation of the effect appears as Figures 
12 and 13. The trick was to adjust the coupling 

5 . '  lust so"-far enough apart so that there would 
1101 be enough energy fed back to restart the 
>.park, yet close enough to maintain good effi- 
ciency. Observation of the currents in real time 
could occur only with the aid of laboratory 
instruments; in practice, tlie operators used 
\what were for the time conventional instru- 
rnents. "Hot-wire" ammeters, d' Arsonval 
(dynamic) w:ittmeters, wave-meters. iuid regu- 
lar voltmeters suff'iced. 

Notice that the currents appear to he "~nodu- 
lated." Indeed, that is just what is happening. 
Figure 14 shows the currents in Figures 11 
;uid 12 recalculated to reveal the decaying sinu- 
soidal (and cosinusoidal) envelopes. Note that 
when one is at a maximurn, the other is at a 
minimum--right clown tlie line. If the actual 
signal frequency were in the audio riulge. i t  
would appear to have "beat-notes3'-a not-so- 
subtle indication of a "second frequency" that 
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Figure 10. (A) Primary current, il(t), Braun, properly adjusted. (B) 
Spectrum of the primary current (il), well adjusted. 

was mentioned earlier. The encelopes reflect 
the combined log-decrement. 

The figures show both primary and sec- 
ondary currents to have a common log-decre- 
ment. Zenneck goes into great detail about the 
differences of decrement between coupled cir- 
cuits both with and without a spark-gap7 If the 
primary gap quenches by giving up all of its 
energy to the secondary, and if the coupling is 
loose enough so there is no reignition of the 
spark, the secondary-which is the antenna cir- 
cuit in this discussion-behaves as if there 
were no primary circuit at all, and it decays by 
its own unique decrement. Coupled decrements 
will not be addressed. 

Marconi designed and operated very 
advanced spark transmitters. There were others 

too, but his are perhaps the most thoroughly I documented. Some verv exotic electrical 
designs and equipment were required to over- 
come certain problems. One of his transmitters 
at Carnarvon. Wales (callsign MUU). was a 
300-kW spark transmitter. Very thorough dis- 
cussion of the design of this transmitter can be 
found in the A WA ~ e v i e w . ~  A few characteris- 
tics follow. 

None of the damped wave-shapes presented 
later on show a log-decrement of less than 0.1. 
MUU and several others, however, emitted a ' damped wave of exceedingly small decre- 
ment-0.029 being rather representative of 
those systems. Such decrements were com- 
pletely out of the reach of hams. They occurred 
in large, expensive, professional systems with 
very good ground setups, and they were for 
waves of approximately 10,000 meters. Both 
were beyond the pocketbooks, the knowledge, 
and later, the law, for hams ("200 meters and 
down"). The Carnarvon antenna (for 1 1,000 
meters) was a trapezoidal flat-top, varying fron 
450 to 600 feet wide by 3 I00 feet long. It was 
supported at a height of 400 feet by ten masts. 
1tS feedpoint resistance was 1.4 ohms, and the 
capacitance of the antenna was 0.039 P F . ~  Its 
spectrum would no doubt show a lot of the 
same "fine structure" present in the CW spec- 
trum (Figure 3). 

An alternator supplied 150-Hz power to the 
transmitter. At one spark at each of the positivc 
and negative peaks, the "tone" (spark-rate or 6: 
was 300 Hz. It wasn't an arbitrary selection. 
With a decrement of about 0.03, over seventy 
oscillations in the antenna current were 
required to reduce it to 10 percent of its initial 
value. Thus, there was always a remaining 
oscillating current in the antenna circuit-and i~ 
was present at the next primary pulse. Even 
though the gap was synchronized at the alterna- 
tor frequency, there was still "jitter" inherent in 
all those systems, so synchronizing the primary 
initial current rise to the desired 90 degree lag 
with resuect to the antenna current was 
extremely difficult. It was impossible to guar- 
antee. Rather than abuse transformer, gap, and 
other components, a synchronous pulse rate 
was selected to assure that the remaining oscil- 
lating current in the antenna was reduced to 
about 10 percent. In this way. the initial pulse 
phase could vary from +90 degrees to -00 
degrees without damaging components. 
~ e k e m b e r  that the initial-current in the primary 
transformer was 9,000 amperes. 

The maximuni capacitor voltage was 35,000. 
Primary circuit capacitance was 1.5 yF. Even at 
1 1,000 meters (27.3 kHz) the total primary 
inductance could not exceed 22.7 microhenries. 
That meant that "interconnecting" conductors 
could not add much inductance. They were of 
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copper, quarter-inch thick, 24 inches wide, and 
several feet long. The primary of the oscillation 
transformer was three turns, with an inner diam- 
eter of about 4 feet. The "turns" were composed 
of a sheathed 12-inch diameter cable of Litz- 
wire. The size of components-both electrical 
and physical-by this time had limited further 
power escalation of spark transmitters. 

There were about 450 spark transmitters of 
various sizes in operation in the U.S. at the 
height of their el-a. This compared with perhaps 
a dozen large arcs, most of which were in the 
hands of both the U.S. Navy and Feder, <I I '  scom- 
mercial enterprises. The spectrum was crowded. 
Operation with the minimum log-decrement 
was sought by everyone, and there were several 
different practical methods employed by the 
operators for determining it, which. as stated 
above, was restricted to 0.2 after 19 19. They 
faced even ar~other restriction. also i n  the 
Department of Commerce regulations-affect- 
ing both arcs and sparks. If the transmitted sig- 
nal contained more than one frequency (measur- 
able by a sensitive wave-meter), the second 
(unwanted) signal could not exceed twenty per- 
cent of the main signal. An exception was in the 
transmission of emergency and emergency- 
related signals. Operation with less-than-lawful 
signals, by the way, is still permitted under 
those circun~stances. 

The problem of crowding was compounded 
by the fact that the common detectors were 
envelope detectors, still using tuned circuits of 
relatively low selectivity. Crystals (Galena. 
Silicon Carbide, and sorne others-with "cat's 
whiskers") as well as electrolytic and thermion- 
ic diodes (Fleming Valves) were used most 
often. Heterodyning detectors were of little use 
in receiving spark signals, and diode-detectors 
were eqilally useless in most cases in the detec- 
tion of pure CW (then usually arc) signals. All 
of these detectors were passive. They had no 
signal amplification. The trunarlirtrr.~ had to 
supply the power necessary to actuate opera- 
tors' earphones-operators who were sorne- 
times 3,000 miles or more away from the trans- 
mitter. Improvenlents broi~ght about by the 
development of both "gassy" (i.e., De Forest) 
and high-vacuunl triodes (hence regenerative 
detectors. too) did enable signal enhancement, 
but much later. They appeared i n  the latter part 
of the spark transmitter era-principally in its 
last decade. They were better suited to the 
reception of CW signals. 

Operation of large spark transmitters in the 
near vicinity of receiving posts using crystal 
detectors was an incompatible combination. 
During the several years of development-prin- 
cipally to higher powers-occasional "welding" 
of cat's-whiskers to the crystals occurred, even 
with the T/R switch in the "receive" position. 
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Figure 11. ( A )  Secondary current 12(t), Braun, properly adjusted. (B) Spec- 
trum of the well-adjusted Rraun secondary current. 

That is just one of the reasons for high-powered 
stations placing their receiving locations many 
miles away from the transmitters. Keying was 
accomplished by telephone lines-"hard-wired." 
That was true of all large stations, no matter 
what type of eq~~ipment was used. It was a more 
efficient uce of personnel and facilities, such as 
telephone and telegl-aph. to have traffic nets ser- 
viced from one location. Often those operators 
viere controlling several transmitters simultane- 
cusly on different frequencies. 

borne analyses 
Fortunately, spark-generated wave-shapes are 

easy to reconstruct. The correctly-coupled and 
over-coupled Braun transmitter cases faithfully 
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Analysis, because we have clear analytical 
expressions with which to work. 

SPECTRUM. OVERCOUPLED BRAUN PRIMARY CURRENT 

I FREQUENCY. KlLOHERTi! I 
Figure 12. ( A )  Overcoupled Braun prinvary current (ill.  (I!) Spectrum of the 
overcoupled Braun primary current. 

reproduce the shapes of publi\,hed wave-shapes 
from Zenneck, dated 1915. The waves simulated 
in this paper are adequate for I he purpose. 

The preceding paragraphs I-lave presented the 
shapes of virtually all the tran:;mitted waves and 
some that are not, like the Braun primary cur- 
rents. They are paired with their frequency spec- 
tra, which in turn are related to Federal regula- 
tion of the log-decrement of spark signals. 

What were these signals like? Since there are 
few people alive today who aztually have oper- 
ated spark transmitters, we must use other 
means to evaluate them. One good way is to 
calc~llate their freq~~ency spectra. I t  also 
removes subjective bias from the evaluations. 

We are fortunate to have many tools for 
bandwidth investigation. The most valuable 
analytical tool for use in this case is Fourier 

They are: 

i ( t )  = ag (sin(al t)) e-"I I, (5) 

and, 

Equation 5 is identical to Equation 2, and is 
repeated for convenience. It describes both the 
Marconi wave-shape and the Braun primary 
current when properly coupled. Equation 6 is 
of the form of the Brnun Secondary (antenna) 
Current, properly coupled. Equations 7 and 8 
describe the overcoupled Braun secondary and 
primary currents? respectively. Equation 9 is 
that for a steady-state carrier. One spectrum for 
a pulsed carrier is included. The programs all 
yield line-amplitudes (C,,), but the spectra are 
easier to judge if the envelopes are shown- 
rather than the individual lines-so most of 
them show the envelopes. 

They all lend themselves well to numerical 
integration, and that is how the BASIC pro- 
grams-generated for this paper-did it. The 
advent of fast personal computers, particularly 
those with math coprocessors operating on 
compiled programs, makes it relatively easy. 
All of the spectra were calculated with a mini- 
mum of 1,500 products per point, and most of 
them encompassed 50+ points (frequencies in 
this case). For those interested, uncornpiled 
BASIC operation on the (CW) integral required 
14 seconds per point; when compiled and with 
the coprocessor invoked, it  probably would 
require less than a second. All these calcula- 
tions were performed (uncompiled) by an 
80386 microprocessor operi~ting at 25 MHz. 

Some standardization was required to put all 
these spectra on the same footing. I chose a 
spark operating frequency of 33.3 kHz. for one 
of the bases. All of the curves reflect that fre- 
quency. There's nothing special about 33.3 
kHz. It was in the right range, and was selected 
before this paper was begun. One time unit in 
all the figures represents 6.6667 microseconds. 
The repetition rate (6) was assumed to be 
1000/second. That repetition rate is employed 
in all the figures, including the one-ms pulsed 
CW case. When the integration was first per- 
formed on a CW carrier pulsed every millisec- 
ond, it did not reveal a single thin line; i t  had 



finite width. This solution resulted from my 
taking 1-kHz "cuts" at the functions; it did not 
have the required resolution. The two spectra 
depicting pulsed carriers (Figures 3 and 15) 
were produced by specifying 0.05 kHz steps. 
Notice the narrowing of the signal width as the 
pulse length is increased. The spark-generated 
signals of d = 0.2 or more did not show any 
"fine structure"-they were just plain broad! 

It is important to remember that the pro- 
grams automatically start the function from 
zero at t=O+, and at the end of the pulse, if it 
has not damped out, is similarly dropped again 
to zero-something that the operating transmit- 
ter gap cannot do. The spectra therefore must 
contain the frequencies necessary to define 
both the leading- and trailing-edges of the puls- 
es. They have been normalized to 1.0 maxi- 
mum amplitude for easy comparison. Identi- 
fication and further descriptions are found 
within the figure captions. 

The preceding paragraphs have been dedicat- 
ed to the apparatus and techniques of 70 to 90 
years ago. Are there any similar signals trans- 
mitted today? Certainly! A recent issue of 
Communications Quarterly contains a figure 
showing the shape of a modern LORAN-C 
pulse.g It is reproduced here as Figure 16A. 
Notice that it strongly resembles the shape of a 
"well-adjusted" Braun antenna current. The 
pulse simulation (Figure 16B) is not exact, but 
is so similar that the analysis probably can be 
trusted. The equation for the simulated pulse is: 

This equation may look like one of the oth- 
ers, but there is a t2 in the exponent of the last 
term. None of the others have it; it was neces- 
sary in order to simulate the LORAN pulse. 

These are different times, and the LORAN-C 
system exists for an entirely different purpose. 
The pulse has been subjected to the same exer- 
cises as have all the others in this article-for 
curiosity's sake. It would have been "just 
inside" what the law would have allowed; its 
log-decrement is about 0.15, and its spectrum is 
broader than that of the well-adjusted Braun 
antenna current, which for this paper (and usu- 
ally in practice, too) had a smaller decrement. 

The LORAN pulse carrier frequency has 
been translated to our 33.3 kHz "standard," and 
is pulsed at the 1 kHz rate. Its spectrum can be 
laid right over that of a Braun secondary cur- 
rent pulse of log-decrement 0.15. There is a 
small difference, however. The leading edge 
rise of the LORAN pulse is slightly gentler 
than that of the Braun. It is reflected in the 
spectrum, which shows lower-amplitude fre- 
quency components away from the carrier. 
Otherwise they are practically identical. 
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Figure 13. (A) Secondary current, overcoupled Braun. (B) Spectrum, over- 
coupled Braun (i2). 

One last pulse-spectrum was calculated. To 
demonstrate just how much of the spectral 
width results from the steepness of both the 
leading and trailing edges of the pulse, a wave- 
shape that has gentle slopes on both ends was 
synthesized. Its defining equation is: 

Figures 17A and 17B are the wave and its 
spectrum. It is the narrowest spectrum repro- 
duced in this article-except for the two " C W  
spectra. There are very low-level peaks on 
either side of the carrier, however, and they 
occur at multiples of the "modulation" frequen- 
cy (the simulation required that the carrier be 
modulated sinusoidally, plus have a repetition 
rate of the same base frequency-] kHz). They 
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TIME (ARBITRARY) 

Figure 14. Currents in Figures 12 and 13 recalculatetl to reveal the decay- 
ing sinusoidal envelopes. 
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Figure 15. Line spectrum, 10 msec pulsed sine wave, 33+ kHz. 

would be much more prominent if the pulse 
were to last for several cycles of the modula- 
tion envelope. The pulse was engineered to use 
only one full cycle of the envelope, and many 
cycles of the 33.3 kHz "carrier," which is there- 
fore much more prominent in the spectrum. 
Otherwise there would be three prominent 
peaks: one for the carrier, and two for the mod- 

ulation-one appearing on each side of the car- 
rier peak. We all have seen that type of spec- 
trum elsewhere. 

The BASIC program 

A technique often used for determining the 
Fourier coefficients of unknown functions 
(such as one that may appear on an oscillo- 
scope face) was adapted for these waves. 
Where one normally must measure the ordi- 
nates of figures recovered from an oscilloscope. 
we merely calculate the ordinates; we already 
have the analytical expressions. It is a simple 
program, containing merely 23 lines, of which 
only 15 are really necessary to determine the 
coefficients. ~t appears as Figure 18. 

Absolute values of the coefficients are 
deemed unimportant for this study. All spectra 
have been normalized to I .O tnaximum, and 
therefore the original values of the coefficients 
disappear in the normalization. The magnitudes 
of A,, and B,, (and thus C,) are first computed 
for their peak values (a few points-here, 
around 33.3 kHz). and then the normalizing - 
factor-unique for each spectrum-is entered 
as a divisor on Line 17 1.  It is the "11 0.01 " in 
Figure 18. It is valid only for that spectrum. 

The coefficients A, and Bn in the program 
descended from the equations contained in any 
one of several Circuit Analysis  textbook^.^,^ 
Their defining expressions are: 

1 2n A.=- -C y sin nx A x. (12) 
It 0 

2n 

y cos nx A x, and (13) 

1c.l = d m  , since (14) 

C,, = A, + jB, (15) 

Ao, the DC offset present in an asymmetrical 
wave-form. is missing in these calculations 
because of inherent symmetry. C, and n are the 
numhers tabulated in the program output. They 
are labeled "CN" and "N." 

The BASlC program is not universal. Each 
spectrum requires its describing function be 
entered manually into the program, along with 
certain program n~odifications. As it appears in 
Figure 18. it is set up to calculate the coeffi- 
cients for a CW wave. It is programmed to 
evaluate those coefficients every 50 Hz (see 
Line 172: N = N +.05). Most of the spectra 
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were calculated with N set equal to I .0 or 0.5. 
It's your choice. 

The spectrum for the 1-ms pulsed CW (see 
Figure 3B) reveals much "fine structure." The 
spectrum of the wave with d=O. l was gener- 
ataed using 50-Hz resolution to see whether 
there would be similar "fine structure." Figure 
4B shows that it does, indeed. though it is of 
limited significance in the overall appearance. 
This version, by the way, calculated 340 
points-at 14 seconds per point. It was done to 
generate confidence in the spectra calculated 
for all the other waves in this paper. There is 
very little significant difference in the spectrum 
as calculated with 50-Hz resolution compared 
with that using only I-kHz resolution-but 
there is  some fine detail. 

All the wave-shapes were computer-generat- 
ed, and no doubt are "cleaner" than those gen- 
erated by an operating transmitter. We can stip- 
ulate that they all start precisely at zero when t 
= 0, and end when we want them to. Practical 
transmitters all suffered "jitter;" an uncertainty 
in the timing of the start of a spark. Arc trans- 
mitters exhibited the same phenomenon (for a 
different reason) that will be revealed when arc 
technology is discussed in Part 2. 

Marconi's CW spark transmitter 

The heading seems contradictory; the bulk of 
this article has covered most of the methods 
used in spark technology, with emphasis on the 
damped-wave character of spark transmitters. 
There was an attempt. partly successful, to pro- 
duce a transmitter using spark technology, for 
continuous waves. 

Marconi and his very successful companies 
(several existed, including the American 
Marconi Company) were all based on the rotary 
spark, transmitting at very high power levels. It 
was obvioub tu all in the late 'teens and early 
'twenties. that spark technology no longer 
stood at the leading edge of radio development. 
Nevertheless, Marconi's entire career had been 
in the development of just that technique. He 
had developed it (nearly) to its practical limit. 

The wave of the future was to be in continu- 
ous waves. and everybody knew it. Marconi 
was not idle, however; he had been developing 
a method of using sparks to generate nearly 
pure CW. by employing an ingenioi~s idea-the 
"timed spark." 

The transmitter consisted of several disks 
(rotary gaps) on one shaft, which were arranged 
to produce n spark discharge in a rigidly timed 
sequence. The idea was to synchronize the 
shaft and the gaps so each primary impulse was 
followed by the next, adding to the coupled 
currents in sequence. thus producing continu- 
ous waves. Figures 19 and 20 show the method 
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Figure 16. (A)  Shape of a modern LORAN-C pulse reproduced from Evans and 
Evans, Communications Quarterly, Fall 199 I .  (6) LORAN-C pulse simulation. 

and its resulting waveforms. Elmer Bucher said 
that the exact circuits shown in his book and 
reproduced here were not the final configura- 
t i ~ n . ~  At the time of its publication (1921) 
Marconi was reluctant to divulge design details. 

There were apparently two generators. One 
was operated successfully from station MUU 
with the excellent antenna system there. The 
other station was to be at Marion, 
Massachusetts, Marconi's terminus in the U.S. 
MIJU was using the timed-spark transmitter in 
daily operation. Bucher wrote, "With a power 
of less than 100 kW, the author has copied sig- 
nals from the Carnarvon ctation in ~ e w  ~ o r k  
City during the daylight hours with an aerial 
100 feet in length. The signals were conrider- 
ably stronger than thme obtained from other 
foreign st:Ltions using radio-frequency alterna- 
tors of greater power. The wave length 
employed during those tests was close to 
10,000 meters."h 
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The other generator was actually installed at 
Marion, Massachusetts. It never was success- 
ful.lo The antenna at Marion was an inverted-L 
one mile in length. It also used the 
Alexanderson multiple-tuned feed system. It 
was that antenna system, when the "star" type 
grounding system was used earlier, that pro- 
duced brush fires. The soil underneath the 
antenna was very sandy, and obviously had a 
low conductivity, despite the fact that it was 
within sight of the ocean. Many transmitting 
sites, by the way, were built on shorelines, or 
actually on the beaches themselves. The 
antenna system could very well be the reason 
for failure of the spark CW transmitter: that 
would seem to be the only difference between 
the two sites. MUU has a system that operated 
with a log-decrement of 0.029. By examining 
Figure 19 again, it seems obvious that if the 
oscillation transformers ( P I ,  C1,  S1,  etc.) had a 
large combined log-decrement, the currents 
could not combine properly to produce a good 
continuous wave. High ground resistance has 
the strongest influence on the log-decrement of 
VLF antennas. 

The CW generator was the last major devel- 
opment using the spark. It was developed as a 
possible answer to the other competition- sev- 
eral alternator types, and of course, the very 
high-power arc transmitters, and the thermionic 
vacuum-type, which was destined to obsolete 
them all. It was the spark's last gasp. 

20 A1 =O:BI = O  
30 CTR = 0 
40 DEFDBL A, B, Y, W 
50 INPUT "ENTER STARTING N" ; N 
5 1 LPRINTg6Y = 2*(SXN( 1.3963"X)) 
60 PRINT "WAIT - F'ROGRAM RUNNING." :PRINT: 
6 1 PRINT TIME$ 
70 FOR X = 0 TO 150 STEP . I  ' (Asks for 1,500 computations) 
80 Y = 2* (SIN(1.3963*X)) 
90 W = (6.2832*X)/I 50 
100 Y I = Y:91N(N*W)/ISO 
I10 AI =A1 + Y I  
120 YY = Y*COS(N*W)/ISO 
130 BI = B I  + Y Y  
140 CTR = CTR+I '(This is to keep track of 1.500 integration steps) 
150 NEXT X 
160 LPRINT USING"##.## ; N 
16 1 PRINT USING "## .#W ; N 
170 LPRlNT "CN = " ; SQR (AIA2+B 1^2)/10.01:LPRINT 
171 PRINT "CN =" ; SQR ( A  1^2+BlA2)/10.01 
172 Al=O:BI=O:N:=N+.05  
181 PRINT CTR-I ' (Erase$ the last incrementing in line 140) 
190 CTR = 0: IF N <= 38 THEN GOT0 60 ELSE END 

1 

Figure 17. (A) Synthesized wave-shape with gentle slopes on both ends. (B)  

Figure 18. Program listing. 
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Figure 19. Marconi's method of generating continuous oscillation. (From Bucher). 
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AEA's PK-96 

PRODUCT INFORMATION 
The controller comes standard with 14K of 

battery backed MailDrop memory that is 
Advanced Electronic Applications, Inc. intro- expandable to 100K. Other features include: a 

duces the PK-96 Packet Controller. The PK-96 hardware HDLC controller to guarantee accu- 
is a high-speed, single-mode data controller rate protocol conversion at 9600 baud; hard- 
offering 1200 baud AFSK tone signalling as ware "true DCD" state machine for open 
well as 9600 baud K9NG and G3RUH compati- squelch operation; and an enhanced MHEARD 
ble direct frequency modulation. function that identifies TCPIIP, NETIROM, 

The PK-96 offers amateurs the ability to and <The-Net> stations. 
communicate on existing 1200 baud packet Suggested retail price of the unit is $229. 
systems, as well as communicating with the The PK-96 is available from your favorite ama- 
9600 baud systems now coming on line. As a teur radio dealer. 
high-speed data link, the PK-96 eliminates sys- For more information, contact Advanced 
tem bottlenecks and increases system capacity. Electronic Applications, Inc., P.O. Box C2160, 
These features make the PK-96 useful for ter- Lynnwood, WA 98036. Phone: 206-774-5554; 
restrial and satellite communications. FAX: 206-775-2340. 
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4523 Thurston Lane, #5 
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THE SOLAR SPECTRUM 
Another index of solar activity 

I n a recent issue of the Space Environment 
Laboratory User  Notes,l Frank Recely of 
SEL and the National Solar Observatory 

(NSO) described the solar synoptic program 
which utilizes the vacuum telescope on Kitt 
Peak, Arizona. Virtually all active solar phe- 
nomena. sunspots, flares, coronal holes. etc.. 
are related to magnetic influences on the Sun 
(Image A), so this work is of interest to a broad 
range of researchers and scientists. According 
to Mr. Recely: 

"The vacuum telescope, one of twenty-two 
on the mountain, is a coelostat-fed 76-centime- 
ter aperture reflector with a 36-meter focal 
length. I t  was built in 1972, with partial fund- 

ing from NASA to support the Skylab mission 
of the early 1970s. and has been collecting data 
ever since. The telescope was designed by NSO 
scientist emeritus, William Livingston. 

"The current program consists of collecting a 
daily full-disk. 1 arc-second per pixel solar mag- 
netic map at 868.8 nanometers (nm), and a full- 
disk helium 1083.0 nm spectroheliogram. (The 
helium image is a good proxy for an extreme 
ultraviolet image of the Sun, and allows us to 
detect coronal holes and mass ejections.) These 
data are processed daily in real or near-real time 
and distributed to the solar community. 

"Space Environment Services Center (SESC) 
receives these data in  the form of daily 5 12 x 

Image A. I.e;~rrnonth Soli~r Ol,\crv;~tr)r\ clipit;~l ni:11) ol':~ portic~n of t l~c  sol;~r ni;~gnctic lirlcl. \l;~n!, iT not :#I1 ol'tllc 
Sun's active plicnoniena ;are rc.latetl to nlagnvtic inl1uanrc.s. Icrir A. Kihn nl'thc Ni~tional (;copli!sical I)at;~ Center 
supplied this image. 
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Photo A. Kitt I'eak Solar \li~gnetic kicld S!noptic >l;~p. I);til! full-di4h \t)l;tr nl;~gnrtogranls can he coniputcr 
processed into Carrington Rotation niaps. blaps such as thc one shown hcre correspond to a single mean rotation of 
the sunspot zone. according to the method descrihcd hy Richard Carrington in 1853. In  the photo, bright areas rep- 
resent positive pnlarities. while dark zones are negative. Note the nppnsite "leading" (more westerly) polarity for 
sunspnt groups in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Northern leaders normally pnssess positive polarity dur- 
ing odd-numbered cycles, and southern leaders are negative; a feature that reverses each sunspnt cycle. (Photo cour- 
tesy of Frank Recely, National Solar Observatory-Kitt Peak.) 

5 12 pixel (4 arc-second resolution) digital 
images, which are sent automatically to 
Boulder through both lnternet and SELSIS 
along with a line drawing of coronal holes 
inferred from 1083.0 nm images. These data- 
from November 1992 to present-also reside 
on an anonymous ftp disk in Tucson and are 
available to researchers. 

"In addition, we collect a daily full-disk 
Calcium 11 K (393.4 nm) image of the Sun 
from which a calcium hrisqhtness,fitncrion is 
measured as a parameter of solar activity. 
These data are not available in real time but are 
furnished at a later date. In the near future. we 
plan to provide additional images to the 
Internet community. Our immediate go a I ' IS to 
include the magnetic and 1083.0 nm maps at 
1000 x 1000 pixels (2 arc-second accuracy) and 
to add an 868.8 nm intensity image (a possible 

Figure I ,  with sunspot maxima and minima 
indicated." 

A few inferences from Figure 1: 

"The magnetic flux increases fivefold from 
minimum to maximum. This is a far larger 
increase than in the more common solar activi- 
ty parameter, 10-centimeter radio flux. 

"The magnetic flux is closer in pattern to the 
10-cm flux than to the sunspot number, as both 
reach a maximum after the sunspot maximum. 

"Cycle 22 is rapidly declining. When i t  
drops below 30 x 1014 Webers, there is a three- 
plus year period of low solar activity." 

We are indebted to Frank Recely for his 
explanation of this productive program, and for 
his description of the variation in magnetic 
activity that accompanies each solar cycle. 

first step to deriving sunspot areaas a percent 
of total disk). 

"Each month, the daily data are processed A shielded, tuned-loop antenna 
. - 

into Carrington rotation maps such as that with ~ream~lif ier 
shown in photo A. and distributed to the World 

I I 

Data Center and SESC. These maps are also A few contributors to our program of record- 
available on NSO's anonymous disk for users. ing ionospheric anomalies caused by solar 
Dr. Karen Harvey of NSO computes an average flares2 (myself included) have called attention 
total magnetic flux value froni the Carrington to problems with interference on the signal to 
map. A plot of the past 18 years appears in the VLF receiver. Some of this results from 



Figure 1. Eighteen-year magnetic flux variation on the sun hy Carrington rotation. Sunspot cycle maxima and mini- 
ma are indic:~ted on the graph. Note that this inclex appears to peak after the sunspot cycle reaches maximnm. The 
diagr:lni originally appearecl in the SI.:I. Ckrr ,\'arcs for .lanuor? 1004. 

l'holo I < .  \rt1111r Slohc-\' I I W  \ l~ ic~ l~ lc~~l .  I I I I I ~ ~ I I - I I M I ~  
antenn;~ a i t l ~  prrilnip. Thi\ typc ol':~nlrntl;~ r:ln Ivr help- 
ful in Itwationr vchcre the VI.1; signill is r+i-i~k. 

exterior electricnl noise. hut other colnnion 
sources arc television sets ;lntl computen-espe- 
cially oltlcr-model coniputer monitors. This situ- 
nlion can he particul:lrly aggravating if one uses 
a srnall loop antenna inside the house. In Ihct. 
the noise emanating from sonic monitors can 
substantially affect TV reception. When I 
encounterctl similar prohlems. I ditl ;IS I often do 
when an electronic tlifficulty rears its ugly head: 
I ti~rncd to Arthur Stokes fhr a solution. 

Arthur suggested that we try to overcome niy 
dilernrna hy exchanging my usual loop antenna 
for a shicltled. tuned-loop wit11 preamplifier 
(Photo R). These units generally incorporate 
similar tlesign principles. and a numhcr have 
heen dcscrihed in previouh orticle4. The sche- 
matic for our tlesign in shown in Figure 2. A 
parts list is included. The alert rcatlcr will rcc- 

ognize the circuit as a modification of the new 
Stokes' gyrator-tuned VLF receiver, which is 
described elsewhere in this issue. Incidentally, 
that printed circuit hoard can also be used for 
the antenna preamp. Unnecessary parts are sim- 
ply omitted. and the hoard trimmed if desired. 

This type of antenna is actually comprised of 
two parts: the shielded loop. and a metal hox 
containing the preamp (Photo C). The first 
requirement of such a device is to enclose the 
wire winding of the loop in a nonmagnetic. 
metallic housing. This pretty much limits the 
usable material to copper or aluminum. 

Soft I/?-inch copper tuhing (the type avail- 
able in rolls at the local h;utlwarc store) was 
chosen for our unit. since i t  is ;llways easy to 
oht;~in and can he workctl without great diffi- 
culty. A single turn of the outer ciiamcter of the 
roll was cut off. leaving a circle of material 
almost 34 inches in diarnetcr. Next. an alu- 
minum box ~iiensuring 3 x 4 x 5 inches was 
ohtaincti. A hox of this size could contain all 
the wire connections and preiuiip, and form a 
base for the shield. These hoxes are usually 
supplied it1 two sections that l i t  neatly together. 
The cover required no modifications. so this 
part was set aside. 

Two 314-inch holes were cut into opposite 
ends of the remaining section. and a 112-inch 
electrical conduit adapter was inserted through 
one opening. At this point. the loop of copper 
tuhing should he adjusted hy carcfhlly shaping 
the material so that one end fits into the contluit 
fitting while the other is placed into the oppo- 
site opening. Icnving ahout I/?-inch of tubing 
extentling into the hox. The screw on the con- 
duit fitting is then tightened so i t  clamps the 
copper tuhing securely in place. 

A short section of plastic tuhe ahout 1-112 
inches long shoultl he slippctl over the lice end 
ol' the copper tuhing in orilcr to insulate i t  from 
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Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the antenna preamplifier. This unit utilizes the same printed circuit as the new 
Stokes' gyrator-tuned VLF receiver, which is described elsewhere in this issue. 

the metal box, since the copper shield must not 
form a shorted loop! To attach the coil to the 
box even more firmly, a bit of fiber glass resin 
can be applied around the seams where the loop 
joins the box, and allowed to cure. 

The next step is to prepare the wire loop and 
insert it into the copper shield. The material 
that forms our loop was salvaged from a 50- 
pair telephone cable. Such cables are comprised 
n f  34 oanop i n < n l a t ~ d  rnnnpr wirpc  that are 
-A - . ---- A"--'-.-- - - - - . . A. - - -. . - - -- - 
conveniently color coded. Incidentally, a bun- 
dle of 50 wires is about all that can easily be 
pulled through a copper tubing shield of this 
diameter. 

The nacket of wire-measurin~ about 7 feet - --. -. - . . - - - . . . - . . . . . . - . . . . -- . - - - -  
in length-should be trimmed so that only 
about 4 inches protrudes from each end of the 
shield. The wire ends are stripped of insulation 
and soldered together to form a single 50-turn 
length, and short pieces of electrical tape are 
wrapped around the soldered joints. Care must 
be taken to identify each separate wire during 
this process, ensuring that a single continuous 
coil results. 

The two ends of the wire loop are connected 
to a terniinal strip, with a fixed capacitor shunt- 
ed across the coil. The value of this component 
should be accurately adjusted by using a signal 
generator and oscilloscope to set the resonant 
frequency of the loop to that of the desired sta- 
tion. In our case, a 0.016 pF capacitor resonated 
at exactly 24.0 kHz-the frequency of VLF sta- 
tion NAA located in Cutler, Maine. One end of 
the loop is grounded to the shield and alu- 
minum box and the other is connected to a 100- 
pF capacitor input to the preamp. 

The pc board was mounted on 112-inch 
standoffs in the bottom of the box. A 12-volt, 

Parts List: PreampLoop Antenna 

R I ,R2,R3,R5 3.3-k resistors, 114 watt 
R6 10-k linear potentiometer or trimpot 
R7 l -k resistor, 114 watt 
R8 50-k linear potentiometer or trilnpot 
C 1 100-pF ceramic capacitor 
c2(2) Parallel 0.001 -pF ceramic capacitors 
C4 0.001 -pF ceramic capacitor 
C5 I-pF electrolytic capacitor 
C7,C8 470-pF electrolytic capacitors 
C9,C 10 0.1-pF ceramic capacitors 
D3,D4 1 N400 1 diodes 
U 1 4 136 integrated circuit chip 
TI 12-volt CT transformer 

Metal cabinet and miscellaneous materials (see text). 

center-tapped transformer supplies power to the 
circuit. Of course the preamp can also be con- 
structed on a small section of perfboard, with a 
similar placement of components. If that 
method is chosen, all wiring should be point-to- 
point with short pieces of fine wire used 
throughout. 

Since only an initial tuning and gain adjust- 
ment is necessary, multi-turn trimpots were 
selected for R6 and R8. A fixed, 10-k resistor 
can be used for R8 to give a gain of 10, which 
seems to be a convenient value for my location 
in Southern Wisconsin. 

The only adjustments necessary are to tune 
R6 of the gyrator for maximum signal strength, 
and R8 to the desired gain. When the recording 
system is set up, the loop should be placed a 
few feet away from the receiver in order to 
minimize any possible interaction. The two 
units can be connected with a 4 to 5 foot length 
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Figure 3. Enhanced electron levels from 1 January through 19 Fehruary 1994. 
as measured by instruments aboard the GOES spacecraft. Each of the plotted 
values has heen integrated over the LIT day. 
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of coax. If a signal generator is not available, a 
little patience will be required to tune both the 
preamplifier and receiver to the exact same fre- 
quency. The preamp has a maximum gain of 
50:  but i t  is suggested that this be held to per- 
haps 10 or 20. 

The Stokes' loop antenna works beautifully 
in  my location. When I moved to Wi6consin 
last summer. the VLF signals that I had moni- 
tored in the past-NSS in  the Washington, 
D.C. area and NAA-were weak and plagued 
with local interference. Since implementation 
of the new antenna systems. both produce 
excellent recordings allowing me to effectively 
monitor the ionospheric effects of many solar 
flares as the eruptions occur. 

JAN7 14 21 28 FEB4 11 18 

The January spacecraft 
anomalies 

During mid-January the Canadian cornmuni- 
cations satellites. Anik El and E2. experienced 
failures and other spacecraft anomalies were 
reported at geosynchronous altitude. At the 
time, a nuniher of media and other quasi-offi- 

cia1 reports attributed these problems to a "mas- 
sive solar flare" or even a "tear in the Sun's 
surface"! Such statements were erroneous to 
say the least. No eruptive events (flares, disap- 
pearing filaments, etc.) occurred that could 
have accounted for these difficulties. 

In the Summer 1992 issue of 
Corntnitriicatior~s Qlrarter!\; we discussed some 
basic features of the solar wind and the low 
density areas of the Sun's atmosphere known as 
"coronal holes." To our knowledge the precise 
mechanism is not fully understood, but after 
certain of these solar particle streams "connect" 
with the Earth's magnetosphere, electrons can 
be accelerated to moderate and high energies. 
Electrons with energies greater than 2 million 
electronvolts (MeV) were, in fact, detected by 
the GOES spacecraft during mid-January 
(Figure 3). Moreover, in this case relatively 
high energy levels were maintained over an 
unusually long interval. 

Although not certain at this juncture, one 
explanation for the failure of Anik and the 
other problems in the near-Earth environment 
suggests an association with a phenomenon 
called "deep-dielectric charging," wherein 
energy penetrates down into the body of a 
spacecraft. Satellites can slowly discharge such 
currents, but damage to delicate electronics can 
occur if energy is deposited at a rate faster than 
it escapes. 

Recurrent coronal holes are not necessarily 
geoeffective during each appearance. but they 
do have longer lifetimes and greater stability 
during the declining phase of a sunspot cycle. 
The coronal hole(s) that are suspected of 
involvement in the January incidents, rotated 
back into a position to affect the Earth's envi- 
ronment at the end of the first week of 
Fehruary. As can be seen from Figure 3, anoth- 
er long period of enhanced electron flux similar 
to January's high-energy flow was recorded. 

A final point: The severe geomagnetic dis- 
turbance which began on February 20th-2 I st 
and resulted in a complete radio blackout over 
HF transpolar paths. was not related to the situ- 
ation described above. Rather. these condi- 
tions-including a number of satellite magne- 
topause crossings, a Forbush decrease, and a 
sharp surge in reports of aurorae-were caused 
by the shock wave and plasma cloud from a 
solar flare and mass ejection that occurred early 
on the 20th. Protons reached a peak (>I0 MeV) 
of near 10.000 particle flux units shortly after 
9:00 UT on the 21st as the fast-moving outflow 
passed the Earth. This was the first proton 
event to be recorded since March 1993. . 
I SFI. l l \v , -N,~t . \ .  Numhcr-I. 1:lntl:~ry IWJ. 
? .'Kccor<ling SoI:tr I.l;~rc\ Indin-cll?." (',,rtv,~s,~,r.~r~t,~,~,s Q,srrrcrlr. Sammel 
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Marv Gonsior, W6FR 
41 8 El Adobe Place 

Fullerton, California 92635 

TX HIGH-PASS FILTER 
APPLICATION 
Im~rove low- ass filters ~erformance 

I 

by combininb them with' absorptive 
h ig h-pass filters 

W hen operating into reactive loads, 
low-pass filters (LPF) may exhibit 
degraded characteristics compared to 

those obtained when working into a pure resis- 
tive load. One reason for this is that interaction 
may take place at harmonic frequencies where 
the reflection to the input impedance of the 
LPF causes its performance to deteriorate sig- 
nificantly. This phenomenon can be alleviated, 
if not cured, with an absorptive high-pass filter 
(HPF) incorporated in shunt and resistively ter- 
minated, so the LPF sees a resistive load in its 
stopbandconsistent with its design requirement. 
Although much has been published regarding 
the design and application of LPFs, I found 
very little information about transmitter HPFs 
used in this application. Two overseas compa- 
nies are currently manufacturing what I will 
call a "compound filter" of this nature; one in 
Japan and the other in Germany. The Japanese 
filter goes one step further. It consists of a 
shunt HPF to an LPF to a shunt HPF. The HPFs 
are terminated in 50 ohms. The company is rep- 
utable and claims significant performance spec- 
ifications. Their power rating is limited to one 
kW. Unfortunately, I have no data on the filter 
being marketed in Germany. 

In the spring of 1992, I published1 a survey 
of LPF performance. While preparing that arti- 
cle, I became aware of previous work on the 
use of a HPF in a shunt configuration with a 
LPF.2 A brief write-up and schematic of the 
same application appears in the The ARRL 
  and book.^ I thought the idea of combining an 
LPF with an HPF was most intriguing, so it 
became a goal to learn about this concept and 
put it into practical application. My results are 
presented here. 

When reviewing the earlier work, 1 noted 
that a rather simple four-element HPF was used 
in conjunction with a four-element LPF. 
Results were reasonable for 1968. and TV IFs 
weren't then in the 45-MHz region. Today, it's 
possible to obtain LPFs with good attenuation 
at 45 MHz and this is sometimes necessary. In 
1968, a rather simple HPF could be used in 
conjunction with an LPF because its shape was 
much less demanding from 30 MHz to the first 
TV frequency of concern-56 MHz. To com- 
bine a high-pass and good-quality low-pass fil- 
ter today, an exceedingly good shape is a 
necessity. An equal number of elements is re- 
quired for the two filters to complement each 
other. It became readily apparent that a high- 
passllow-pass combination would necessitate a 

Figure 1. Theoretical HPF performance. 
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Photn A. High-pass filter canfigurntion. 

I : 1 element relationship, causing me to quickly 
progress from a five to a nine-element Cheby- 
chev filter! However, my computer p r~g ram.~  
into which I input some very demanding speci- 
fications, indicated that a twelve-element filter 
would be ideal. I compromised by increasing 
the ripple factor from 0.1 to an insignificant 
0.75 dB in the passband. while lowering my 
sights to nine elements. This design was quite 
satisfactory. Figure 1 is taken from the com- 
puter program print out of the theoretical result. 

The design concept 

I wanted to avoid the need to compensate the 
filter from cover-on to cover-off due to capaci- 
tive effects. I looked into the use of toroids to 
eliminate this problem, which is very dramatic 
in most LPFs I've measured. If the problem 
couldn't be resolved, I would need to be able to 
tune the filter from the outside, and this meant 
air variables, etc. Also. I wanted to use standard 
values of relatively high performance, non- 
inductive capacitors. First, I considered using 
etched TeflonTM printed circuit board, which 
would be ideal. Unfortunately, it didn't physi- 
cally lend itself in the HPF configuration. as it 
would in an LPF where one side of the capaci- 
tors is grounded. I decided to use Centralab 
type 8501s units because they essentially fulfill 
all the requirements-including very reason- 
able current and a large overkill on voltage. 
(Should you wish, you can substitute high volt- 
age ceramic NPO discs in parallel for the 
Centralabs.) The results were most gratifying. 
With the use of an oversize enclosure (more on 
that later) and the toroid inductors, I found no 
discernible response change when the filter was 

covered, partially uncovered, or totally uncov- 
ered when on the breadboard. 

The toroids are easy to wind and the entire 
assembly is very straightforward. 

Some construction details 

To minimize inductance between the capaci- 
tors, I used 114-inch wide copper strap. You 
could substitute 112-inch pieces of 6-32 thread- 
ed brass stock to interco~nect the capacitors. 
This would make assembly very neat and more 
simple. Keep all leads short and solder them 
directly to the enclosure, which is constructed 
from 111 6-inch thick double-sided printed cir- 
cuit board whose dimensions are 8 x 4.75 x 2.5 
inches. The two copper planes must be fully 
joined together using methods such as screws. 
connectors, and solder. My results indicate that 
the enclosure could probably be smaller, but I 
wasn't going to expend the effort to find out! I 
included a BNC connector at the terminated 
end of the filter for two reasons. The first was 
to allow for testing on the spectrum analyzer 
and tracking generator; the second was for pur- 
poses of adding a detector at that point for 
some performance evaluation. I leave the use of 
the connector at the input end up to you. Photo 
A was taken when a BNC was needed at both 
ends for testing. The 50-ohm terminating resis- 
tor wasn't connected in the circuit for spectrum 
analysis, as the output of the tracking generator 
to the filter input is 50 ohms. Therefore, the fil- 
ter is properly terminated in its characteristic 
impedance at both ends because the HP141T is 
also a 50-ohm system. Centralab type 8501s 
capacitors are available at tlea markets and 
some surplus dealers at fairly reasonable prices. 
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The inductors are made from Micrometals 
T94-6 toroids (0.942-inch OD and a number 6 
mix) that require only three turns of number 14 
wire 3-314 inches long, including the leads. 
Micrometals' number 6 iron-powder mix is 
specified to be most effective in the 10 to 50 
MHz range, and is color-coded yellow. The two 
end inductors are close wound and the interme- 
diate ones are all wider spaced. Figure 2 gives 
their dimensional details. I measured the coils 
on a Hewlett Packard model 4265B Universal 
Bridge, although I found that high precision 
inductances weren't mandatory. Consequently, 
if one wished to duplicate this filter. I feel that 
only very slight variations would occur with 
only minor effects on the performance. I tested 
shielding between filter elements and found no 
measurable change. This led me to conclude 
that the use of toroids was reasonable. It's cer- 
tain that air-wound inductors would have high- 
er Q, but such inductors would result in enclo- 
sure effects combined with the probable need 
for internal shields. As a I isolated 
the toroids from each other. This was solely for 
the purpose of eliminating capacitive coupling, 
because they are relatively free of inductive 
coupling due to their inherent self-shielding 
characteristic. In earlier breadboarding, I noted 
considerable performance degradation from 
apparent capacitive coupling. This was elimi- 
nated simply by physical isolation. 

Test results 

In all configurations, I used a computer pro- 
gram for modeling. The final HPF calculations 
and schematic obtained using the program are 
illustrated in Figure 3. My conventional spec- 
trum analyzer and tracking generator test setup 
is shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 5 shows the performance characteris- 
tics of the HPF. The attenuation at 29.7 MHz is 
-52 dB-essentially the same value provided by 
the computer program based upon an infinite Q 
for all elements. This translates to a power loss 
of only approximately 9 mW out of 1500 watts. 
The attenuation at 41 MHz is desirably minus- 
cule. which is consistent with the computer cal- 
culation and design objective. Also. note that my 
capacitors are slightly greater than the theoreti- 
cal ones due to the manufacturer's standard val- 
ues. This means the filter is probably over- 
designed in power capability unless one were to 
have some very serious harmonics being gener- 
ated or coupled to the wrong antenna! Figure 5 
demonstrates the result of using a compound fil- 
ter with a LPF, in this case a Drake TV-3300LP 
(regrettably no longer in production), that has 
good rejection at 41 MHz. Both scales on the 
spectrum analyzer are I0 MHz and 10 dB per 
division. In all cases of discrete harmonic mea- 

Q : r ;  Q 
1 - 1 / 2 1 4  L 7 / 8  -( 

0 .16pH 0.15 p H  

NOTES: 

SCALE IS 1:l INCLUDING LEADS 
CORES ARE MICROMETALS T-94-6 

Figure 2. Toroid inductors. 

surements with the analyzer, I use a -54 dB T 
notch filter centered at 14,195 kHz. This gives 
me the ability to place a very large fundamental 
signal into the analyzer without any risk of over- 
loading its mixer, letting me obtain good har- 
monic measurements. 

I tested the high-pass filter for ten minutes at 
1500 watts continuous at 29.7 MHz, without an 
LPF. in shunt into a 50-ohm Bird dummy load. 
The carrier was relatively rich in har~iionics. It 
exhibited no temperature rise during this type 
of operation as measured by a Fluke 8020A 
meter in conjunction with a Fluke 80T- 150 

R1 -GLOBAR TYPE "A" 
50fl. 25W OR EQUAL I 

I 
I 

> A I L P F  

SERIES C SHUNT L H P  FILTER 

39 .23E -12 FCO =41E+06Hz 

163.43E-09 RIPPLE : 0.75dB 
26.72E-12 RG : SOL2 

152.93E-09 RL = 5 0 a  
26 23E-12 FS = 30E t 0 6  HZ 

152.93E-09 A s  = 51.78dB 

26.72E-12 
163.43 E-09  

39 .23E-12  

Figure 3. High-pass filter schematic. 
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Figure 4. Measurement system. Note: The HP-141TlR443A is a 50- 
ohm system. 

Figure 5. Detector circuit. 

- 
TRACKING GEN. 

DISPLAY 
HP l 4 l T  

temperature probe. While I expected this theo- 
retically from the measured response curve as 
shown in Photo R. it did provide proof that the 
toroids (I had no doubts about the capacitors!) 
had sufficient capability for the application. 
Based upon those results, it would appear that 
the Micrometals T80-6 (0.80 inch versus 0.96 
inch) size would probably he adequate (and 
save a little money). Of course. this would 
mean reconfiguring the coils. You could try 
Micrometals' number I0 mix (black color 
code) for slightly better Q in the 50 to 100 
MHz region. However. their number 6 niix 
appeared to be reasonable since. from my test 
results. a higher Q didn't appear necessary. 

I then tested the filter under the same condi- 
tions. as noted above, hut in con,ji~nction with 
an LPF (a Drake TV-3300LP) into a 2:  1 
VSWR. I did this by paralleling two 50-ohm 
Bird dummy loads to simulate what might 
occur in some real-life situation. There was an 
increased relative output across the HPF inter- 
nal dummy load in accordance with the detec- 
tor schematic. as shown in Photo C. There was 
no measurable temperature rise in the HPF as a 
result of my tests, but my poor LPF became a 
hit warm at times! 

R F 
HP8553B 

I. F. 
HP 85520 

Conclusions 

HP 84438 

A compound filter of this type can only yield 

FILTER 
UNDER TEST Photo 1). ('ompouncl filter re\oonsr. Kotr: Sr;~lc\ are 10 

M H z  and 10 dltldi\ision. 

* 

Photo ('. Iligl~-p;t\\ liltcr rcS\pon\e. \ate\: Sc;tlr\ 10 
M H z  and 10 dl%/clivi\ion. 20.7 Z1Hz i\ -52 dl). The 
tracking gc.ner;ltnr marker is at 29.7 MHz. 

improved harmonic attenuation by virtue of its 
nature. because its response curve should pro- 
vide a good 50-ohm tcrmination to all frequen- 
cies above 41 MHz. This prevents significant 
amounts of that energy in that spectrum from 
being reflected hack to the LPF, potentially 
degrading its performance. Those who operate 
in a fringe area. [nay find that the additional 
effectiveness from an LPF provided by this 
HPF, without any modification. will offer a dis- 
tinct advantage. Relative voltage readings. 
taken by the detector at the output of the filter. 
confirm its ability to terminate HF harmonics 
into a 50-ohm load. 
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L.B. Cebik, W4RNL 
1434 High Mesa Drive 

Knoxville, Tennessee 37938-4443 
BITNET: CEBIK O UTKV 

COMPARING 

A auide to choosina an antenna 
optlrnlzatlon program 

lthough the MININEC code (currently 
Version 3, revision 13) serves as the 

.basis for available commercial and non- 
comtnercial antenna modeling implementa- 
tions, the resultant programs for amateur use 
show some significant differences. Conse- 
quently, no one program is best for all possible 
applications. Notices and advertisements for 
various MININEC enhancements do not give 
many clues as to which program may be best 
for an individual ham, regardless of whether he 

or she is just exploring the possibilities of 
antenna modeling or is highly experienced with 
various forms of computer modeling. 

Differences in program~ning and capabilities 
are both worth investigating. Ease of use and 
acleqi~acy of results have no absolute criteria. 
R~ther ,  each is application dependent. There- 
fore, in this user examination of three well- 
advertised versions of MININEC, I shall relate 
each evaluative remark to one or more applica- 
tions. This procedure should preclude the 

Free Space 
14.175 MHz 

Options 

F i e l d  H T o t a l  H V RC LC MaxLin MinLin Axia lRat io  
Segmentation Densi ty  10 segments / halfwave 
Auto Segment-Length Tapering Off On 
Frequency-Offset Correc t ion  Off On 
Bent-Wire Correc t ion  Off On 
X-Axis P a t t e r n  Symmetry NO yes  
2-D P a t t e r n  Resolu t ion  1' 2 "  4 '  
E l  Angle f o r  Az P a t t e r n  0.0' 
Az Angle f o r  E l  P a t t e r n  0.0' 
SWR Reference Impedance 50.0 n 
Save Options & S e t t i n g s  No Y e s  

G a i n  & F/B V i e w  Sources 2-D P l o t  Antenna 
Far  F i e l d  E d i t  Frequency 3 - D P l o t  Options 
N e a r  F i e l d  Q u i t  Optimizer RUN F i l e  Colors  

Enter  Esc 

Figure 1. AO's main menu with the "Options" menu overlaid. 
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Load.. . F3 

Exit 

Create. . . F2 
Rename. . . 
DOS Shell 

A N T E N N A  M O D E L  

File Edit View Change Solve for Opt ions 
1 I 

Copyright (C) 1992 Teri Software Co. All Rights Reeerved 

Version 1.2 

L. B. Cebik, W4RNL Serial 11000503 

There is enough memory for approximately 252 pulses 

Figure 2. AM'S opening screen with the "Pile" menu displayed. 

impression that I favor one program over 
another. At the same time, relating features to - 
applications will make some !sense of the in- 
evitable rank ordering of the programs under 
comparative scrutiny. 

I have looked extensively at the following 
programs: ELNEC 3.02 (W71<L), A 0  5.0 (an 
especially embellished version of MN by 
K6STI), and Antenna Model or AM 1.02 (Teri 
Software).' Other versions ot' MININEC have 
been and are \till availnble.2 MN and ELNEC 
have been around for several vears, while AM 
is quite recent. For the record. I have purchased 
each of these programs at full price and have no 
overt or covert obligations to their designers. I 
am solely responsible for the emphases and 
applications-related evaluations that follow. 

In looking at MININEC programs, I assume 
the reader has a basic familiarity with both the 
history of the code, its relationship to NEC, and 
the general limitations of its tlse, where these 
are common to all three programs.-? The limita- 
tions especially have ~.eceived significant men- 
tion in amateur literatut-e.4 Only those factors 
relevant to differences among the programs 
will be mentioned in the program descriptions. 
I have not included any sort of critical exami- 
nation of the basic MININEC' code. 

MININEC subiects all its im~lementations to 
numerous general limitations. For example, the 

matrices used in MININEC's basic calculations 
grow exponentially with the number of wire 
segments or pulses, thus setting limits on the 
size or geometry of the antenna one may 
model. Wire segments should be greater in 
length than lo4 wavelength and shorter than 
10-1 wavelength. Segment lengths should also 
be greater than the wire diameter, perhaps at 
least 1.25 times greater. Results for horizontal 
antennas lower than 0.2 wavelength above a 
perfect or real ground are generally unreliable. 
or more precisely, depart from the results g' 71ven 
by NEC by an amount that makes calculations 
and expectations unreliable. Adjacent segments 
should have a length ratio of 2: 1 or less. As the 
frequency is increased, antenna wires with a 
diameter that is a significant part of a wave- 
length begin to yield results that depart from 
empirical models. Antenna geometries calling 
for  nonlinear junctions of wires (bent wires; 
that is, elements with significant angles) yield 
inaccurate results without special treatment. 
Closely spaced wires. as i n  parallel transmis- 
sion lines or folded dipole elements. also 
demand special treatment and may surpass the 
ability of MININEC to model accurately. 
Source impedances and resultant SWR figures 
are calculated over perfect ground and may 
vary from real antenna to real antenna, depend- 
ing upon the nature of the soil below it. Even 



though MININEC permits the modeling of 
elaborate ground structures, these models find 
use in only some of MININEC's calculations. 
This list of limitations is far from exhaustive. 

Implementations of MININEC attempt to 
correct, compensate for, or overcome only 
some of these limitations. Thus far in the histo- 
ry of the code, wire segment ratios, angular 
antenna geometries, close-wire geometries, and 
frequency-related errors have been most subject 
to modifications of MININEC or to special 
antenna description procedures. At present, the 
remaining limitations appear to have one of two 
statuses: either they are not correctable within 
the limits proscribed when running MININEC 
on a PC. or the errors thev introduce fall within 
the margins of model-to-;eality variances inher- 
ent in amateur antenna modeling. Indeed, the 
best amateur antenna situation is filled with 
objects and conditions whose RF properties 
remain largely guesswork-even if we could 
model them. 

Some MlNlNEC program basics 
MININEC is essentially a three-part pro- 

gram. In the first part, the user describes the 
antenna within a text editor. Key words and a 
carefully ordered input permit the second pro- 
gram part to recognize both variables and their 
values. The second part calculates most of the 
output values for the model, using the well- 
known method of moments and its requisite 
matrix. For a given model, the program calcu- 

lates the impedances, mutual impedances, and 
currents at each pulse, centered on each wire 
segment junction. Specifying a source position 
and voltage or current, plus load values and 
positions, permits calculation of source imped- 
ances, SWR figures relative to a standard, and 
the remaining unknown-either source voltage 
or source current. Also calculable is gain in any 
direction in the sphere surrounding an antenna 
in lree space or the hemisphere surrounding the 
antenna over ground, so long as one uses a 
standard, usually dBd or dBi. Both near field 
ant1 far field electrical and magnetic compo- 
nents, along with polarization, are derivable, as 
well as total field values. From these numbers, 
ont: may obtain figures for such usual parame- 
ters as front-to-back ratio, front-to-side-lobe 
ratlo, and beam width to the -3 dB points. 
Grounds may be perfect or may be one of many 
sets of conductivity and dielectric constant 
combinations. Antenna material losses for com- 
mon substances, from copper to steel, can mod- 
ify the calculations. The results are obtainable 
from a run or log file that compiles the values. 

'The third part of the program is a plotting 
portion that permits the user to obtain a graphic 
representation of antenna performance. 
Azimuth and elevation patterns, in either free 
spiice or over ground, permit visual inspection 
of lobe maxima and minima, thus giving an 
ovzrall view of performance that may escape an 
inspection of data tables. Possible patterns 
include the common (sometimes called ARRL) 
logarithmic polar plot, the linear polar plot, and 

TI TITLE: edz yagi 2M 3/4" el 
FR FREQUENCY: 144.5 MHz. (wavelength = 6.806721 ft.) 

WI WIRES : 2 Wires WL WIRE LOSS: Aluminum 
SO SOURCES: 1 Source UN UNITS: Feet 
LO LOADS: 1 Load 
GT GROUND TYPE: Real LAST FILE SVD/RCLD: 
GD GND DESCRIPTION: 1 Medium, O Radials D:\ELNEC\ZEPP\EDZYGZM.EN 

PT PLOT TYPE: Azimuth AR ANAL RES: 1 Deg. 
PA ELEVATION ANGLE: 0 Deg. RF REFERENCE: 0 dBi 
PR PLOT/TABLE RANGE: 0 - 360 Deg. (full) SZ SWR ZB: 75 ohms 
SS STEP SIZE: 5 Deg. 
OR OUTER RING OF PLOT: Automatic waling 
FI FIELD(S) TO PLOT: Total field only 

(BR)owse file (DE)lete, (RE)call, (SA)Ve desc (Freq S)wp <RET> = Plot 
(AN)alyze (CU)rrents (Load D)ata (0P)tions (Print D)esc (Src D)ata 
(TA)ble (View A)ntenna (EX)it pgm without saving desc (QU)it 

Figure 3. ELNEC's main screen with its network of selections. 
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Figure 4. A sample of AO's 3-D "solid" antenna pattern for a dipole. 

a rectangular plot. In descending order, they 
provide a proportioned notion of maximum 
antenna achievement; in ascending order, they 
provide an increased ability to investigate fine 
detail of small radiation lobe.;. 

The three parts of MININIX yield three dif- 
ferent files for each antenna model: a descrip- 
tion file, a running file, and a plot file. 
MININEC accumulates calculated data in suc- 
cessive stages; therefore, the running file may 
be subdivided into a number of more specific 
data files. These MININEC components have 
to a large measure determined the structure of 
commercial in~plementations. 

A 0  and MN, for example, retain this struc- 
ture rigorously. On AO, antenna modeling 
begins with the main menu. Figure 1 is a 
screen print of the menu showing the "Options" 
screen overlaid in the normally blank space on 
the operating screen. To create an antenna, one 
must enter the text editor (TED), either using 
the "Edit" command or by cillling up TED 
independently. and construct the model. The 
editor offers no help in ordering the elements or 

in etnploying key words to cue the variable val- 
ues. The user must keep the manual on hand, 
make up a cue card, or modify an existing 
antenna and save it under a new name. The last 
process is perhaps the most useful in AO, for 
two reasons. First, A 0  provides a large collec- 
tion of models already set and plotted, so most 
common antennas can be described by chang- 
ing values. Second. once the user has described 
either a complex antenna geometry or a com- 
plex set of ground conditions, saving these par- 
tial model descriptions reduces work with new 
model elements. 

AM also uses a text editor for creating new 
antenna models. Figure 2 displays the start of 
this process by showing the initial screen with 
the "File" function overlaid. In creating a 
description, AM'S editor feature is bound into 
the operating and calculating module and does 
not permit the saving of a revised model under 
a new name from within the program. 
However, AM uses a dialogue box to set mater- 
ial, ground, and other basic factors, followed by 
a template for inserting the remaining values. 
(If one invokes the editor independently. it 
lacks the dialogue and template features.) This 
procedure reduces the need for a reference 
manual or cue card during the model descrip- 
tion phase of the work, but it does not eliminate 
it-especially if one requires complex sources 
or loads. Both A 0  and AM permit the addition 
of noncalculation-related remarks and end 
notes for reference. 

Both A 0  and AM keep a running log file 
(called RUN. in A 0  and [filename].LOG in 
AM) for calculations. Both fill and factor the 
MININEC matrix to produce mutual imped- 
ance values. At this point, AM proceeds to gen- 
erate pattern values. A 0  prints impedance, wire 
loss. efficiency. gain, and front-to-back values 
before entering the pattern generation phase to 
derive values for angle of maximum radiation, 
beam width, and side lobe data. AM displays 
the entire collection at once. From here, both 
programs are ready to generate rapid antenna 
plots for viewing or printing. Both contain a 
command to combine these steps seamlessly, 
although the plot numbers go into a separate 
file. Numeric data-including a copy of the 
antenna description, the segment-to-segment 
location of pulses, a listing of currents at each 
pulse, and the noted output data-accumulate 
in the running log file. 

ELNEC has a different method of operation. 
one that integrates all three MININEC program 
facets. ELNEC operation involves constant 
revision of a default file or the last file used in 
the previous session. Figure 3 shows the net- 
work of data presented to the user. The user can 
recall from the provided models, or from mod- 
els saved previously, a description nearest to 



Parameter ELNEC AM AO-1 AO-2 

Antenna 1 : 10 Meter dipole, #I 8 copper wire, 1 6.701, 10 segmentslwire 

Free Space 

Gain (dBi) 2.050 2.05 2.05 
Source (R*X) 71.8 + 0.01 71.8 + 1.15 71.8 + 0.0 
B/W (degrees) 76 78.7 82 

Real Ground: Cond.=5 rnS/m; Dia. Const.=13; Height = 35' 

Gain (dBi) 7.654 7.65 7.65 
TO Angle (degrees) 14 14 14 
Source (RkX) 68.7 - 8.3 68.7 - 7.2 68.7 - 8.3 
B/W (degrees) 80 79.9 80 

Antenna 2: 2 Meter dipole, #18 copper wire, 3.289'. 10 segmentslwire 

Free Space 

Gain (dBi) 2.087 2.09 2.08 
Source (R-cX) 71 .O + 0.05 71 .O + 0.43 71.1 + 0.0 
B/W (degrees) 78 78.7 79 

Real Ground: Cond. =5 mS/m; Dia. Const. =13; Height = 35' 

Gain (dBi) 8.021 8.02 8.02 
TO Angle (degrees) 3 3 3 
Source (RrX) 69.3 + 0.61 69.3 + 1.01 69.4 + 0.5 
BfW (degrees) 78 78.8 79 

Antenna 3: 2 Meter dipole, 6061 -T6 Aluminum, 3.1 W', 10 segments/wire 

Free Space 

Gain (dBi) 2.1 13 2.1 1 2.1 1 
Source (RkX) 71.2 + 0.02 71.2 + 0.5 71.3 + 0.0 
B/W (degrees) 78 78.9 79 

Real Ground: Cond.=5 mS1m; Dia. Const.=13; Height = 35' 

Gain (dBi) 8.048 8.05 8.04 
TO Angle (degrees) 3 3 3 
Source (R-+X) 69.6 + 0.83 69.6 + 11.86 69.7 + 0.8 
B/W (degrees) 78 78.9 79 

Table 1. Comparison of EL, AM. and A 0  for dipoles. 

what is required. All variables appear on the 
rnain screen or one of the subscreens. Thus, ref- 
erence manuals or cards are not required except 
when looking up specific values like the dielec- 
tric constant and conductivity for a particular 
type of soil. ELNEC saves nothing without 
orders from the user, except the last file of a 
session. The user specifies a file name within a 
subdirectory and can choose a new name for a 
model revision. 

Subscreens in ELNEC for antenna wires, 
sources, and loads permit the deletion of excess 
items from the present record and the addition 
of "O" value items into which the user plugs 
appropriate values. Ground definition is per- 

formed on LI subscreen of its own. Antenna 
material, units of measure, and azimuth and 
elevation angles for plots appear on the main 
screen. The initiation of calculations produces 
niatrix filling and current calculations, along 
with the creation of a graphics plot-unless the 
user specifically chooses a tabular output 
screen. ELNEC stores calculation results in 
various files, permitting screen or printer output 
of data subsets. Plots may be saved separately 
from the graphics screen. If the user saves an 
antenna description after c:llculations are com- 
pleted, he or she has the option to save the 
matrix calculation results in a collection of 
files. However, one must save either all or none 



Parameter ELNEC AM AO-1 AO-2 

Antenna 1 : 3-element Yagi for 14.1 75 MHz (taken from A0 file), 1" 6061 -T6 Aluminum 

Free Space 

Gain (dBi) 7 988 7.99 7.97 8.04 
Front-to-Back (dB) 25.1 15 25.24 24.91 28.14 
Source (RkX) 27.3 - 1.12 27.3 - 0.98 27.5 - 1.1 26.5 + 4.6 
BiW (degrees) 64 63.5 64 63 
Run Time (seconds) 12 15 9 9 

Real Ground: Cond.=5 mS/m; Dia. Const.=13; Height = 41 6 

Gain (dBi) 1 2.1 67 12.16 12.1 5 12.18 
TO Angle (degrees) 25 25 25 25 
Front-to-Back (dB) 27.41 3 27.41 27.42 24.36 
Source (R+X) 25.40 - 1.58 25.38 - 1.44 25.5 - 1.6 24.8 + 4.6 
B# (degrees) 66 65.7 66 65 
Run Time (seconds) 20 40 30 30 

Antenna 2: 3-element Yagi for 28.2 MHz; 1 " 6061 -T6 Aluminum 

Free Space 

Gain (dBi) 7.540 7.54 7.5 7.61 
Front-to-Back (dB) 19.595 19.63 19.03 21.07 
Source (R+X) 16.24 - 28.63 16.2 - 28.55 17.2 - 29.5 12.9 - 19.9 
B/W (degrees) 64 64 65 64 
Run Time (seconds) 20 15 15 15 

Real Ground: Cond.=5 mS/m; Dia. Const.=13; Height = 35' 

Gain (dBi) 12.842 12.84 12.80 12.88 
TO Angle (degrees) 14 14 14 14 
Front-to-Back (dB) 24.145 24.1 9 23.25 25.47 
Source (R+X) 15.7 - 27.8 15.7 - 27.7 16.6 - 28.7 12.7 - 19.1 
BiW (degrees) 64 64.8 65 65 
Run Time (seconds) 34 52 30 30 

Table 2. Comparison of EL, AM, and A 0  for 3-element Yagis. 

of these supplementary files. For complex 
geometries (for example, a fully tapered multi- 
element quad), this can run to over 100 KB of 
disk space per model. 

These basic program descriptions do not 
exhaust the lists of program features, but sim- 
ply give a flavor of the differences in program- 
ming style of each developer A 0  remains per- 
haps the most traditionally structured of the 
MININEC implementations, but adds numer- 
ous individualcalculation and graphic features. 
It offers the most field and graphic options, 
including rectangular coordinates and complete 
near and far field calculations and views. These 
even include a slow but impressive three- 
dimensional view of the total antenna field. See 
Figure 4 for an example that plots a dipole in 
3-D. K6STI has introduced n~odifications to the 
MININEC algorithms to correct for frequency- 
induced errors, to correct for bent-wire configu- 
rations (without the need for segment tapering). 
and to taper wire junction segments for adjoin- 

ing linear segments that surpass the recom- 
mended maximum length ratio. Evident is the 
author's focus upon single source horizontal 
antennas, as witnessed by recommendations for 
the use of free space as the fundamental model- 
ing convention, the use of default voltage 
sources, and the use of dBd(ipo1e) as the 
default standard of antenna gain. 

In contrast, ELNEC's integrated program- 
ming provides easy access to specific data on 
screen and in print. Additionally, it provides the 
most data-intensive graphic output. At the 
user's choice, one may include antenna analysis 
figures on the graphic itself and in a succinct 
chart printed below the graphic. ELNEC 
includes segment tapering for complex antenna 
geometries: the user can control the maximum 
and minimum lengths of the segments, but the 
program then creates the requisite wires auto- 
matically. With dBi(sotropic) the gain standard 
and current sources the default, W7EL records 
his own focus upon phased vertical antenna 
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Frequency Parameter AM' 

Gain (dBi) 12.01 
Front-to-Back (dB) 19.10 
Source Impedance (R-cX) 25.4 - 14.1 

Gain (dBi) 12.03 
Front-to-Back (dB) 20.40 
Source Impedance (WX) 25.5 - 12.3 

14.050 Gain (dB4 12.06 
Front-to-Back (dB) 21.86 
Source Impedance (R tX)  25.6 - 10.6 

14.075 Gain (dBi) 12.08 
Front-to-Back (dB) 23.37 
Source Impedance (R-cX) 25.6 - 8.8 

Gain (dBi) 12.10 
Front-to-Back (dB) 24.92 
Source Impedance (RrX) 25.6 - 6.9 

Gain (dBi) 12.12 
Front-to-Back (dB) 26.33 
Source Impedance (RtX) 25.6 - 5.1 

Gain (df3i) 
Front-to-Back (dB) 
Source lmpedance (RrX) 

14.175 Gain (dBi) 12.16 
Front-to-Back (dB) 27.412 
Source Impedance (RrX) 25.4 - 1.4 

Gain (dBi) 12.18 
Front-to-Back (dB) 26.70 
Source Impedance (R+X) 25.3 + 0.4~ 

Gain (dBi) 12.20 
Front-to-Back (dB) 25.52 
Source Impedance (RrX) 25.1 + 2.3 
Gain (dBi) 12.22 
Front-to-Back (dB) 24.20 
Source Impedance (RrX) 24.9 + 4.2 

14.275 Gain (dBi) 12.24 
Front-to-Back (dB) 22.92 
Source Impedance (RtX) 24.7 + 6.2 

Gain (dBi) 12.26 
Front-to-Back (dB) 21.74 
Source Impedance (R+X) 24.5 + 8.2 

Note 1. ELNEC and AM figures are too close to require separate listings. 
Note 2. Point of maximum front-to-back ratio. 
Note 3. Nearest point to self-resonance. 

- 

'Tahlc 3. Comparison of 3-element Yagi values frorn 14.00 to 14.30 MHz. 

arrays erected over radial and ground systems 
requiring accurate specification. 

AM shows no focus upon any particular 
antenna type. but rather a concern for program- 
ming itself. I t  incorpol-ates structureti menus i l l  

a top bar with "hot" function keys for frecluent- 
ly used operations. Its manual chapter on oper- 
ations tracks the top bar menus, so the user will 
find it simple to create a reference card. The 
program has the operator feel of a spreadsheet 

with touches of GUI interfaces. Although AM 
lucks any of the calculation compensation fea- 
tures of either ELNEC or AO, it includes a spe- 
cial graphics program to permit plotting pat- 
terns using the HPGL feature of the HP Laser- 
,jet 111's PCL5 language, thus improving the 
printed output quality. It also includes a DOS 
shell to permit various operations without ter- 
minating the program. 

Like the brochures for new cars, these basic 
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Figure 5. A graph of front-to-back ratios and absolute values of reactance for the 20-meter Yagi between 14.00 and 14.30 MHz as cal- 
culated by ELNEC and by A 0  with frequency correction. 

descriptions of AO, ELNEC, and AM may spur 
some dreams about antenna modeling, but they 
cannot substitute for a test drive. Therefore, it's 
important to try out each of the programs: first 
to assess their technical coml~etencies in vari- 
ous situations, and then to note operational 
advantages and limitations. 

Technical competencies 
There is very little the user can accomplish 

with one program that he or !;he cannot do with 
the others. After all, ELNEC, AO, and AM use 
and are subject to the limitations of the MINI- 
NEC calculation machine. Ttxhnical competen- 
cy within each program boils down to a matter 
of how well each performs the basic MININEC 
functions, and how well each overcomes some 
of its limits relative to various user tasks. For 
casual investigation of antenna properties, each 
produces approximations sufficiently close to 
empiric reality and the NEC?, standard. 

However, many hams wish to study antennas 
and many wish to build antennas, and a few 
want to do both. This increases demand for pre- 
cision. One source of imprecision within MINI- 
NEC relates to frequency: as frequency increas- 

es and the diameters of wire elements become a 
more significant percentage of a wavelength. 
basic MININEC calculations begin to depart 
from the demands of the real world. A 0  (and 
MN) contain correction factors within their cal- 
culational schemes to compensate for these 
errors. ELNEC and AM do not. The signifi- 
cance of the output difference deserved a test. 
Tables 1 through 6 contain the results of some 
initial runs, both in free space and over real 
ground. All runs were made on a 80386SX 
computer running under DOS 5.0 at 20 MHz 
with 4 MB of RAM under QEMM 6.02 control 
to clear calculation space. with 160 MB of hard 
disk to absorb created files. Any run times 
noted are relative to this test set-up. 

Table 1 lists three dipoles. The first is a 10- 
meter wire model, the second a 2-meter wire 
model, and the third a 2-meter aluminum tube 
model. The A01  and A 0 2  columns represent 
modeling without and with the correction fac- 
tors turned on. ELNEC and AM results are con- 
sistently close; variations are the result of either 
the order of operations or the fixed values of 
certain constants, for example, pi or the speed 
of "light" (electromagnetic radiation in a vacu- 
um). The wire dipoles, even at 2 meters. show 



too little difference under any condition to show an approximate 75 kHz displacement, 
merit distinction. Attaching the wire to end 
insulators will likely create more variance from 
the models than the amount of difference creat- 
ed by the frequency correction factor in AO. 
Differences of greater significance begin to 
show up with the I-inch alunlinum tube model. 
While the gain in dBi and the resistive compo- 
nent of the input impedance fall well within 
operational margins, the inductive reactance 
shown in A 0 2  suggests that raw MININEC 
may call for unduly long fat elements at VHF. 

Table 2 tests more complex antennas, name- 
ly. 3-element Yagis. A 20-meter beam, taken 
from a file supplied by A 0  and slightly modi- 
fied for this test, reveals that 14 MHz does not 
significantly display the frequency error. 
However, when the design is tested across a 
span of frequencies (refer to Table 3 and 
Figure 5), the effects of the difference between 
corrected A 0  and raw MININEC begin to 
appear even at 20 meters. Various parameters 

with corrected A 0  assigning them the lower 
frequency. Determining whether the displace- 
ment precision exceeds amateur construction 
abilities would require empirical tests beyond 
the capabilities of my shop. 

The 10-meter Yagi also shows little specific 
frequency effect that goes beyond the margins 
imposed by building technique, surrounding 
terrain, and other normally unmodeled effects. 
However, an interesting arithmetic pattern 
begins to emerge. Compared to raw MININEC, 
models optimized initially in corrected A 0  typ- 
iciilly show higher gains, lower front-to-back 
ra~.ios, lower resistive source impedances, and 
more inductively reactive source impedances. 
However. while the results for ELNEC and AM 
an: quite tightly clustered, uncorrected A 0  
begins to depart from the cluster-usually in a 
direction opposite that of corrected AO. 

Nonstandard antennas offer another test of 
the correction factor. Arrays and parasitic 

Parameter ELNEC Ah4 AO-1 AO-2 

Antenna 1 : 2-element EDZ for 28.5 MHz, 180-degree phase-fed: #18 Copper wire 

Free Space 

Gain (dBi) 7.779 7.79 7.78 7.78 
Source (RkX) (x2) 22.51 - 741 22.25 - 736 22.3 - 737 21.9 - 726 
BIW (degrees) 30 29.8 30 30 
Run Time (seconds) 27 15 35 35 

Real Ground: Cond.=5 mS1m; Dia. Const.=13; Height = 35' 

Gain (dBi) 12.894 12.9 1 2.90 12.89 
TO Angle (degrees) 13 13 13 13 
Source (R-cX) (x2) 23.00 - 740 22.7 - 737 22.8 - 737 22.4 - 726 
BW (degrees) 30 30.4 30 30 
Run Time (seconds) 62 94 1 22 1 22 

Antenna 2: 2-element Yagi EDZ for 144.5 MHz, 0.75" 6061 -T6 Aluminum 

Free Space 

Reflector Load (fi) 305 305 305 280 
Gain (dBi) 9.199 9.2 9.23 9.04 
Front-to-Back (dB) 22.246 22.27 22.01 22.60 
Source (RkX) 50.61 - 289.6 50.63 - 289.6 51.2 - 293 48.7 - 267 
BIW (degrees) 32 31.5 31 31 
Run Time (seconds) 43 29 45 45 

Real Ground: Cond. =5 mS/m; Dia. Const. = I  3; Height = 35' 

Reflector Load (0) 300 300 300 275 
Gain (dBi) 15.196 15.19 15.23 15.05 
TO Angle (degrees) 3 3 3 3 
Front-to-Back (dB) 22.390 22.42 22.1 1 22.64 
Source (RkX) 49.96 - 291.2 49.98 - 291 . I  50.5 - 294 48.0 - 268 
BIW (degrees) 32 31.4 31 31 
Run Time (seconds) 80 90 137 137 

Table 4. Comparison of EL, AM, and A 0  f ir  Multi-Element Extended Double Zepps. 
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Parameter ELNEC' AM2 AO-1 3 AO-2' 

2-element Quad, 28.5 MHz, #I 8 copper (Elements: 990lf & 1037/f at 0.25 wavelength spacing) 

Free Space 

Gain (dBi) 7.252 7.45 7.32 7.25 
Front-to-Back (dB) 19.580 14.86 18.70 20.87 
Source (R+X) 88.61 + 4.68 74.5 - 13.9 85.1 - 1.9 90.1 + 3.5 
BIW (degrees) 72 71.9 73 73 
Run Time (minutes) 4:03 7:12 1 :34 1 :34 

Real Ground: Cond.=5 mS1m; Dia. Const.=13; Height = 35' 

Gain (dBi) 12.443 12.62 12.50 12.44 
TO Angle (degrees) 13 13 13 13 
Front-to-Back (dB) 17.924 14.38 17.37 18.82 
Source (R+X) 91 89 + 7.69 76.7 -1 1.71.1 88.2 + 1.0 93.7 + 6.6 
B/W (degrees) 74 72.2 73 73 
Run Time (minutes) 6:53 11 :57 7:31 7:31 

Note 1. ELNEC model used fully tapered elements for 104 total segments 

Note 2. Antenna Model was tested at increasing numbers of segments, with an arbitrary cut-off 
(due to run times) of 24Jside. 

Note 3. A 0  without bent-wire correction factors used 22 segments per half wavelength. 

Note 4. A 0  with bent-wire correction factors approached good convergence with ELNEC at 20 
wires per half wavelength (10 per side). Over ground calculation time, minus the pattern 
generation necessary to determine beamwidth and proper angle for maximum gain, was 1 :01 
minutes. However, the take-off angle was known in advance, precluding the need for a second 
run, the first to find the proper elevation angle and the second to determine the horizontal 
bandwidth at that angle. 

Table 5. Comparison of EL, AM. and A 0  for a 2-element quad. 

beams based upon extended double Zepp ele- 
ments form the basis for Table 4. The wire 
array of the 180-degree phase-fed antenna 
again demonstrates the minimal effect of fre- 
quency upon thin wires: all the antennas are 
well clustered in every dimension calculated. 
The 2-element EDZ parasitic beam, however, 
tells a different story. The principles behind the 
antenna were first brought tc~ my attention by 
Brian Egan, ZLILE. The 314-inch diameter alu- 
minum model for potential 2-meter use 
employs close (118-wavelength) spacing for 
mechanical reasons, and comes in at just over 8 
feet from end-to-end. The retlector element 
requires a loading inductance-, hand optimized 
to the nearest 5 ohms in all the models. Again, 
ELNEC and AM produce tightly clustered 
models. Frequency-corrected A 0  gives results 
that depart from the original model. Because 
the EDZ Yagi is purposely nonself-resonant, 
dimensions could be held constant, and the 
retlector loading varied for optimum potential 
performance. Again, corrected A 0  sug, "rests 
that this "fat" element antenna is longer than 
raw MININEC would suggest. The requisite 
inductive loading to compensate for the capaci- 

tive component of the reflector is lower, as is 
the capacitive reactance at the feed point. (As 
the length of an EDZ, about 1.25 wavelengths, 
increases, capacitive reactance at a center feed- 
point decreases.) Nonetheless, the uncorrected 
A 0  shows the minor arithmetical properties 
noted above relative to the tightly clustered 
ELNEC and AM results. 

Table 5 shows sorne results for a 2-element 
quad design. Raw MININEC requires some 
extensive help to model nonlinear elements. 
Complex geometries with angles, especially 
right or acute angles, cut off parts of the anten- 
nas at the corners due to the placement of puls- 
es. There are two ways to overcome this diffi- 
culty. One is to introduce a bent wire correction 
factor, as A 0  has done. The other is to develop 
a means of tapering the length of wire segments 
so they are very short (but within the rules) at 
the apex of the angles. ELNEC has adopted this 
technique, providing a routine that puts-the 
minimum and ~naxiniurn length of wirc seg- 
ments under operator control (with suggested 
default values), but which then performs the 
tapering automatically. 

ELNEC quad models with fully tapered ele- 
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ments are large-104 total segments in the 10- 
meter example. The free space model required a 
bit over 4 minutes to run, while the real-ground 
model needed nearly 7 minutes. However, with- 
out either tapering or a correction factor, AM 
was still far from convergent with either ELNEC 
or A 0  at 24 segments per side or 192 total seg- 
ments. Even with 24 segments per side, the cor- 
ner segments were about twice the length of the 
fully tapered ELNEC corner elements. 
(However, AM handled 192 segments without 
need for program supplements.) The AM run 
took nearly 7 minutes for free space and 12 min- 
utes over real ground. ELNEC's tapering pro- 
duced a model that appears to agree closely with 
a similar antenna empirically derived long ago 
by Bill On,  W6SAL5 The spacing of this model 
was increased for greater bandwidth, and the 
reflector circumference was increased to remove 
the stub in the original model. 

In contrast to ELNEC's provision for taper- 
ing segment lengths, A 0  uses a bent wire cor- 

rection factor in the calculations. The manual 
re~commends the use of 16 segments per half 
wavelength for quads and 20 segments per half 
w,~velength for deltas. However, for this quad 
model, A 0  converged most closely with 
E1,NEC's tapered elements at 20 segments per 
half wavelength, suggesting the use of even 
more for delta beams. ELNEC's 104-segment 
model and AO's 80-segment model, although 
not as tightly clustered arithmetically as linear 
antenna models, likely exceed the ability of any 
builder to differentiate. 

Whether A 0  performs its calculations faster 
or slower than ELNEC depends upon the user's 
situation. All free space A 0  quad models run 
faster than their ELNEC cousins by better than 
a 2 to 1 margin-even allowing for the pattern 
generation that precedes calculation of 
beamwidth. Real ground models, however, will 
be faster or slower depending upon the data the 
u:ier needs. Because A 0  produces an azimuth 
pattern before an elevation pattern, and since 

Parameter: Gain F-8 Ratio Source 1 Source 2 Run Time 
dBi dB R f  X R + X  Min:Sec 

Antenna #1: 10-meter folded dipole: L = 16.5'; Dipole wire = 1" spacing; Real ground 
(Cond.=5 mSlm; Dia. Const.=13); Height = ;!O' 

I AM: 40 segments per 112 wavelength (84 total segmlents) 
8.18 --- 227.5 - 17.7 --- 2100 

AO: 4 wires, 34 pulses autotapered 
8.09 -.- 229 + 22 --- 2:10* 

*Run time doubled to over 4 min, due to requirement for a first run to find elevation angle 
of maximum radiation. 

I NO taper: 4 wires. 24 segments 

a. Without parallel correction 
7.970 --- 28.0 -1 94.0 

b. With parallel correction 
8.104 --- 224.0 + 40.1 

Full taper: 24 wires, 38 segments 
8.1 19 --- 227.4 + 12.2 

Antenna #2: 1 0-meter W7EL Field Day Special: 2 lolded dipoles 135-degree phase-fed; L = 
16.1 6'; Dipole wires = 1 " spacing; Elements spacing = 4.27'; Real ground (Cond. =5 
mS/m; Dia. Const.=13); Height = 20' 

I No taper: 8 wires, 48 segments 

a. Without parallel correction 
11.182 4.724 29.9 -1 72.6 - 5.2 -180.2 1113 

b. With parallel correction 
11.647 24.231 99.8 + 97.1 80.5 -1 68.8 1 :13 

Full taper: 48 wires, 76 segments 
1 1.669 25.328 108.1 + 72.2 69.7 -188.6 3:30 

L 

Table 6. Comparison of EL, AM, and A 0  for a folded dipole. 



--------------- WIRES --------------- 
Wire Conn. --- End 1 (x ,y , z  r f t )  Conn. --- End 2 ( x , y , z  : f t )  D i a ( i n )  Seg 

1 -5.230, -8.670, 35.000 W2El -5.230, -6.000, 35.000 8.75E-01 2 
2 WlE2 -5.230, -6.080, 35.000 W3E1 -5.230, 6.000, 35.000 1.00E+00 8 
3 W2E2 -5.230, 6.000, 35.000 -5.230, 8.670, 35.000 8.75E-01 2 
4 0.000, -8.310, 35.000 W5E1 0.000, -6.000, 35.000 8.753-01 2 
5 W4E2 0.000, -6.000, 35.000 W6E1 0.000, 6.000, 35.000 1+00E+00 8 
6 W5E2 0.000, 6.000, 35.000 0.000, 8.310, 35.000 8.753-01 2 
7 3.490, -8.130, 35.000 W8E1 3.490, -6.000, 35.000 8.753-01 2 
8 W7E2 3.490, -6.000, 35.000 W9E1 3.490, 6.0001 35.000 1.00E+00 8 
9 W8E2 3.490, 6.000, 35.000 3.490, 8.130, 35.000 8-753-01 2 

Tot segs:  36 
End 1 (x ,  y, z i n  f t . ;  conn.; o r  l e n g t h ) ?  

[ x ] , [ y ] , [ z ]  = Coordinate6 (leave coord blank f o r  no change) 
WXEl - Conn. t o  end I of  w i r e  # RAY! = Rota te  azimuth X deg. (+ccw) 
LC = Change l eng th  t o  # RE# = Rota te  e l e v .  # deg. (+up)  
L+#, L-X = Change l eng th  by # 

Prese rve  Connections = OFF <ESC> = done ( t e r m i n a t e  e n t r y )  

Figure 6. A typical wires subscreen from ELNEC, with wire 4 ready for modification. 

Figure 7. Pattern for a 10-meter 3-element Yagi as plotted by AO. 

the latter pattern identifies the take-off angle- for full data approached the largest run time 
that is, the angle of maximuni radiation-one encountered for AM. (AM, incidentally, pre- 
often needs to make two pattern runs before cedes the azimuth pattern generation with an 
obtaining maximum gain and front-to-back fig- elevation run, thus identifying the take-off 
urea. The rnatrix fill  and factor task took about angle and setting the azirnuth pattern to this 
a minute. but pattern generation required anoth- angle. In ELNEC. one selects the initial pattern, 
er five minutes to complete. I>oubled, the time usually elevation over ground, and quickly 
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Figure 8. Pattern for a 10-meter 3-element Yagi as plotted by AM. 

determines the take-off angle to use for the 
azimuth pattern from which is derived front-to- 
back and side-lobe figures.) 

One complex geometry problem involves 
antennas that use closely spaced parallel wires. 
As a test of the performance of the three pro- 
grams on this sort of structure, I modeled a 10- 
meter folded dipole. Table 6 shows the results. 
To arrive at a usable result, AM employs the 
brute force technique of simply increasing the 
number of wire segments: 84 in all. A 0  uses an 
automatic segment-length tapering feature for 
such geometries. ELNEC provides two meth- 
ods. One is full element tapering, as used with 
the quad. This accurate but slow technique is 
supplemented in the most recent version (3.02) 
with a close parallel wire correction algorithm 
that requires no increase in the number of wire 
segments per half wavelength. Comparative 
figures are shown in the table with and without 
the correction feature turned on, along with 
numbers for a fully tapered version of the same 
model. The dramatic speed increase allows 
more efficient model development, with the 
taper feature available for spot checks to ensure 
accuracy. Although the feedpoint resistance is 
sirnilar in all four cases (AM, AO-taper. 

EiLNEC-wire correction, and ELNEC-taper), 
tlhe drift in the reactance figure reflects the dif- 
ferences in the techniques used by each pro- 
gram to achieve functional results. 

To further test the difference between taper- 
ing and close-wire correcting in ELNEC, I 
rnodeled a scaled version of W7EL's Field Day 
Special (a cousin of the ZL Special). The dif- 
ferences in source reactance appear again, 
along with a difference i n  the resistive compo- 
nent of the rear element source impedance. 
Nevertheless, the 3-to- I modeling speed 
increase shows the benefits of implementing 
corrections in calculation algorithms rather than 
in user modeling techniques. 

Calculation speed may not be the decisive 
factor in overall program performance. While 
1 4 0  calculates the fastest free space cotnplex 
antennas. with or without the symmetry short- 
cuts. i t  requires one to know or guess the take- 
off angle to match ELNEC over real ground. 
Without either the tapered element or bent-wire 
techniques used by its MININEC relatives, AM 
requires an exceptionally large number of wires 
in antennas with complex geometries in order 
to converge with results frorn the other two 
programs. Nonetheless, there are a number of 
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Figure 9. A sample antenna view graphic from ELNEC; AO's graphics are quite similar (without the azimuth pat- 
tern). Shown is the antenna, wire segments, source, load, current, and the azimuth pattern. AM supports a 3-D 
antenna view without current distribution or pattern graphics. 

noncalculational factors that contribute to a 
program's suitability. We might think of these 
as resulting in an overall efficiency of perfor- 
mance for particular kinds of tasks rather than 
as raw calculation speed alone. Most of these 
factors belong in the category of user essentials 
and conveniences. 

Operating conveniences 

Program structure features fall into several 
separable categories. You can skip over those 
of no relevance to your proposed operation. 

Antenna Set-up: There is no single best way 
to set up an antenna description. However, the 
three programs do offer some variations that 
the user can adapt to different situations. With 
these variations come some limitations. 

ELNEC offers a wire subscreen for setting 
the X, Y, and Z coordinates of the pieces of the 
antenna elements. All entries are numeric, with 
some pleasant shortcuts. For example, for a 
quad, one need only specify a starting point set 
of coordinates. From there, using wire lengths, 
angles of rotation, and designators such as 
"Wire 1 ,  End 2," it is possible to construct the 
remainder of the antenna. These mechanisms 
are handy for delta beams and other antennas 
with complex geometries, where a nonlinear 
intersection might result in a failure of wires to 
meet by an imperceptible amount. Figure 6 
shows a typical wire screen in the process of 
adjusting wire 4. For complex antenna geome- 
tries, ELNEC offers a "wire group" feature that 
permits simultaneous variation of selected para- 

meters on a subset of the total number of anten- 
na wires. This feature fulfills essentially the 
same function as the use of variables in A 0  and 
AM, which retain the text-editor antenna 
description technique of MININEC itself. 

ELNEC once used a triple-plane view of the 
antenna to check one's work, but version 3.02 
now offers a three-dimensional graphic view of 
the antenna, its current pattern, and its total 
field (if the antenna is viewed after calcula- 
tions). Antennas can use either the X or Y axis 
for their lobe of greatest gain without slowing 
calculations or losing any analytical data. 

To take advantage of symmetry in free space 
to speed calculations by simply mirror-imaging 
half the antenna, AM and A 0  require that the 
main lobe follow the X-axis.6 Interestingly, A 0  
plots place the X-axis 0-degree point at the top 
of the page, while AM places that point to the 
right, as illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. The use 
of symmetry invokes some antenna set-up 
restrictions, which are slightly different for each 
program. The feature shuts itself off over 
ground. Moreover, both AM and A 0  permit the 
use of symbols as variables or place holders in 
the wire X-Y-Z layout, with a table of equations 
to tell the program what numeric values to use. 
Changing antenna element lengths, spacing, and 
diameters-as well as the number of segments 
per element-thus becomes a simple matter of 
changing the value of one or more symbols. 
AO's symbolic power appears stronger than 
AM'S, because A 0  allows the use of complex 
formulae. A 0  also permits wire rotation for con- 
structing complex geometries. In contrast, AM 
offers an on-screen calculator whose values can 



be spliced into the antenna description, even i f  
the n~~mbers  have more significant digits than 
the display has places to show them. Like 
ELNEC. both AM and A 0  offer three-dimen- 
sional views of the antenna geometry. Figure 9 
shows a graphic antenna view from ELNEC, but 
A 0  is quite similar. AM'S geometry view lacks 
the display of currents. 

A 0  and AM antenna description files can be 
used with both programs with only minor modi- 
fications to satisty each program's particular 
limitations and rules. Figure 10 shows an A 0  
description file set out in symbolic dimensions 
and fi~lly annotated. Very little change would be 
needed to run i t  on AM. In both programs, 
description files are simple ASCII enumerations 
of variables and values. Pattern plotting files are 
fully transportable between A 0  and AM simply 
by changing the extensions in the filenames 
(.PLT vs. .PAT). ELNEC's integration in the 
form of a compiled BASIC program also puts its 
description and plot files in non-ASCII form, 
effectively precluding intercomm~~nication. 

Printing: Of all the packages, ELNEC offers 
the niost convenience in producing select print- 
ed outputs from various modes of analysis. Its 
graphic output screen (a "Print Screen" func- 
tion) prints the selected pattern i n  one of sever- 

al forrtis chosen either in the options shell or on 
the fly. One can set the polar patterns for either 
linear or logarithmic scales and choose to 
include or exclude border data. One can also let 
the key analytic t'acto~.s appear on the pattern 
for quick reference or appear only in a box 
below the pattern. In this way, most key data, 
except the detailed antenna description, appear 
oo a single sheet, ;is illustrated in Figure 11. In 
addition, separate screen and printer- readouts 
are available for the antenna description, a table 
ol'currents, the source data, and the analysis. 
This selectivity allows the user to commit only 
needed data to paper. Despite this versatility, 
ELNEC has one odd shortcoming: no error 
tr.lpping on print requests. A printer error dur- 
ing a run will crash the program, forcing the 
user to restart and find the " L A S T  file to 
resume operations. 

With the exception of the graphic output, 
neither AM nor A 0  offer sophisticated print 
options. A 0  requires a batch file containing 
certain SET functions for printer selection at 
start-up. Not all the instruction sets work with 
supposedly compatible printers.7 Print control 
uses no page end instruction, but relies on the 
operator to control the printer. All data (includ- 
ing a detailed antenna description and the cal- 

- - 

2-Element Yagi f o r  10-meters 
f r e e  space symmetric 

1 28.20 HHz 
8 wires ,  f e e t  
s ea  = 4 
seb = 8 
d i a  = .875" 
d i b  = 1" 
h t  = 0 
sp  = -4.25' 
c = 6' 
de = 7.833' 
r e  = 8.750'  
s e a  0 -de 
seb  0 -c 
seb  0 0 
s ea  0 c 
sea  s p  -re  
seb  s p  -c 
seb  s p  0 
s e a  s p  c 
1 source 
W i r e  3 ,  end1 

d:ia 
d ib  
d ib  
d la  
d.ia 
d.ib 
d.ib 
d i a  

;antenna t i t l e  
;environrnent/ground descr ipt ion  
; frequency 
;I wires ,  u n i t s  o f  measure 
;symbol d e f i n i t i o n s  
;sea/b = P segments 
;dia/b = element diameters 

;ht  = height 
; sp  = spacing 
;c = f i x e d  center s e c t i o n  length 
;de = driven element length 
;re = r e f l e c t o r  element length 
; w i r e  chart 

;# sources (de fau l t  = vo l tage )  
;placement o f  source, va lue ,  phase 

;from B i l l  Orr, "A Compact 2-Element Yagi for  10 Meters," 
CQ, Dec. ,  1990, pp. 83-84. 

b'igurc 10. Arr annotated A 0  antenIra de\rriptiun with syrrlbolic dintension$, easily n~vdifitd for u\e in AM. 
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I I I I 

Figure 11. Pattern for a 10-meter 3-element Yagi as plotted by ELNEC. 

culations required) appears in the RUN. file. 
One can print the log screen-by-screen. To save 
or print the RUN. file as a unit, the user must 
exit A 0  and work from DOS. To save collected 
data, one must print the RUN. file or rename it 
for disk storage, because the program will over- 
write it during the next modeling session. To 
edit the file to remove unneeded information, 
one must run the ASCII file through a text edi- 
tor, such as the TED program supplied for 
antenna descriptions. 

Like AO, AM collects its data in a file with 

the extension .LOG. This file is unique to the 
model and bears the same filename. It can only 
be overwritten if one uses the same model file 
in a new session. AM contains a DOS shell that 
permits copying and printing of the file as a 
unit without fully departing the program. 
However, for many purposes, AM log files 
require extensive manipulation. For example, 
tables of currents are useful as a check on the 
sensibleness of the antenna description. but lose 
their relevance as one makes slight adjustmenta 
in various parameters, like element length, fre- 
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quency, load value, etc. However, AM creates a 
new current table with every manipulation that 
requires a refiguring of the matrix, and each 
dutifully enters into the log. An unreviewed log 
gave me 17 pages of data that yielded less than 
4 pages of needed data after editing within the 
separately run AE editor that AM uses for 
antenna descriptions. 

If screen review of data suffices for a high 
percentage of your MININEC use, then the 
printing inconveniences of A 0  and AM are at 
most minor. However, many applications 
require paper data for study away from the 
computer screen. With the exception of files 
generated under frequency sweep, ELNEC 
offers more efficient generation of select paper 
than either of the other two programs. 

For plot printing, AM offers two methods. 
Patterns may come from the on-line printing 
function, which appears to be quicker on a 
Laserjet than the screen prints of A 0  and 
ELNEC. AM also includes a separate program 
for employing the HPGL feature of the PCL5 
HP Laserjet language to produce plotted graph- 
ics on Laserjet 111s. Plotted outputs free the 

printer from dot-to-pixel correlations that pro- 
duce the inexact curves shown in all the sample 
azilmuth pattern figures. Rectangular plots 
require less than 1 MB of printer memory, but 
polar plots require at least I MB of added 
optional memory. Figure 12 provides an exam- 
ple of the superb, truly camera-ready AM 
graphics plots. A 0  plots are also printable in 
plot form, but require a separate program from 
another vendor. Both A 0  and AM offer rectan- 
gular graphic plots as well as the more usual 
polar plots, and are capable of displaying and 
printing subfields of the total far field usually 
seen in antenna pattern plots. All three pro- 
grams offer the potential for overlaying plots 
for comparison, and the resultant complex 
graphics are printable. 

Parameter Changes: With antenna models, 
the user almost always wants to modify one or 
more variables in order to view the resultant pat- 
tern or calculated values. The programs offer 
different methods of performing the changes. 

With AO, one may change any factor by 
revising the antenna description using the edit 
feature. This results in a permanent file revision 

Figure 12. A sample HPGL graphics plot from AM'S Antenna Draw. 



and a recuing of the RUN. file. Frorn the main 
menu, the user can perform a frequency sweep 
over almost any range with any step increment. 
When run with the "Gain & F7/B" instruction. 
the program produces impedance, efficiency, 
gain, and front-to-back figures at the current 
azimuth angle-in other wortls, prepattern-gen- 
eration data. The resultant addition to the RUN. 
file is a compact and easily scanned data col- 
lection. In addition, the user can change source 
specifications from the main menu and also 
enter into a versatile O ~ t i o n s  screen, shown 
with the main menu in Figure 1. Aniong the 
especially useful options to alter are the seg- 
ment density to check convergence, the 
azimuth angle for polar plots and figures, and 
the toggling of the correction factors built into 
the program. One caution is necessary: there 
are 1, 2. and 4-degree options for the genera- 
tion of patterns. Use the 4-degree setting only 
in free space. Over real ground. the program 
will only identify the take-ofl'angle at one of 
the 4-degree points, without interpolation. Over 
ground. use the I-degree selection. ( I n  contrast. 
unless an elevalion pattern has many lobes per 
pattern step unit. ELNEC will correctly identify 
the elevation angle, even at 5 degrees per step.) 

AM offers a rnuch larger nlcnu of in-flight 
changes. Without changing the antenna de- 
scription. the user ca l~  111odifL the sources and 
loads. One can also move between free space 
modeling and over-ground modeling by &ing 
the menu to change the environment. This can 
save file storage space by using one free space 
description per antenna and setting up ground 
situations. including antenna height above 
ground, on the go. Or, if the ground model is 
sufficiently fundamental. one can put it in the 
antenna description file and make a check run 
in free space as the final entry in the running 
log. (AM includes a soil labltt and calculator in 
its program for help in settin:: up both ground 
conditions and antenna dimensions.) The user 
can also change frequency. bul the A 0  frequen- 
cy-sweep provision is not present. Thus. AM 
creates a new current table in the log for each 
new frequency, intlating the running log. 

Because ELNEC uses a permanent antenna 
description editor as its menu screen, all 
changes are quickly accessible. However. as 
noted earlier, nothing is saved without a save 
order, but overwritten by subsequent changes. 
Since select results are available on screen or in 
print after each run. collecting data for later use 
requires a different procedure. Instead of letting 
data accumulate in a running log. the ELNEC 
user looks at or prints out data on the run. With 
a dot matrix printer of insignificant memory. 
this can interrupt operations, but with a laser 
printer, the interruption is only momentary. For 
antennas with complex geometries and longer 

run times. studying printed output during a sub- 
sequent calculation period allows the user to 
develop modification strategies within a single 
modeling session. 

An exception to this rule is E1,NECs fre- 
quency sweep provision, new to version 3. This 
special subscreen permits the user to select data 
to be accumulated in the special run I'iles. One 
can choose to save plot traces. Microsmith- 
compatible files, and regular data collections. 
By dividing the collections into groups. includ- 
ing source data. load data, pattern table, cur- 
rents table, and antenna analysis, ELNEC lets 
the user customize data collection to npplica- 
tion needs. However, I'requency sweep data 
files may be scanned but not printed from with- 
in ELNEC. Paper copies require a return to 
DOS or other ASCII-printing programs. 

Repetitive Operations: Except for the new 
frequency-sweep feature, ELNEC is essentially 
a real-time program requiring user keyboard 
input for each desired change. whether one is 
moving from one model to the next or merely 
making changes in the present model. In con- 
trast, A 0  offers a provision for batch file opera- 
tion in addition to its frequency sweep feature. 
A DOS start-up file can specify a nu~nber of 
files to run in a single unmonitored session. 
including copying the resultant RUN. file under 
another name before proceeding to the next job. 

More versatile are AM'S batch or auto-run 
provisions, which can make use of menu items 
for each step in a repetitive process. AM'S edi- 
tor contains specific provisions for construction 
of auto-run controller files. Virtually all the 
function keys and the submenu selections are 
available. Most significant for simple but high- 
ly repetitive operations may be the "Change" 
options that include sources. loatis, frequency, 
height. and environment (ground). Applications 
are numerous. For example. one might run an 
antenna through a series of height changes i n  
small increments to check performance and 
source impedance between, say. a half wave- 
length to one and a halt' wavelengths in 
altitude."he output will be a collection of data 
that the text editor can boil down into more tab- 
ular form. Alternatively. one might change the 
loading of a given antenna i n  small increments, 
seeking out the optimal loatl for maximum per- 
l'ormancc (however det'ined). Or. one might 
change the source position of an off-center fed 
antenna in small increments to find thc optimal 
position (again. however that position might be 
defined). One can simulate AO's frequency 
swecp through the batch mode operation of 
AM. As with all unattended operational meth- 
ods. try a small hatch I'ile first to check for 
smooth operation before starting an all-night 
run that interrupts itself on an csrorjust as YOLI 

t i l l  asleep. 



These comparisons do not cover anywhere 
near all the program features available in each of 
the commercial versions of MININEC. Details 
regarding the specific attributes of each system 
require close reading of the manuals. AM pro- 
vides a 132-page printed manual with excellent 
illustrations. ELNEC's on-line manual (exclud- 
ing added pages for the MaxP function), with an 
excellent starter tutorial, has grown to over 110 
pages (over 216 KB on disk) of instruction and 
information. The 50-page A 0  manual (exclud- 
ing additional pages for optimizer operation) 
also provides good information for the new 
modeler. If program selection requires attention 
to more detailed information than is presented 
here, borrowing manuals for close reading is the 
next step in the process. 

Conclusions 

Program efficiency is a far cry from calcula- 
tion speed alone. To be efficient, a program 
needs to have at fingertip control all the possi- 
bilities required by particular applications. No 
program designer can anticipate these fully. 
Moreover, most enhanced versions of 
MININEC have been produced by amateurs out 
of their own curiosity and interest, and their 
main correspondents are likely to have been 
those with relatively similar interests. Thus, it 
is natural that the three most commercially 
advertised versions of MININEC examined 
here offer a mixture of advantage and disadvan- 
tage to the individual user. 

Rather than repeat the ups and downs related 
to diverse tasks, let me close with an exercise 
every reader can reproduce from his or her own 
perspective. What would I include in my ideal 
version of MININEC (had I the ability, which I 
do not)? From ELNEC, I would take the menu- 
driven operation. Student learning curves might 
be steeper with this feature. Also from ELNEC, 
I would retain the instant and separated data 
print feature and the possibility for plot prints 
with maximum data attached. Without doubt, 
the versatility of element construction would be 
useful, as would the element tapering and the 
close-parallel-wire correction provisions. 
Incidentally, I would also retain the ability to 
place sources and loads as a percentage of ele- 
ment length, rather than having only end, cen- 
ter, or pulse number options. 

Frequency sweep is a must in my ideal pro- 
gram for checking antennas across a band. 
ELNEC's or AO's version both work fine, 
although I would like to print the resultant files 
from within the program. From AO, I would 
want the calculation correction features at my 
command. Lest these be slighted by this com- 
pact request, they include adjacent wire taper- 

Explanation of Parameters in Tables 

1. EL = ELNEC 3.02; AM = Antenna Model 
1.02; A 0  = Antenna Optimizer 5.0, an exten- 
sion of MN. A 0 1  provides data on A 0  opera- 
tion with all correction factors turned off, 
while A 0 2  gives data with all correction fac- 
tors on. 
2. Gain figures are in dBi to preclude confu- 
sions occasioned by showing dipoles having 
gain in dBd; that is, gain over a dipole. How- 
ever, the "dipole" of dBd is a free-space dipole 
of indefinitely thin wire, whereas the models 
shown use finitely thick wires, whether in free 
space or over real ground. Real antenna im- 
provement is always the gain in dBi of the 
improved model over the gain in dBi of a stan- 
dard, which is often for horizontal antennas a 
real wire dipole over the same ground at the 
same height. 
3. Take-off (TO) angle is the elevation angle 
in degrees showing peak random or maxi- 
mum gain for antennas over the specified 
ground conditions. 
4. Front-to-back (FIB) are given in dB. 
5. Source impedance is given in resistance 
plus inductive reactance or minus capacitive 
reactance. 
6. Bandwidth (BIW) is given in degrees 
between points whose gain is down 3 dB 
from the maximum. 
7. Run-time is the total time required from the 
respective programs to run the MININEC 
matrix, factor it, and calculate all the data 
expressed in the tables. For AM and AO, the 
time does not include putting a pattern on the 
screen. For ELNEC, the pattern drawing time 
is included, because some data is most easily 
obtained by printing the analysis on the pat- 
tern screen. Run times are shown only where 
they exceed a few seconds; that is, where they 
exceed the time taken to read the results from 
the screen. 

ing, bent-wire correction, and frequency correc- 
tion. The versatility of plotted outputs is 
largest, but by only a bit over AM, so I shall 
choose it. If AO's powerful symbolic dimen- 
sioning could be made compatible with 
ELNEC's group element construction, it would 
undoubtedly make antenna modification a 
breeze (as well as enabling the Optimizer fea- 
ture of AO, which has not been discussed here). 

AM offers some powerful programming 
tools to strengthen my ideal MININEC pro- 
gram. AM'S auto-run capabilities are a must 
(but with control programming from within the 
overall program and with more selectable and 
excludable output variables). The large spec- 
trum of "Change" options might be included (in 
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case the ELNEC menu screen could not he 
fi~lly preserved). Access to the calculator ant1 to 
the soil definition table are convenient for 
empty-lap antenna constn~ction. The use of F- 
keys to trigger rnri.jor functions is also an excel- 
lent innovation for antennil modeling programs. 

This is not everything I want. For example. 
variahles that AM and A 0  require in a preoper- 
ation hatch file. such as directory paths. might 
he placed in an acccssihle start-up shell. Only 
ELNEC currently lets you freely specify fro111 
within the progr~im a new suhdirectory that is 
not prewritten into a SET command. hut you do 
have to rememher where that subdirectory is 
located. My list could go on intlefinitely. Antl. 
as noted throughout, convenient running print 
outputs deserve attention in  one or another way 
hy all three programs. 

Each program :~lso contains excess capahili- 
ties heyond my needs and wants. Those excess- 
es. of course, may not he heyond your neetls and 
wants. as measured hy the applications you have 
in mind. On the other hand. some of my ideal 
wants will he irrelevant to you. Choosing ;I pro- 
gram is largely a matter of effectively listing 
one's needs as dictated hy applic;ttions and see- 
ing which of the svail;ihle programs provides the 
best match. Rather than providing jutlgments. 
even ahout individual fe:~tures. this exercise in 
comparative scrutiny demonstrates a niethtxl of 
arriving at the best individual decision. You ciin 
rightfi~lly disagree with every evaluative particu- 
lar and still get something from the exercise, 
even if only the clarification of your own think- 
ing ahout MlNlNEC programs. 

One thing more: the surplus fcati~rcs of a 
program offer a challenge. Part of the fun  of 
using these programs is to learn how to turn the 
excess capal~ilitics into productive output. 
Ultimately, any tool is only as g o d  ;IS its user. 
I am now-and always will be-still Icnrning 
how to use this tool called MININEC. 
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PRODUCT INFORMATION 
HP introduces new family of precision semi- 
conductor parameter analyzers. 

Hewlett-Packartl Company unveiled the HP 
r 

41 55A ant1 4 156A henchtop parameter analyz- 
ers, which allow engineers to monitor the elec- 
trical performance and reliahility of semicon- 
ductor devices. 

The HP 4 1 S5A semiconductor parameter 
analyzer offers four huilt-in SMUs, two VSUs, 
and two VMUs. The HP 4 156A adds remote -- 

voltage sensing and current ranging. 
Three new modes are available in these ana- 

lyzers. They are: :i "stress" mode. which ana- For prices and atlditional information, con- 
lyzes failure mechanisnis; a "stnndhy" motle, tact Hcwlett-Packard Company, Direct 
which allows continuoi~s circuit bias; and a Marketing Organization. P.O. Box 58059, 
"knoh sweep" mode. which adds a curve tr;lcer. MS5 1 L-SJ. Santa Clar;~. CA 9505 1-8059. 
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TECHNICAL CONVERSATIONS 
W2EUF wrote in response to the ~1rticIe by 

T r e ~ ~ o r  King, ZL2AKW, in the Summer 1993, 
issue ofCommunications Quarterly ("Build 
Your Own Dirpct R r a d i n ~  Cuprrc-itczncr 
Meter, " page 103). 

Dear Editor: 
The article on the capacitance meter by 

Trevor King, ZL'AKW, in the summer 1993 
issue of Conlrn~lrlicutions Q~lczrterly was given 
me by your subscriber, Al Roehm. W2OBJ, 
because both of us have constructed similar 
instruments. 

Enclosed is my modificatiorl of the meter 
that Harry Neben, W9QB, described in the 
January 1983 issue of QST, which is mentioned 
by Mr. King. With a four-section, six-position 
range switch and 20-pA meter, there is excel- 
lent readout from 2 pF down to the pF scale. 
Similar results were obtained with a 50-FA 
meter giving a spread of 50 pF to 5 pF. 

,411 scales are linear and I or 2 pF can be 
determined by subtracting the residual stray 
capacitance reading of just over 1 pF seen 
when the 20 pF range is employed. This has 
been confirmed by using several I -pF standard 
capacitors in various parallel and series combi- 
narions to get 1 ,  2, 3, and 4 pF readings on the 
20 pF scale. This stray might be less with a 
non-metal mounting plate. and. of course, n o  
str.ly shows on other ranges. 

It should be noted that only the range switch 
is needed after power is applied and that damp- 
ing automatically is provided by the range 
switch on the 2-pF scale. which eliminates 
another control. Also, the sensitive meter is 
protected automatically when the meter is not 
be~ng used. 

The 23rd edition of The Radio Handbook, 
prepared by William I. Orr. W6SA1, and pub- 
lished by Howard W. Sams & Co., has a simi- 
lar capacitance meter on page 26-25. This uses 

AUTO 
METER 
DAMP 

R 1  

1 
R 5  

Z E 
6.2V 

1" 
R9 

Figure I .  Capacitance meter bj Harry Neben, WYQB, from QS7'of .lanuary 1983, a,  n~odified hy R.E. Franklin, WZEUF. 
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Parts List I 
R 1 
R2 
R3 
R4 
R5 
R6 
R7 
R8 
R9 
RlO 
R11 
R12 

3.07 meg 
690 k 
69 k 
6.3 k 
4.67 k 
I .09 meg 
123 k 
10.1 k 
824 ohms 
47 ohms 
2000 ohms 
68 ohms 

30,000 pF mica := 0.03 pF 
10,000 pF mica := 0.0 1 pF 
1000 pF mica = 0.001 yF 
I20 pF-24 volts DC (I00 pF okay) 
6.2 volts 
IN914 
4 pole, 6 positions 
DPDT (paralleled) 
9-volt transistor battery 

Notes: 
Subtract 1 pF on 20-pF scale. 
S I "OFF" protects the meter. 
Battery current: 15 mA. 
Battery volts: 9, no load; 8.6. operating 
20-FA GE meter type DO91 antllor Weston 301. 
50-pA meter may require different values for RA, 
RB,CI,C2,andC3. 

a 556 chip and may be of interest, but I have 
not sent the circuit as it cannot be reproduced 
without permission from the publisher. 

Richard E. l'ranklin, W2EUF 
Mountainside, New Jersey 

Mr. Franklin's modification~~1lows.-Ed. 

Simple Capacitance Meter 

In the January 1983 issue of QST, Harry M. 
Nebin, W9QB, describes a capacitance meter 
of few parts. Results were so good that a 20 pF 
range was possible with a 20-yA meter, 
although a 50-yA meter work.ed fine from 5 pF 
down to 50 pF. No effort was, made to measure 
larger than 2 yF. Note the damping applied to 
the 2-yF range. Readings are linear on all 
scales. 

One or 2-pF capacitors were measured by 
subtracting I pF stray value on the 20-pF scale. 
Silver micas and high grade larger capacitors 
were measured on their respective ranges. After 
obtaining values for several capacitors, they 
were connected in parallel and series and the 
meter read very close to the c.alculated values 
of those combinations. 

Construction 

The circuit is shown in Figure 1. Stray 
capacitance on the 20-pF scale is decreased 
with short leads and lowest with parts mounted 
on a plastic plate in a plastic box. Silver micas 
are needed for C1, C2, and C3. One-watt resis- 
tors were from the junkbox and were selected 
by measuring with a DVM to obtain the 
schematic values. 

C I, C2, and C3 will likely have values dif- 
ferent from the prototype, so resistors R1 
through R9 may have to be tailored to the cir- 
cuit, although their values will be within rea- 
son. To calibrate, check capacitors of known 
values, and try resistors R1 through R9 of 
approximately the listed values until the meter 
reads the known value of those capacitors. 

The test capacitors must be selected to read 
at the very top of each range, and then double- 
checked on the next higher scale. Pin 5 of the 
555 chip is not needed when the range resistors 
are tailored to the circuit. 

Component values may be determined from 
these equations: 

where: 

C = p F o f C l , C 2 , C 3  
V = applied voltage 
I = pA 
f = frequency in MHz 

RA, RB, with C 1, C2, and C3 determine the 
555 chip frequency from the equation: 

f = 1.44/(RA + 2RB)C 

Note that on the 20 pF range, the frequency 
calculates twice that measured when operating. 
On other ranges, the calculated and measured 
frequency are close. 

In the fall of 1991, we ran a reprint of a 1975 
Ham Radio article by John True, W40Q, enti- 
tled "How to Design Shunt-Feed Systems for 
Grounded Vertical Radiators." VE2CV sent us 
these cornrnents. 

I well remember John True, W40Q's 1975 
Ham Radio article on gamma matching ground- 
ed towers," with particular reference to feeding 
radio amateur towers with quad or Yagi beams 
on top of the tower. 1 was interested therefore 

* I  hate co~~.e\ponded wilh John Tme. W40Q. in pest year,. The rcpriilt of hi* 
1975 art~rlc lndtcalcs l h i ~ l  hc now has a ncw call. N4RA But thdl ~ " ~ l l  15 not 

I~ \ tcd In Ihr 1997 callho<rk. \,, pcrh;~p\ John 15 a vlent kcy" John uoold hove 
enjoyed \eclng thc rcpnnl of hi\ ~irtrcle. and lo read t h~ r  corre\pondeorc 
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Figure 1. Antenna model and current distribution for a gamma fed 1.9-MHz tower and Yagi. The heavy black line 
indicates currents. 

to read a reprint of that article in the fall 199 1 
issue of Cornmunic~ltions Quarterly, together 
with Hunter Harris. W I S1's comments on 
implementation. 

True's graphical approach to design of 
gamma match systems was interesting, but not 
readily adaptable to applications where the 
spacing between the gamma rod and the tower 
are quite different horn his model. W I SI com- 
mented on this, since he used a wider spacing 
for 160 meters. Nowadays, amateurs in radio 
are using antenna analysis programs like 
MININEC (or versions of i t  such as ELNEC or 
MN), which work on their PCs. Professional 
antenna engineers use NEC-2/NEC-3, but these 
programs run on a large computer, and are not 
user friendly. 1 was pleased, therefore, when 
MININEC was developed for the amateur in 
radio application, since even I can run the pro- 
gram on my PC; arid PC versions of NEC-2 are 
becoming available. 

But there are limitations and guidelines in 
the application of the MlNINEC code. I One of' 
the guidelines is that an antenna, particularly a 
hori~ontal antenna, must not be too close to the 
ground (h > 0.2 wavelength), because the initial 
calculation of mutual and self-impedance of the 
segments making up the antenna, and hence the 
cuirent distribution on the antenna, assumes 

that the ground beneath the antenna is perfectly 
cc~nducting. Thus, for antennas at low heights, 
the gain may not be right, but the far field pat- 
tern is correctly predicted, because the program 
ernploys Fresnel retlection coefficients for 
whatever ~~ser-selected ground conductivity is 
desired. However, the program works quite sat- 
isfactorily for well-grounded vertical antennas, 
scb we can anticipate that we should be able to 
model quite successf~rlly the present antenna 
system. But there is another limitation, in that 
two wires (or conductors) having different 
diameters should not be joined. A gamma rod 
arid a tower have quite different diameters. The 
spacing between conductors, e.g. modeling a 2- 
conductor transmission line should not be close 
with respect to the diameter of the wires. For 
our gamma rod and tower, we are probably 
right in this respect, but we have to be careful. 

The purpose of this correspondence is to give 
results obtained by numerically modeling 
Wi 1 Sl's antenna system. For the 160-meter 
b:lnd, he used a gamma rod spacing of 5 feet 
from one edge of the tower. The length of the 
gamma rod was the height of the tower. For our 
model, we assu~ned that the Yagi was a 20- 
meter monoband wide-spaced 3-element Yagi 
on a 50-foot tower. The antenna model and cur- 
rent distribution on the antenna at 1.9 MHz are 
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Method of 3. The azimuthal pattern (not shown) is not 

Gamma Rod Tower Spacing quite circular at this frequency. but the differ- 

Impedance ence is hardly more than a dB. 
The antenna's gain with base feed and 

I d  
Table 1. ELNEC's antenna system impedance 1.9 MHz. 

Base Fed 12 -j77 
Gamma Feed 2.5 26 + j405 

5 67 + j648 Gamma Feed 

shown in Figure 1, and the elevation radiation 
pattern in Figure 2, for average ground (con- 
ductivity 3 mSIm, dielectric constant 13) in 
front of the antenna. The antenna's impedance 
base fed (it is easy to lift the base of the tower 
off the ground for the numerical model, but not 
so easy at full scale). and for two gamma rod 
spacings are given in Table 1. This confirms 
W I SI's view that a wider spacing gives better 
results. As can be seen, the antenna can be 
tuned by a capacitor to cancel the inductive 
reactance at the feed point. 

For the SO-meter band, W l Sl wed a gamma 
rod spacing of about a foot, and the tower was 
fed about 213 the height of th'z tower from the 
base of the tower. ELNEC's impedance at 3.75 
MHz is 10 + j287 ohms. A wider spacing 
between the tower and the gamma rod would 
have been an advantage for this band also. The 
antenna's elevation pattern is plotted in Figure 

gamma match feed are alrnost the same, indi- 
cating that indeed MININEC is modeling cor- 
rectly the tower and its feed. 

The self-resonant frequency of the tower and 
the Yagi is 2.3 1 MHz. This is-in agreement 
with experimental modeling I did about 15 
years ago. Hence at 1.9 MHz, the electrical 
height of the tower and Yagi is equivalent to a 
0.2 wavelength monopole (or 32.4 meters). On 
simple reasoning, the electrical height of the 
antenna system at 3.75 MHz would be 0.4 
wavelength; and at 7.15 MHz, 0.77 wave- 
length. But the radiation pattern at 7.15 MHz is 
certainly not like that for a 0.77-wavelength 
monopole (see Figure 4). The antenna system 
exhibits directivity in the plane that contains 
the elements of the 20-meter beam, and surpris- 
ingly the dominant polarization in this plane is 
horizontal. The boom of the 20-meter beam 
carriers a large current (see Figure 5). This is a 
consequence of my model of the 20-meter 
beam. Without thinking about it, I modeled a 
20-meter wide spaced beam, with reflector 
spacing of 0.25 wavelength, and director spac- 
ing of 0.15 wavelength. The boom connecting 
to the retlector carries the largest current. Other 
Yagi dimensions will not give such "good" pat- 
tern. By rotating my modeled ',()-meter beam, 

I W7EL ELNEC 3.02 15H touer + 20M Yagi 10-15-1993 14 :26: 16 I 
I t - 4 -  Rotate 
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Figure 5. Antenna model and current distribution for a 7.15-MHz tower and Yagi (note I have assumed a base-fed 
tower for this calculation). The heavy hlack line indicate% currents. I did not hother with a gamma match for this fre- 
quency hecause I was concerned with pattern and currents not with feeding and matching line. 
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lo and behold we have a directional antenna for 
the 40-meter band! 

In conclusion, MININEC (I used ELNEC) 
gives results which I believe are about right- 
in spite of the limitations of the code discussed 
above. It also, and perhaps not unexpectedly, 
predicts 40-meter radiation patterns that we 
certainly could not have guessed intuitively. 

John S. (Jack) Belrose, VEZCV 
Quebec, Canada 
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AF6S offers this alternative to the KICCL 
propagation velocity method described by 
George Wilson, WIOLP, in "Tech Notes" 
(Communications Quarterly, spring 1993, 
page 83). 

Dear Editor: 
The KlCCL propagation velocity method 

that George Wilson, W 1 OLP, describes in 
"Tech Notes" (spring 1993, page 83) is clever, 
but tedious. 

The use of separate means to measure dip- 
frequency accurately brought to mind my MFJ 
HFIVHF SWR Analyzer, Model MFJ-249, 
which combines a signal generator, an accurate 
frequency counter, and an SWR bridge--cover- 
ing 1.8 to 170 MHz in a hand-held package. 

Ci transmission line that's open at the far end 
appears as an open at the near end when it -. 

length is any even number of quarter wave- 
lengths (i.e., any number of half wavelengths). 
A transmission line that is shorted at the far end 
appears as an open at the near end when the 
length is any odd number of quarter wave- 
lengths. A clear, concise review of transmission 
theory appears in Caron1 Chapter 2. 

If you connect a small carbon-composition 
or metal-film 50-ohm resistor directly across 
the MFJ-249, the SWR meter reads 1:1- 
except well above 100 MHz, where stray 
inductance and capacitance enter the picture. 

If you connect the end of a transmission line 
in parallel with the resistor, the total impedance 
becomes that of the resistor in parallel with the 
line. At frequencies where the line presents an 
open, the meter "sees" only the resistor, so 
SR'R reads 1 : 1 . 

I soldered the pins of a pair of "four-hole" 
SO-239s together, and soldered four wires 
between the opposing holes and a 5 1-ohm, 
114-watt resistor between the pins and one of 
the wires. I connected this "termination" to 
the MFJ-249 using a UHF double male. As 
expected, SWR read hardly over 1.00: 1 below 
150 MHz. 

Next, I attached a 24-foot length of RG-8/U 
(Belden 9267) and put a UHF "bullet" in the 
PL-259 at the line's far end. Figure 1A shows 
the setup. 

Figure 1. (A)  Resistor in parallel with transmission line. (B) With thru-line termination and "perfect short" at far 
end of line. 
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Table 1.  Measured frequencies and resulting propagation velocities using the commercial termination. 

Sure enough, the MFJ-245) showed 1 : 1 SWR 
at a series of frequencies in a 1 :2:3:4:etc. fre- 
quency ratio-where the coax is 1, 2, 3,4, etc. 
half-wavelengths long. 

1 noticed I could also read SWR peaks accu- 
rately. The peaks occur at frt:quencies where 
the transmission line looks like a short-any 
odd number of quarter wavelengths from an 
open. I recorded the frequen1:y of every SWR 
null and every peak, and me~sured the coax 
length to the end of the "bulket." 

Then I made a "perfect short"-a PL-259 
with a copper-foil disk with a hole, soldered to 
the pin and to the surrounding metal body-and 
put it on the "bullet" at the far end. 

I iecorded the frequency of every SWR peak 
and null in the shorted cable. But when I 
entered all the open and shorted frequency val- 
ues into an Excel spreadsheet, the variations in 
calculated propagation velocity seemed exces- 
sive. I substituted a commercial "thru-line" ter- 
mination, with appropriate adaptors, as in 
Figure 18, and the results improved a little. 
Table 1 shows the measuretl frequencies and 

resulting propagation velocities using the com- 
mercial termination. 

Column A contains electrical length in wave- 
lengths and column B has the corresponding 
frequency. The following equation for propaga- 
tion velocity, Vp, in colu~nn C works for any 
electrical line length: 

Lm,, (physic4 x Fcrpm(Mb) 
v, = 300 x Len, (elearid) 

Note: this equation gives the result as fraction. 
Excel can display fractions as percentages, so 
you don't need to "adjust" your equationsfor 
that purpose. But if you prefer an answer in 
percent, just .s~lb.rfitute 3 for the 300 in the 
denominator. 

Column D contains the frequency series 
measured with the coax shorted, and coluinn E 
calculates the propagation velocity, using the 
same equation, but taking its frequency from 
column D. 

The frequencies in both the F(open) and 



Belden 9267, length = 24' 1.25" 

Cable Wavelengths 

I I 

Figure 2. Plot of the results. 

F(shorted) columns correspond to alternating 
SWR readings near 1: I and infinity. In the 
0.25-wavelength measurement. for instance, the 
F(open) SWR peaks at infinity. while the 
F(short) SWR nulls at I : I .  In the 0.5-wave- 
length case, the F(open) SWR nulls and the 
F(short) reading peaks. 

Figure 2 plots-the results. Except for the 
open quarter-wave measurement, all fall within 
a I -percent spread. If you ignore readings for 
lines less than 1.25 wavelengths long, the 
spread diminishes to 0.6 percent. The values 
tend to alternate, suggesting some sort of 
experimental error. Curiously, the higher values 
are null readings for the shorted line, but peak 
SWR readings for the open line. 

If you can tolerate a half-percent error, this 
suggests measuring a cable one to six wave- 
lengths long (at its end-use frequency) and con- 
sidering it accurate enough. But if yo~l  are con- 
cerned about the variations, as I was, you might 
want to consider possible causes of error. Here 
are the ones that occurred to me: 

I. The effective position of a simple open, 
like a "bullet" or a cut-off coax. varies with fre- 
quency because of electric field fringing. In 
their heyday, General Radio supplied calibrated 
opens (p/n 874-W03) for their coaxial "trom- 
bone lines" used with their Model 1602-B UHF 
Admittance Meter. The outer conductor extend- 
ed several of its diameters beyond the inner 

conductor, producing an open that did not 
"mc~ve" as frequency changed. 

2.  An impedance discontinuity at the near 
end of the cable can also cause errors. 

?,. Non-uniformity along the length of the 
coax, dielectric effect\, and small "skin effect" 
caused losses might cause measured propaga- 
tion velocity to vary slightly with frequency. 

What can we do to minimize 
these effects? 

1. It's easier to make a controlled short than 
an ;accurate open, so use a "perfect short." 

2:. To minimize the near-end discontinuity, 
use a small comnlercial "thru-line" termination 
such as Tektronix p/n 01 1-0049-01 (50 ohms, 
BNC, $35)-instead of a resistor. 

3. Keep your measurement frequency within 
a f;.~ctor of two of the frequency of intended use 
and, as W I OLP suggested, take your measure- 
ments on the piece you intend to use. Cut a 
piece a bit longer than yuur application calls 
for. make the measurement, calculate the exact 
length needed from the resulting propagation 
velocity, then trim to that length. 

Measure physical length from the middle of 
the termination to the plane of the shore at the 
cable's far end. (If you must measure an open- 
ended cable, add half the cable shield diameter 



to the measured physical length arid hope for and the next null, for example, to find the quar- 
the best.) If the cable is much, much longer 
than the total of all the adaptors, termination, 
etc., you need not worry about the propagation 
velocity in these devices; but for very short 
cables. the reverse is true. 

This method works even if the cable imped- 
ance is not 50 ohms. but to rneasure a balanced 
transmission line, you need ;I balun. The 
Guanella type2 is best, because it is made of 
transmission lines in such a way that its electri- 
cal length is constant (idea1l.y) and measurable. 
Be sure to check a balun's SWR. when it is ter- 
minated in its correct output resistance. Balun 
SWR should be below 1.2 or so in the frequency 
range at which you intend to measure the bal- 
anced line. With the balun in place, proceed as 
before-but include the electrical length of the 
balun when calcitlating propagation velocity. 

Another handy use for the MFJ-249 test 
setup is measuring the lenglh of coax on a 
spool. An open-far-end measurement should be 
accurate enough-a good thing, if the far end 
isn't accessible. Of course, you will measure 
the electrical length, so you'll have to use the 
published propagation ve101:ity to calculate the 
physical length. 

On extremely long rolls, the quarter and half- 
wave frequencies may fall below the lowest 
frequency of the MFJ-249. No worries! Notice 
that the frequencies in  TabXe 1 increase in 
increments bf the quarter-wave frequency. That 
means you can subtract any adjacent pair of 
measured frequencies, one peak SWR reading 

ter-wavelength frequency. Another bonus: with 
any long piece of cable, you can always make 
your velocity measurement near the desired fre- 
quency. It's handy and it eliminates one source 
of error. 

You could just as well make MFJ-249 mea- 
surements with a terminating resistor in series 
rather than parallel, duplicating KICCL's 
results without the coils. The difficulty lies in 
the impedance discontinuity of the series resis- 
tor. lf you make a good series terminator using 
strip-line techniques and a chip resistor on dou- 
ble-sided pc board, it should work just as well 
as the shunt method. SWR nulls would occur at 
frequencies where the cable appears as a short 
instead of an open, so the nulls and peaks 
would reverse. 

I will venture to say that the MFJ-249 is the 
most useful ham-priced RF instrument to hit 
the market since the grid-dip meter. MFJ offers 
it as an antenna-measuring tool, and it certainly 
handy for that. But the unique combination of 
generator, counter, and bridge, makes it useful 
for a far wider range of experimental work than 
just antennas. 

David M. Barton, AF6S 
San Jose, California 

PRODUCT INFORMATION 
Sipel Multi-Blade Knife From The Tool 
Resource 

The Tool Resource has introduced the Sipel 
Multi-Blade Knife. Its design allows you to use 
one handle for many different types of hobby 
blades. The M34-SA knife is constructed of 
stainless steel and the blades can be removed 
or reattached with a three-step process. A 
scalpel is also included. 

The Sipel Multi-Blade Knife (Part number 
M34-SA) is available for $19. Scalpel Blades 
(Part number M9- 15C) are available for $.90 ea. 

For more information contact The Tool 
Rerource, P.O. Box 1 106, W. Dundee, IL 
60 1 18. PhoneIFax: 708-468-0849. 

Application Notes From Analog Devices 
Analog Devices has published four new 

application notes. 
The AN-203, Usitlg the AD2SROA-Series 

Resolver-to-Digit(// Cut~v(~rter.~ os 11 Cotztrol 

Transformer, for designers of position servo 
systems. 

The AN-369, Thernzocouple Signal 
Conditioning Using the AD594/AD595, practi- 
cal considerations when using these one-chip 
thermocouple signal conditioners in tempera- 
ture measurement applications. 

The AN-365, -366. and -367, describe in 
detail evaluation hoards for the AD77 I 1, 
AD77 12, and AD77 13 24-bit sigma-delta AID 
converters (respectively), to provide a com- 
plete, high-resolution channel for specific ana- 
log signal measurement applications. 

And the AN-372, MDAC Circuit Gives 
Frecdorn c?f'Choice fhr Both Output Sl7ar1 rrnd 
DC Ofset Volt~rge, describes use of a multiply- 
ing DAC in a configuration which allows inde- 
pendent setting of these two critical parameters. 

For more information contact Bill Schweber. 
Phone 6 17-46 1-382 1 ; Fax 6 17-329- 124 1 ; e- 
mail bill.schweber@a~~alog.com. 
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Bryan Bergeron, NUIN 
Decision Systems Group 

75 Francis Street 
Boston Massachusetts 02 1 15 

bergeron @hstbme.mi t.edu 

SURFACE ACOUSTIC 
WAVE TECHNOLOGY 
The fundamentals of SAW technology, 
how SAW devices operate, and where 
this technology is heoded 

T here's something pleasingly mystical 
about working at UHF nnd above. 
Materials normally thought of as insula- 

tor\ at HF are routinely used as capacitors and 
resistors, and component leads become induc- 
tors, tuned circuits, or antennas. Hollow metal- 
lic tubes serve as RF conduits between trans- 
mitters and antennas, the latter ofien consisting 
of nothing more than an etched PC board. Yet 

another apparent paratlox is a class of devices 
that rely on ocorrstic waves for their operation. 

Srr~fiice ~corrstic \tS(r~*c (SAW) devices are so 
named because. at the most basic level. their 
operation involves the excitation and detection 
of minute crcorrstic. waves that travel over the 
srrrfoce of a substrate in a controlled manner. 
SAW devices command the attention of com- 
munications professionals and amateurs 
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Figure 1. A simplified view of a generic SAW device showing the basic components necessary tor operation-a set or 
RF-acoustic transducers and a substrate capable of conducting acoustic waves. The interdigital transducers produce 
and respond to both surface and bulk acoustic waves (SAW and BAW, respectively). 

Material Acoustic 
Impedance 

Air 41 1 x 10-6 
Aluminum 17 
Brass 36 
Cadmium Sulfide 22 
Copper 42 
Glass 13 
Ice 4 
Lead 22 
Lithium Niobate 34 
Magnesium 10 
Mercury 20 
Mylar 3 
Nickel 54 
Nylon 3 
Platinum 89 
Polyethylene 2 
Porcelain I3 
Quartz 15 
Rubber (Silicon) 1 
Silicon 20 
Stainless Steel 45 
Titanium 27 
Tungsten 105 
Zinc 30 
Zinc Oxide 36 

Table 1. Acoustic impedance of both common materials 
and materials used for SAW device substrates, listed in 
lo6 kg/m2s. 

because these devices provide a unique mix of 
excellent performance and low cost in an 
extremely small package. SAW components 
are found in a variety of applications where low 
weight, small form factor, ruggedness, and per- 
formance are essential-from miniature cellu- 

lar phones and secure spread spectrum commu- 
nications systems to color TV IF filters. 

SAW devices have become increasingly 
important in UHF and microwave communica- 
tions, where they form the basis of oscillators, 
amplifiers, bandpass filters, discriminators, and 
matched filters. SAW devices also have appli- 
cations in spectrum surveillance systems, 
RADAR pulse compression and expansion, the 
generation of long pseudo-random code 
sequences, and in storing digital information. 
At the same time, SAW devices are relatively 
a i r n n l ~  ~ n r l  elposnt in hnth their nnemtinn and 

their design. 

Fundamental concepts 

As electronic components go, those based on 
acoustic waves are relatively straightforward. A 
prerequisite to understanding SAW devices, 
and acoustic wave technology in general, is a 
grasp of the basics of acoustics, together with a 
familiarity with piezoelectric transducer opera- 
tion. To provide a working context for the fol- 
lowing discussion, it may be helpful to refer to 
Figure 1. As illustrated in the figure, features 
common to virtually all SAW devices include 
metallic electrodes that have been deposited in 
specific configurations on a suitable piezoelec- 
tric substrate. The transducer electrodes gener- 
ate and receive acoustic waves on the substrate 
surface in a manner defined by the configura- 
tion and relative orientation of the transducers. 

Acoustics 

Acoustics deals with the propagation of pres- 
sure fluctuations in fluid and, of particular 
importance to this discussion, solid media. The 
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Figure 2. A sample of the more common weighting techniques used to shape SAW transducer amplitude and/or 
phase response. Weighting techniques allow signal amplitude to he maintained while shaping signal phase. 
Alternatively, phase can he held constant while shaping signal an~plitude. These techniques can be combined in a sin- 
gle device to achieve a variety of transducer response characteristics. 

properties o f  an acoustic wave are typically 
described in terms o f  particle displacement, 
velocity, pressure. and other parameters that 
have parallels with electronics units and con- 
cepts. For example, materials can be classified 
as either acoustic insulators or conductors, or 
something in-between. As shown in Table 1, 
materials can also be ranked in terms o f  
acoustic impedance, a term that roughly paral- 
lels the concept o f  electrical impedance. 

Acoustic waves propagate with variable loss 
and velocity in solids, as a function o f  the 
media. Furthermore, these properties can be 
exploited in the creation o f  a variety o f  acoustic 
devices. For example, the relative low velocity 
o f  acoustic waves, on the order o f  5000 
meters/second,l makes it possible to construct 
delay lines that provide significant delays in a 
minimal amount o f  physical space. 

As illustrated in Figure 1. acoustic waves 
are generally considered as either h l k  waves or 
surface wclves. As its name implies, a surface 
wave follows a path bounded by the surface; 
greatest particle motion occurs within about 
one acoustic wavelength o f  the surface o f  the 
substrate.2 Bulk waves travel, either longitudi- 
nally or transversely, through many wave- 
lengths in all directions. As a result, the sub- 
strate undergoes motion and stress throughout 
i ts  volume. 

Although acoustic wave devices can be con- 
structed to exploit either bulk or surface wave 
propagation, surface wave devices are more 
popular because their construction provides rela- 
tively easy access to signal paths for signal sam- 
pling. For devices based on surface wave propa- 
gation, bulk waves are viewed as undesirable. 
Not only do bulk waves represent energy loss, 
but coupling between surface and bulk waves 
modifies the surface wave radiation. In addition, 

bulk waves carry energy to the output transduc- 
er, interfering with its response to surface 
waves. The influence o f  bulk waves on the out- 
put transducer depends on the thickness o f  the 
substrate. the parallelism o f  the bottom and top 
surfaces, the acoustic impedance match between 
the substrate and the supporting base, and the 
distance between transducers (see Figure 1).  

SAW transducers 

Transducers translate energy from one form 
to another. Like other electroacoustic transduc- 
ers-such as loudspeakers, headphones, and 
microphones-SAW transducers convert elec- 
trical to acoustic energy and vice versa. 
However, instead o f  being driven by audio fre- 
quency signals, SAW devices operate with RF 
up to several GHz. 

Substrates 

The piezoelectric nature o f  the substrate sup- 
ports the conversion o f  electromagnetic into 
acoustic energy at the input transducer, and 
acoustic energy back into electromagnetic ener- 
gy at the output transducer. The coupling o f  
electromagnetic to acoustic energy is common- 
ly achieved through the use o f  interdigital 
transducers-metallic electrodes deposited on a 
piezoelectric substrate. By applying an electri- 
cal potential to opposing digits o f  the transduc- 
er, alternating stress patterns are set up in the 
substrate via the pie,-oekctric efiect. As illus- 
trated in Figure 1, acoustic waves subsequently 
created propagate normally to the electrodes on 
the surface (surface acoustic waves) and at var- 
ious angles through the substrate (bulk acoustic 
waves). Acoustic waves that impinge upon the 



Figure 4. Triple transit echoes arise when the receive transducer reflects energy back into the transducer, thereby 
causing the generation of a new acoustic wave. This regenerated wave travels to the transmit transducer, where the 
acoustic signal is similarly regenerated, and returned to the receive transducer. Although this process continues 
indefinitely, the loss associated with each trip across the substrate renders the higher-order regenerative signals rela- 
tively inconsequential. Triple transit echoes limit the useful range of SAW filters. 
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Figure 3. A SAW delay line constructed around a dispersive transducer. In this design, the input transducer (left) 
launches a signal toward the dispersive output transducer (right). Pulse compression is accomplished by varying the 
transducer finger spacing in a defined manner. This design can provide moderate compression; i.e., time-bandwidth 
products on the order of 500. Not shown in this figure are the thin strips of acoustic absorbing materials deposited 
along the left and right edges of the substrate that minimize acoustic reflections from the substrate edges. 

SAW receiver electrodes estilblish an electric 
potential and RF currents in the electrodes, 
which can be connected to external electronics 
for amplification and processing. 

Piezoelectric substrates are used in the fabri- 
cation of SAW devices for the sole purpose of 
supporting the operation of the input and output 
transducers. The compositio~~ of the substrate 
places limits on the frequency of operation, 
bandwidth, and time delay ol'the SAW device. 
In selecting a substrate, relevant issues include 
tradeoffs between high electromechanical cou- 
pling versus temperature stability, the availabil- 
ity of large substrates, the compatibility of fab- 
rication techniques, spurious signal rejection 
recl~~iretnents, the maximum allowable acoustic 
loss. and cost. For example, cerarliic substrates 
are associated with severe propagation losses. 
Quartz. in comparison. has low propagation 
losses but also a low co~~pl ing coefficient. 
Cadmium sulfide and zinc oxide, which are 

0 

RF 

0 

Input 

both semiconductors. have low loss and show 
appreciable coupling. Lithium niobate, a syn- 
thetic crystal. supports a very high degree of 
piezoelectric coupling. 

The acoustic attenuation associated with 
SAW devices is a function of the substrate and 
the conversion loss of the input and output 
transducers. Acoustic losses in the substrate 
material can be attributed to relaxation absorp- 
tion, thermoelastic loss, and scattering.-? 
Relaxation ahsorl,tior~. which can be consid- 
ered a form of acoustic inertia, occurs when an 
acoustic wave propagates through a material, 
but neighboring particles do not move at the 
same speed. Scattering losses can be attributed 
to imperfections in the substrate. Since scatter- 
ing losses are increasingly important at higher 
frequencies, crystalline substances, which are 
relatively pure and free of imperfections. are 
used as substrates at microwave frequencies. In 
contrast, most piezoelectric ceramics are useful 
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Figure 5. One of the major uses for multistrip structures is the rejection of spurious signals, such as triple transit 
echoes. In the above example, a delay line is constructed with an echo trap to redirect the signal normally reflected 
back to the input transducer into an acoustic ahsorber such as rubber cement. 

to only about 20 MHz because of scattering 
losses. Thermoelastic losses can beconsidered 
the result of the compression and decompres- 
sion of substrate material caused by the 
acoustic wave, with the result that acoustic 
energy is transformed into heat. Thermoelastic 
attenuation is proportional to the square of the 
acoustic wave frequency. 

Transducers 

Surface wave transducer5 typically consist of 
two sets of interleaved metallic electrodes or. 
fingers deposited on a piezoelectric substrate, 
such as lithium niobate. The fingers of these 
interdigital transducers are separated by one 
half of the acoustic wavelength at the operating 
frequency. Typical finger spacing for a trans- 
ducer designed to be driven by a 100-MHz RF 
signal (or to generate a 100-MHz signal when 
acting as a receiver) is less than 10 pm. 

Whereas the lowest operating frequency sup- 
ported by a SAW device is limited by the maxi- 
mum allowable size of the substrate, the upper 
frequency linlits are set by resolution in the 
photolithographic processes used to form the 
transducer fingers. Transducers up to about 600 
MH7 can be constructed with conventional 
photolithography techn~ques. Tran\ducers 
capable of' higher frequency operation require 
scanning electron microscopes to expose the 
photoresist. With modern fabrication tech- 

niques, SAW operating frequency ranges from 
a few MHz to over 3.5 GHz. 

It's often useful to think of acoustic trans- 
ducers as antennas because the coupling of the 
transducer to the piezoelectric substrate 
requires consideration of directivity. acoustic 
impedance, and radiation resistance. For exam- 
ple, both finger geometry and spacing are 
dependent on intended operating frequency. 
Interdigital surface wave transducers have a 
fractional bandwidth defined by 1/N, where N 
is the number of finger pairs. Electrically, sur- 
face wave transducers can be thought of as a 
capacitance shunted by a radiation resistance 
that depends on finger length as well as the 
composition of the underlying substrate. 

Transducer geometry is often modified to 
shape the amplitude and/or phase response of 
the SAW device. These geometric modifica- 
tions or ~,eighting schemes include alterations 
in finger width, pitch, withdrawal, and overlap 
(see Figures 2 and 3). Finger width weighting 
involves varying the width of successive fin- 
gers in an array, while maintaining a constant 
separation between finger centers. Finger pitch 
weighting varies the separation between finger 
centers, whereas finger rvidth weighting 
involves modifying the overlap between oppos- 
ing fingers. Finger ~ i t h d r u w u l  weighting uses 
selective withdrawal or absence ofelectrodes, 
so the average electrode density approximates 
the desired weighting. 

Used alone, each weighting scheme tnakes i t  
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Figure 6. Intra-transducer reflections can be reduced 
by substituting double or split electrodes (bottom) for 
single electrodes (top). Transducers with single elec- 
trodes have one electrode per half-wavelength, whereas 
transducers with double electrodes have two electrodes 
per half-wavelength. 

possible to independently define the amplitude 
and phase responses of a SAW device. Alter- 
natively, these and other weighting techniques 
can be combined to achieve specific transducer 
amplitude and phase response characteristics. 
Variations in electrode width can also be used 

to affect amplitude and frequency response. 
Transducers have their limitations. 

Transducer performance is degraded by tight 
coupling effects, unwanted acoustic waves. 
electrode resistance, electromagnetic crosstalk. 
acoustic reflections from terminations and sub- 
strate edges. diffraction of the acoustic wave, 
and electrode interaction. All these factors con- 
tribute to distortion. and therefore limit the use- 
ful range of SAW devices. Tight coupling 
ejj5ect.s arise because transducer input and out- 
put impedances are not fixed, but are a function 
of frequency, so the generator and load cannot 
be maintained at the same impedance. 

Unwanted acoustic waves include regenerat- 
ed waves (triple transit echoes), internal rejlec- 
tians (intra-tiansducer reflections), and bulk 
waves. Triple transit echoes are due to signals 
that arrive at the receiving transducer, are 
reflected back to the input transducer, and then 
back to the receiving transducer (see Figure 4). 
The triple transit echo or signal results in part 
because as an acoustic wave travels under a 
transducer, it induces a voltage across the bus 
and external load, which in turn generates 
another acoustic wave within the transducer. 
The resulting signal has three times the delay of 
the original signal. In addition, if the original 
signal path has a loss of X dB associated with 
it, the triple transit signal will experience a fur- 
ther loss of 2X + 6 dB."riple transit echoes 
can be reduced by making one of the transduc- 
ers unidirectional and tuning it so no energy is 
available for reflection, or by building a reflect- 

Figure 7. Common multistrip coupling configurations. Multistrip geometry defines how acoustic waves are moved or 
steered from one region of a piezoelectric substrate to another. 
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Figure 8. Extended SAW delay times can be achieved on a relatively small substrate hy using multistrip structures to 
fold the acoustic signal, much like the prisms used to extend the light path in binoculars. 

ing element that redirects and absorbs the 
reflection (see Figure 5). However, the latter 
approach has a finite loss. 

Intru-trunsducer rejlections, a problem with 
transducers having many electrodes, can be 
reduced by using split electrodes, each 118 
wavelength instead of 114 wavelength wide 
(see Figure 6). This approach is limited by the 
resolution of the method used to deposit the 
transducer patterns on the substrate. 

Because bulk waves travel at higher veloci- 
ties than surface waves, they may reach the out- 
put transducer before the desired surface wave 
signals. As shown in Figure 1, bulk waves 
must pass through the volume of the substrate 
and then reflect off the back side of the sub- 
strate before reaching the output transducer. 
The intensity of bulk waves reaching the output 
transducer can therefore be minimized by 
roughening the back side of the substrate, 
which has the effect of dispersing the waves 
throughout the substrate. 

Acoustic wave cliflrclction depends on the 
nature and length of the substrate, the geometry 
of the transducers, and the wavelength ofthe 
acoustic wave. On long paths, diffraction caus- 
es beam spreading. and therefore amplitude and 
phase distortion. Amplitude and phase distor- 
tion is especially significant in transducers that 
use a large number of electrodes or weighting 

schemes involving variability in elect)-ode over- 
lap. The presence of metallic electrodes on the 
substrate surface slows the acoustic wave 
velocity due to shorting of the piezoelectric 
field. In addition, the mass loading due to the 
weight of the electrodes results in changes in 
thr: local acoustic impedance, which results in 
acoustic reflections. 

In addition to the constraints that areimposed 
by the acoustic environment, transducers have 
several purely electrical limitations as well. For 
example, transducers have a finite electrical 
resistance, which results in signal loss. Electro- 
magnetic coupling between input and output 
transducers can also introduce signal distor- 
tions. This form of coupling can usually be 
minimized by proper packaging and shielding, 
including metalizing and grounding the bottom 
of the piezoelectric substrate. 

hlultistrip couplers 

Multistrip couplers, in the form of shallow 
grooves etched in the substrate or- strips of 
deposited metal, arc used to cxtend and 
enhance the basic performance of SAW 
devices. Once an acoustic wave has been gen- 
el.ated by a transducer, the resulting wave can 
be modified anti redirected in :I variety of ways 
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Figure 9. A SAW delay line using reflective array compression (RAC). Signals generated by the input transducer are 
reflected by shallow grooves etched in the substrate and reflected to the output transducer. This design supports 
large time-bandwidth applications; i.e., time-bandwidth products up to about 10,000. 

on its trip to the receiving transducer (see 
Figures 5, 7,8, and 9). The applications of 
multistrip couplers range from rejection of spu- 
rious signals, such as triple transit echoes and 
suppression of bulk acoustic waves, to the cre- 
ation of filters with delays virtually impossible 
through alternative approaches. 

Grooves are generally considered to be supe- 
rior to metallic overlays in the construction of 
multistrip couplers. Not only .Ire grooves more 
easily reproduced, but metallic overlays are dis- 
persive and introduce phase distortions in the fil- 
ter response. In addition, the retlectivity of con- 
ducting overlays on high coupling piezoelectric 
substrates is usually excessive:. Multistrip 
grooves, by comparison, are resistant to flaws; a 
multistrip coupler constructed of grooves can 
contain a large number of defects and still oper- 
ate. A small number of flaws in a m~~ltistrip cou- 
pler constructed of metallic overlays will render 
the coupler useless. Although n~ultistrip cou- 
plers are almost always fabricated on a piezo- 
electric substrate, the piezoelectric properties of 
the substrate are required only for the operation 
of the input and output transducers. 

widths of up to 50 percent at frequencies of 
several hundred MHz. Although work in devel- 
oping acoustic wave amplifiers continues, prac- 
tical applications of surface wave technology 
have been restricted to passive delay lines and 
signal processing components. The most 
notable acoustic wave components-filters, 
delay lines, and oscillators-are described in 
more detail below. 

SAW filters 

Traditional filter design, normally considered 
from a frequency-domain perspective, is con- 
cerned with the lumped inductance and capaci- 
tance values, resonant frequencies, passbands 
(frequencies that are passed through the filter), 
and stopbands (frequencies that are not allowed 
through). When considering SAW filters, it's 
more intuitive to work from the perspective of 
a spectrum analyzer; that is, in the time 
domain. If the incoming signal is considered as 
a propagating wave, filtering can be viewed as 
the process by which signals are passed through 
a number of delay paths, after which the 
delayed signals are added. Under some condi- 

SAW devices tions, the delayed signals add constructively 
(the passband), and under other conditions. 

Amplifiers were the earliest acoustic wave they add destructively (the stopband). Figure 
devices (see Figure lo), and some were capa- 11 shows the schematic symbol for a SAW fil- 
ble of providing gain up to I00 dB with band- ter device with interdigital electrodes. 
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SAW bandpassfi'lter:~ are by far the most 
common form of SAW technology in use 
today, especially as replacements for the con- 
ventional LC filters used in television receiver 
IF circuits and cable systems. SAW bandpass 
filters are capable of providing stop-band rejec- 
tion of at least 60 dB. with a flat in-band 
response to 0.1 dB, and phase deviation of only 
a few degrees (see Figure 12). Other advan- 
tages of SAW bandpass filters include: excel- 
lent dynamic range, stability, and linearity in a 
package that's both rugged and lightweight. 

SAW filters are conlmonly used in applica- 
tions where it's necessary to pass a very narrow 
band of frequencies relatively unattenuated, 
with a sharp dropoff outside the limits of the 
band. For example, it's not uncommon for the 
SAW filters used in television receivers and 
cable systems to have a shape factor (-3 dB to 
-40 dB bandwidth) as small as 1.1 .5 In addition 
to providing excellent performance, SAW filters 
are extremely space efficient, especially when 
compared to the multiple resonant LC sections 
of a conventional filter. Piezoelectric and 
mechanical resonators, while also providing 
excellent performance, are relatively expensive. 

SAW filters cannot be easilv detuned 
because their properties are established when 
they are fabricated. However, variations in tem- 
perature can affect transducer and substrate 
geometry through thermal expansion. and 
therefore affect filter performance. Thermal 
expansion of the substrate can be minimized by 
regulating the environmental temperature and 
avoiding substrates that are sensitive to temper- 
ature fluctuations. 

Perhaps the major drawbacks associated with 
SAW bandpass filters are a relatively high 
insertion loss (about 20 dB)(' and a bandwidth 
limited at the lower end by the size of the sub- 
strate (about 100 kHz). Loss can be reduced 
through the use of special transducer g e o m e -  
tries, but not to the point where SAW bandpass 
filters can be used for the front-end of the IF 

where the signal-to-noise ratio would be affect- 
ed. SAW bandpass filters are better suited for 
later stages in the IF where loss would not be 
detrimental to the signal-to-noise performance. 
Bandwidth can be extended by connecting sev- 
eral SAW transducers in series, each operating 
at a different center f r e q ~ e n c y . ~  

Delay lines 

Delay lines, traditionally constructed of trans- 
mission lines or equivalent components, are 
used to delay a signal for a predetermined length 
of time. Delay lines have a variety of applica- 
tions, from delaying the luminance signal in the 
luminance channel of a color TV receiver, to 
compressing a received RADAR signal. 

The problem with using transmission lines to 
delay or compress signals is that the lines must 
be relatively long to realize an appreciable time 
delay. A number of conventioiial solutions have 
been advanced to address the transmission line 
length problem. One approach has been the 
development of a special transmission line in 
which the center conductor is wound in a helix. 
Another has been to create the equivalent of a 
transmission line with lumped capacitors and 
inductors. However, both of these approaches 
are limited in the amount of delay that can be 
practically achieved. For time delays longer than 
a J'ew pulse periods, SAW delay lines are used. 

SAW delay lines, in the form of dispersive 
filters, are used primarily for pulse compression 
in applications where significant delays (or 
pulse compression) must be introduced in an 
environment where space is at a premium. One 
SAW approach to achieving pulse delays is to 
monotonically decrease transducer finger spac- 
ing (see Figure 3). For greater compression 
(e.g., time-bandwidth products up to 10,000), a 
reflective array compressor (RAC) design, 
illustrated in Figure 9, can be used. Discretely 
variable delay lines can be created by electroni- 

/ 
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Figure 10. The basic structure of a SAW acoustic amplifier. SAW acoustic amplifiers have yet to reach the popularity 
of SAW filters and delay lines. 



Figure 11. The schematic symbol for a SAW filter 
device with interdigital electrodes. 

cally selecting from a set of transducers spaced 
along the path of the acoustic beam. 

Oscillators 

Of the common methods used to generate sig- 
nals. including those based on phase locked 
loops (PLLs) and direct digital synthesis (DDS), 
a quartz crystal oscillator is often used to stabi- 
lize or control the frequency of oscillator cir- 
cuits. However, fundamental frequency crystals 
are only practical up to about 25 MHz. At higher 
frequencies, overtone crystals or some sort of 
frequency multiplier must be used. In addition, 
quartz crystals are relatively fragile, and often 
require considerable mounting space. 

SAW oscillators, which can be constructed 
by simply feeding a SAW delay line's output 
back to its input via an amplifier with excess 

gain (see Figure 13), provide a number of 
advantages over quartz crystal and LC oscilla- 
tors. Because SAW oscillators are planar 
devices, they are extremely space efficient and 
can be made mechanically rugged. Secondly, 
SAW oscillators can operate from about 20 
MHz up to over 1 GHz. Qs on the order of lo5 
at I00 MHz and lo4 at 1 GHz are typical. The 
frequency of oscillation is a function of the 
transducer patterns and the relative positions of 
the input and output transducers, and not the 
overall dimensions of the substrate. The sub- 
strate can therefore be constructed as thick as 
needed, and bonded to other objects-provid- 
ing mechanical stability and a thermal sink. 
Because the oscillation frequency is a function 
of the relative separation of the interdigital 
transducers, SAW oscillators can be used as 
strain gauges, with the frequency output vary- 
ing in accordance with changes in the SAW 
delay substrate. 

Although SAW resonators can be both 
smaller and less expensive than traditional 
quartz or LC resonators, the long-term stubility 
of SAW oscillators is less than that of quartz 
crystal oscillators. The aging rates of SAW 
oscillators, which can result in slight changes in 
input and output transducer geometry as well as 
relative transducer distances, are about an order 
of magnitude greater than crystal oscillators. 

The future of SAW technology 

SAW devices are becoming increasingly 
important in UHF and microwave cornmunica- 

- - - LC Filter 

Figure 12. SAW versus conventional LC bandpass filter response. In addition to providing a relatively flat in-band 
response, properly designed SAW handpass filters introduce negligible phase deviation. 
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Figure 13. A basic SAW oscillator can be constructed by feeding the output of a SAW delay line back to its input via 
an amplifier. 

tions. They can be used to reduce cost and size, 
while simultaneously improving reliability of 
communications systems. SAW technology 
shows particular promise in spread spectrum 
communications, owing to the wide bandwidths 
and high operating frequencies supported by 
SAW devices. 

Although SAW devices are not obviously 
superior to some competing technologies, like 
direct digital synthesis, they have the edge in 
applications requiring ruggedness and reliabili- 
ty over other considerations. In addition, SAW 
devices have the added advantage of simplicity. 
Like DDS, one advantage of using SAW filters 
is that they can be designed and replicated with 
ease; amplitude and phase specifications can be 
met by a single filter. Similarly, SAW devices 
are stable, do not require adjustment, and can 
be interfaced with standard IC amplifiers. As is 
the case with all modern electronic compo- 
nents, further size reductions in SAW devices 
can be expected. Current SAW filters designed 
for cellular phones are about the size of SMT 
capacitors and resistors. 

SAW devices are finding a variety of appli- 
cations in electronic warfare. For example, 
SAW devices are used to provide simple time 

tions of acoustic digital memories, similar in 
operation to charge-coupled devices, but oper- 
ating at hundreds of MHz. 

For those who want to learn more about the 
SAW technology, there are a number of excel- 
lent texts available. The work by Mario3 pro- 
vides a good introduction to the basics of 
electromechanical coupling involved in elec- 
troacoustic transducers. For more in-depth 
information on the physics of electroacoustic 
transducers see the texts by Zdenek,8 M e r h a ~ t , ~  
and Rosenbaum. l o  The text edited by 
Matthewsl1 provides an outstanding descrip- 
tion of the physics relevant to the design and 
construction of SAW filters. H 
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QUARTERLY DEVICES 
The Harris Semiconductor HFA3600 

Low-noise AmpIifier/Mixer 

uilding a good UHF receiver has always 
been a challenge. However, the 900- 
MHz consumer-electronics revolution 

continues to generate a windfall of special-pur- 
pose chips that niakes the job easier. In this edi- 
tion of "Quarterly Devices." we'll look at a 
new offering from Harris Semiconductors-the 
HFA3600 Low-noise AmplitierIMixer. 

General description 

The HFA3600 is a sensitive 800 to 1000- 
MHz down-converter on a chip that features a 
50-ohm input impedance. 2.3-dB noise figure 
LNA. and active mixer. By combining these 

critical receiver elements into a single 14-pin 
SOlC package. Harris engineers have lowered 
the external parts count and removed much of 
the "touchiness" inherent in  UHF front-end 
design. Comhined LNAImixer intercept perfor- 
mance is a respectable -16.7 dBm (referred to 
input). and the LO drive requirement is relative- 
ly low-around -3dBm. Like many newer con- 
sumer-application chips, the HFA3600 runs on 
4 to 5 volts and provides an integrated power- 
down function to conserve battery life in hand- 
held prc)ducts. Typical power-on state consump- 
tion is just over 1 I niA. 

Figure 1 shows the HFA3600's internal 
block diagram. The LNA is internally opti- 
mized Ihr direct 50-ohm input. A collector spi- 
ral inductor improves stability at lower fre- 
quencies while optimizing gain in the 900-MHz 
range (see Photo A for an inside look). In addi- 
tion to a 2.3-tlR noise figure. the LNA section 
provides nearly 13 dB power gain with a third- 
order output intercept of +12.8 dBm. 

The HFA3600's single-balanced active 
mixer features open-collector output. This 
gives designers the flexibility to set conversion 
gain and match the device into a wide range of 
IF filters. At -3 dRm LO injection. mixer con- 
version gain is around 7 dB with a third-order 
output intercept point of +3.2 dBm. 

To ensure stability and consistent perfor- 
mance, LNA and mixer bias currents are laser- 
trimmed to hold within I percent over the 
device's temperature range. The bias network is 
gated to provide a fast-switched power-down 
inode for battery-powered or TDM (time-divi- 
sion multiplex) applications. Standard TTL- 
level input controls the gate, reducing current 
consumption to 250 PA when logic zero is 
applied. Although characterized as a 5-volt 
device. the HFA3600 operates comfortably at 4 

1'110to ,\. In\itIe the 111;,\3600. volts with minimal degradation in perfor~ic~nce. 



Detailed operating parameters are presented in 
Table 1. 

A typical circuit 

Figure 2 illustrates a typical down-converter 
application circuit. The device's input frequen- 
cy range, which is established by the LNA's 
internal network, covers from 800 to 1000 
MHz. IF output can range anywhere from 45 to 
200 MHz-depending on the frequency of the 
1st LO signal. Synthesized or continuously tun- 
able receivers operating in the IF region may be 
used as tunable IFs. 

Supply Vcc for the LNA section goes to pin 
1. Appropriate RF and low-frequency bypass- 
ing is used to decouple the Vcc line. 

Pins 2,4,  5 ,  10, and 12 are bonded to the pc 
groundplane. Ground pins are strategically 
placed to help isolate the various input and out- 
put ports on the device. 

Pin 3, the LNA's input port, must be AC-cou- 
pled to the 50-ohm antenna line. Note that all 
AC-coupled inputs and outputs require a mini- 
mum coupling capacitance of 100 pF; a value of 
1000 pF is suggested in the application note. 
SMD chips are a !nust at these frequencies. 

Pins 6 and 7 make up the LO port. The 
bypass capacitor on pin 6 must be positioned as 
close to the device as possible. LO input goes 
to pin 7 through a coupling capacitor. 

The device's power-down function is con- 
trolled at pin 8. This can be driven by TTL or 

MIXER IF RF LNA Power 
VCC Out Gnd In Gnd Out tkwn 

.......a .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . 

VCC In Bypass 
I I 
Figure 1. Internal block diagram of the HFA360U. 

CMOS-level logic. Logic-low input invokes the 
power-down mode. An internal pull-up is pro- 
vided to enable the chip when pin 8 is left open. 

Pin 9 i.; the LNA's output port. In most 
applications, this will be looped to the mixer's 
RF-input port at pin I I through a 50-ohm 
image filter. The image filter rejects unwanted 
UHF signals occurring on the image side of the 
LO, preventing then1 from entering the 
mixer.(Note: The image filter is typically of a 
bandpass configuration.) 

Pin 13 is the mixer's IF output port. Because 
this is an open-collector circuit, Vcc is supplied 
externally through a resistor. Resistor value 

Table 1. HFA3600 operating specs. (Continued on next page) 

DC Electrical Specifkatlons 
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V 
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A 
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A 
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Normal PD= 2V 

Shutdown PD =O.BV 
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PD = 0.4V 
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Icc 

V,, 
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b.OFF 

PARAMETER 

Total Supply Current @ 5V 

Shutdown Logic High 

Shutdown Logic Low 

Shutdown Input Current 

TEMP 

25°C 

25°C 

25OC 

25% 

25°C 

Mixer LO,, DC Level 

Shutdown OnGI  time 

ALL GRADES 

Shutdown Mode 

Normal Mode 

Shutdown Mode 

MAX 
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vm 

0.8 
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YIN 

2 

-0.3 

-200 

A 

A 

A 
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11.3 
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-150 
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2.1 

W 

10 
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AC Electrical Specifications 
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CIPJ Input drdorder Intercept 

Table I .  HFA36UO operating specs. 

Figure 2. Typical circuit. 
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Ewlurth Bartd layout. Serk X1 Top Vkw 

Component List. 

R1 Res, fixed 1 KW 

L1 Ind., fixed 1 OuH 

L2 Ind., fixed 390nH 

C3.C4,C5,C7,Cl O,C11 Cap, fixed 1 nF 

C1,C6 Cap, fixed.01 uF 

C2 Cap, fixed Tantalum. 4.7uF 

C8 Cap, var. 3 to 1 OpF 

Crl Diode DL4001 

Evrlurtlon board Componnt Plrunwnt 

- . . . - - - . . .. - 

Figure 3. Ro:~rd I;~youl fnr r\pcrinientation. 
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will determine mixer conversion gain and IP3. 
(Acceptable values range frorn 300 to 1500 
ohms, with smaller values providing less gain 
and a lower output impedance.) An optional 
10-pH RF choke may be installed in parallel 
with the resistor to lower DC resistance and in- 
crease output swing. Some form of impedance 
transformation is recommended when feeding a 
50-oh111 IF system. 

Vcc to pin 14 powers both the RF mixer and 
bias network portion of the chip. Note that 0.01 
bypasses are shown at both Vcc inputs (I and 
14). These must be positioned as close as possi- 
ble to their respective pins and provide a direct 
low-impedance path to pc ground. 

Although an integrated device like the 
HFA3600 can greatly simplify UHF construc- 
tion, you must still adhere to sound 900-MHz 
RF-design practices. For example, non-stripline 
traces must be short and direct-with angles or 
pads shaped or chamfered for minimum pam- 
sitic contribution. Chip capacitors and resistors 
are a must, and pc-board dielectric should be 
suitable for I-GHz circuitry. To achieve opti- 
mum gain and stability, use two-sided board 
with abundant feedthroughs to solidify the 
groundplane. Figure 3 provides a board layout 
suitable for general experimentation. When the 
HFA3600 is used in a single channel applica- 
tion or in conjunction with a tunable IF, a crys- 
tal-controlled UHF-transmitter IC like the 
Motorola MC 13 176 can provide n simple and 
stable 700-MHz LO source (see "Quarterly 
Devices," Fall 1993). 

The HFA3600 is primarily designed for use 
in portable cellular phones. wireless data trans- 
ceivers, UHF mobile radios. cordless phones, 
and wireless telemetry. However. the HFA3600 

should work equally well in any specialized 
communication project that requires a UHF 
receiver front end. Here are a few possibilities: 

Transverters for 900-MHL SSB service. 
ATV down-converters for TV receivers. 
Repeater control-channel and voice-uplink 
receivers. 
Packet backbone data receivers. 
Spread-spectrum equipment. 
TDM-multiplexed digital-audio transceivers. 
Block down-converters for VHF-range 
panadapters or analyzers. 
Simple 800-MHz scanner converters. 

HFA3600 price and availability 

The HFA3600 is presently available from 
Harris Semiconductor for $3.75 each in 100 
lots and $3.56 each in 1000 lots. Application 
notes, samples, evaluation boards, and referrals 
for technical assistance are handled through the 
local Harris sales office in your area (to obtain 
the number of your local representative, call I - 
800-442-7747). Small quantity purchases of the 
HFA3600 may be made through any Harris 
authorized distributors, including Newark 
Electronics ( 1-800-367-3575). 

Conclusion 

The 800 to 1000-MHz radio spectrum con- 
tinues to be a hot area for new RF devices- 
with plenty of room for exploration and new- 
product development. If you comc up with a 
unique HFA3600 application or construction 
project you'd like to share with our readers, 
please write to Cotttttt~tt~ic.cttiot~.r Qurrrterly, 
P.O. Box 465, Barrington. New Hampshire 
03825-or call our editorial offices at 603-664- 
25 15. We'd love to put your name in print! 

PRODUCT INFORMATION 
New High Voltage Relay & Contactor tions include RF deratings, capacitive discharge 
Application And Product Guide loads, power switching loads and high insula- 

Kilovac Corporation has published an tion resistance relays for test equipment. 
expanded 75 page Application and Product Kilovac's Application and Product Guide 
Guide for industrial and aerospace applications. introduces some of Kilovac's new 270 Vdc 

The new guide begins with an introduction to relays and contactors. These include the AP5 
high voltage relays and contactors. It explains and APl0 relays. rated at 5 amps and 10 amps 
the physics of vacuum and gas-filled relays, at 270 Vdc, respectively. Also new are the 
defines relay and contactor terms, and shows, AP90 and the AP350 with 90 amp and 350 amp 
with cut away type drawings, common high load switch ratings at 270 Vdc. 
voltage relay designs. It also includes informa- If you have any questions about your specific 
tion on various high voltage and power switch- relay application, or would like to obtain 
ing relay applications and the criteria that Kilovac's Application and Product Guide, call 
should be used to select the proper relay to 1-800-253-4560 or write Kilovac Corporation, 
ensure trouble-free performance. Special sec- P.O. Box 4422, Santa Barbara. CA 93 140. 
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A NEW METHOD 
FOR MEASURING 
CABLE LOSS 
Try this simple technique 

I n an existing antenna system, it is often nec- test you need a power source, a little test fixture 
essary to measure the attenuation of the consisting of an amplifier and cable driver, and 
coaxial cable that connects the antenna to access to both ends of the cable at this fixture. 

the transceiver-especially after many years of 
outdoor operation. The result can then be com- 
pared with data sheet values to see whether any 
deterioration has occurred. Likewise, if you 
install a new cable of unknown origin, you 
undoubtedly would like to know its true condi- 
tion. However, measuring cable loss can be a 
frustrating endeavor. especially when the loss is 
small, the cable is short. or when the frequency 
is low. 

The simplest, though not the best, way to 
determine the cable loss seems to be to measure 
the difference between input and output power 
of the properly matched cable with an RF 
wattmeter. A more accurate method is to mea- 
sure the input and output voltages with an RF 
voltmeter. Both methods require a power 
source, proper itnpedance matching, and instru- 
ments that, in most cases, the amateur does not 
have. Ground currents in the test setup and mis- 
match errors can cause false readings if you 
consider that the difference between input and 
output voltage is only 0.89 percent for an RG- 
213 cable, 2 meters long, at a frequency of 28 
MHz. It is not unusual to measure a larger out- 
put power than input power. 

There is a useful method that is especially 
suitable for short cables (see Reference 1). It is 
based on the fact that the ratio of input to out- 
put voltage of an unterminated, quarter-wave- 
length cable driven from a low impedance 
source, is nearly equal to the cable loss in 
nepers (I neper = 8.69 dB). However, for this 

It is therefore desirable to have a method that 
does not require costly instruments, cable 
matching, terminations. and that is simple. fast, 
and accurate. 

The method that meets these requirements is 
based on the fact that the maximum of the real 
part of the input impedance of an unterminated 
or shorted cable is directly proportional to the 
cable loss in nepers. 

Figure 1 is a plot of the real and imaginary 
part of the cable input impedance ZIN = RIN + 
jXIN for an unterminated cable, plotted versus 
frequency. It shows that the input resistance 
RIN ha" maximum value at frequencies that 
are nlultiples of the frequency at which the 
cable is half a wavelength long. The reactive 
part, XIN, iszero at these points. Calculations 
show that R,,,, is directly proportional to the 
cable loss in nepers. The value of R,,;,, 
decreases with successive peaks whereas Rimin 
increases with increasing frequency. 

How to measure R,,, 
The ideal instrument for measuring R,,;,, is the 

noise bridge. Because the reactive part is zero at 
R,,,,, the reactance dial must be set to zero. 
Because R,,,, in most cases exceeds the R range 
of the bridge, you must shunt the cable input 
with a resistor to bring i t  into range. If. for 
instance. the R range of the bridge is 250 ohms, 
you can use a noninductive 240-ohm resistor in 
parallel with the cable. If the resistance reading 



The formula for ZIN now becomes: 

cosh 2a +1 (3) 
Zm = R- = Z o 

sinh 2a 

This shows that the reactive part of ZTN is 
zero at the point where ZIN = R,,,, and that the 
input impedance is a pure resistance that can be 
measured easily with the noise bridge Using the 
known identities: 

e2a - e-2r 

sinh 2a = 
2 

e2a + e-2a 

cosh 2a = - 
L 

Figure 1. Plot of the real and imaginary part of the cable input impedance 
ZIN = RIN + jXIN for an unterminated cable, plotted versus frequency. Equation 3 now becomes: 

e2a + e-2a 
RMAX = + 2 

of the bridge for null then is, for example, 200 z 0 
e2a - e--21 

ohms, the R,,, is actually 1200 ohms. 

Multiplying numerator and denominator by 

Calculating ca b e  attenuation e2a, we have: 

Now we must prove that we can calculate the e4r - e2a 2 z ~  - R ~ ~ + Z ~  = 0 
cable loss from R,,,. The basic transmission R- - Z o  R- - Z o  
line formula for the input impedance is given 
below and illustrated in Figure 2: 

Because e4a is the square of e2a, we have a 
quadratic equation for e2" that allows us to cal- 

ZL + Zo tanh (a + jb) culate the cable loss. Its solution is: z, = z L 
(1) 

1 + - tanh (a + jb) 
z 0 e2' = 20 + 

RMAX - Zo 
where ZL is the load impedance, Zo is the char- 
acteristic cable impedance, a is the cable loss in 
nepers, and b is the cable length. expressed in 
electrical degrees. If we assume ZL= 00 (open Rhwx - Zo R- - Zo 
cable output), the formula simplifies to: 

or 

z, = z 0 

tanh (a + jb) 
(2) 

a = -In {R2-zo + (4) 

We proceed by using the identity: 

sinh 2a + j sin2b 
tanh (a + jb) = 

cosh 2a + cos2b 

B~~~~~~ the electrical cable length at the half- where Zo is the characteristic cable impedance 

wavelength frequency is b = 180 degrees, and R,,, is the input resistance as measured 

sin(2b) = 0, and cos(2b) = +1,  the formula sim- with the bridge. 

plifies to: 
Calculating cable loss for the 
shorted cable 

sinh 2a 
tanh(a + jb) = 

cosh 2a + 1 The equation above was derived for the 



unterminated cable. However, the principle can 
also be applied to the shorted cable, as shown 
in Figure 3. 

The input impedance of the shorted transmis- 
sion line is: 

Figure 2. The basic transmission line formula for the input impedance. 

Z, = Zo tanh (a + jb) (5) 

The input resistance maxima now occur at 
odd multiples of the quarter-wave frequency. In 
this case, the value of b is 90 degrees and 
sin(2b) = 0, but cos(2b) = -I. The quadratic 
equation for e2%ow becomes: 

and the cable attenuation for the shorted cable is: 

Although Equation 6 looks quite different 
from Equation 4, it delivers exactly the same 
results. You can use either formula, regardless 
of whether the cable is open or shorted. 

Practical example 

is zero for RIN = R,,,,,. Do this by connecting a 
240-ohm resistor at the X terminal of the 
bridge. Assuming a measuring frequency of 4 x 
5.957 MHz, tune the receiver approximately to 
this frequency and null the bridge. The reac- 
tance dial is now set to zero-a setting that 
does not necessarily agree with the dial. 

Second, measure the value of the variable 
bridge resistor with a digital multimeter. The 
reading should be 240 ohms, but it will deviate 
in most cases. If the reading is, for instance, 
247.4 ohms, the readings are too high and must 
be reduced by a factor of 2401247.4 = 0.97. 1 
recommend this resistance check because most 
noise bridges are rather inaccurate at the higher 
resistance values. 

Third, connect the coax cable in parallel 
with the 240-ohm resistor at the X terminal and 
null the bridge without touching the reactance 
dial. Do this by adjusting R and, if required, the 
frequency until you obtain a deep noise mini- 
mum. Measure the variable resistor of the noise 
bridge with the DVM once again. In our exam- 
ple, the reading is 154.6 ohms. The corrected 
value is then 154.6 x 0.97 = 150 ohms. 

Fourth, calculate R,,,. Because R,,, and 
the 240-ohm resistor are in parallel, the formula 

R ~ x  240 = 150 ohm gives R, = 400 ohm 
R- + 240 

Let us examine an RG-213 cable 33.238 yields R,,,, = 400 ohms 
meters long, unterminated, with a nominal 
velocity constant of 0.66. This cable will be Thus. Equation 1 becomes: 
one wavelength long at 5.957 MHz: / 

Because the velocity factor may not be exact- 
ly 0.66, the measurement frequency may need 
to be varied to find the exact value that gives 
R,,, (The purpose of this calculation is to aid 
In tlnding R,,,; the actual frequency is not 
needed in the formula.) The noise bridge is 
used to measure R,,,,. Because R,,, may 
exceed the range of the noise bridge, a nonin- 
ductive resistor is placed in parallel with the 
cable input. I recommend use of the highest 
possible resistor value that can j ~ ~ s t  be mea- 
sured with the bridge. If, for instance, the 
bridge potentiometer has 250 ohms, a resistor 
between 240 and 250 ohms would be best. Here 
is the measurement procedure: 

First. set the reactance dial of the bridge to 
the zero point. because the reactive part of ZIN 

Because I dB = 0.1 15 neper, the cable loss in 
dB is0.125610.1 15=  1 . 0 9 3 d B o r ( 1 . 0 9 3 ~  
30.48)133.238 = 1 dB per 100 feet. The data 
sheet value for this frequency is 1.1  dB. 

If you want to find the cable loss at another 
frequency, disconnect the cable briefly and null 
the bridge with the 240-ohm resistor alone at 
the new frequency because the zero reactance 
point may be different. Then proceed as before. 

If your receiver does not have continuous 
tuning, pick one or more frequencies that per- 
tain either to multiples of the half-wavelength 
frequency or to odd multiples of the quarter- 





VERSATILITY PLUS + 

L.L. Grace introduces our latest product, the DSP-12 Multi-Mode Communications Controller. The 
DSP-12 is a user programmable, digital signal processing (DSP) based communications controller. 

- 

FEATURES 
Multi-tasking operating system built in 
PC-compatible (V40) architecture allows d 
opment of custom applications using nc 
PC development tools and languages 
Motorola DSP56001 DSP processor 
Serial interface speeds from 1 10 to 19200 bps 
Optional 8-channel A-to-D & DAC for voice 
and telemetry applications 
12-bit conversion architecture 
V40 source code and schematics available 
RAM expandable to one megabyte. Useable for 
mailbox feature, voice mail and developme~it 
EPROM expandable to 384k bytes 
Low power requirements: 10-1 5vdc, 750ma 
3 analog radio connectors. RX 81 TX can be 
split in any combination. Programmable tuning 
outputs are available on each connector 
Many modems available in the basic 
including Packet, RTTY, ASCII, and PSK mot 
for high speed packet and satellite work 
Both V40 and DSP programs can be down- 
line-loaded from your PC or a bulletin board. 
You can participate in new development! 
Built in packet mailbox 
V40 and DSP debuggers built in  
Open programming architecture 
Free software upgrades 
Low cost unit 
Room for future growth 

evel- 
wmal 

unit, 
dems 

APPLICATIONS 
HF Packet 

a HF R l l Y  & ASCII, including inverted mark/space 
and custom-split applications 

a VHF Packet 
400bps PSK (satellite telemetry) 
1200bps PSK (satellite & terrestrial packet) 

a V26.B 2400bps packet 
9600bps direct FSK (UO-14) 
Morse Code 

CUSTOM APPLICATIONS 

Voice compression 
Telemetry acquisition 
Message Store-and-Forward 
Voice Mail 

COMING AITRACTIONS 
(Remember, software upgrades are free!) 

a WEFAX and SSTV demodulators 
NAVTEX 

a AMTOR and SlTOR 
Multi-tone Modems 
ARINC ACARS 

Commercial inquiries are welcomed. We offer rapid prototyping of custom commercial, civil, and government 
applications including intelligent radio, wireline, and telephone modems. 

......................................... DSP-12 Multi-mode Communications Controller $ 595.00 
................................................... One Megabyte RAM Expansion Option 149.00 

......................................................... Date/Time Clock Backup Option 29.00 ..................................... 8-Channel A-To-D Telemetry/Experimentation Option 49.00 ........................................... Wall-Mount Power Supply for DSP-12 (1 10  vac) 19.00 

We accept Mastercard & VISA and can ship C.O.D. within the USA. All orders must be paid in US Dollars. 
Shipping & Handling: $5 ($20 International). 

L. L. Grace Communications Products, Inc. 
41 Acadia Drive, Voorhees, NJ 08043, USA 

Telephone: (609) 751 -1 01 8 
FAX: (609) 751 -9705 

Compuserve: 72677.1 107 

L. L. Grace also manufactures the Kansas City Tracker family of satellite antenna aiming systems. Call or write for more information. 



Get in on the action! With over 500 
pages of facts,figttm, tables and 

information on Amateur Radio, the 
1994 Amateur Radio Almanac 

The Rlqgest, Fastest. Furthest Geoqraphic 
Stats Propagation Awards Contests 
Space Po\tal Regs Useful Tables Silent 
Keys Thousands of Facts & R q l m  

GET YOUR COPY OF CQ'S 1994 AMATEUR RADIO ALMANAC AND RND OUT. . , 
* Who hot the world's l a v t  Q.% card mllertion. 
* What propagution was like in the month and yearyoti were born. 
* Why 191 9 uns the mast tmpmmnt year in the history of ham mdin. 
* How many hams live in your tmun. 
* Where the world's l a r p t  amateur antenna systems a m  lomtrd. 

The l m t i m  of the wmld t HF/VHF radio h m r a s .  

* The names and call+r offnmo~tr amateur mdio personalitiesfrrnm arinrnd the world. 

UNIT PRICE 

Check/Money Order Enclosed (moke checks poyoble to CQ Communrcotrons) 

Charge to my -MC -VISA - AMEX - D~scover 

Please mail your orders to. CQ Communications, Inc. 

TECH NOTES (from prrgc X )  

of electrolyte may be present. Sea water in the 
sea is a particularly good electrolyte. 

The HF radio referred to on the boat is a 
marine HF radio. It is not an amateur radio, as I 
don't hold the appropriate license. The radio is . .  . 
used for normal marine communications partic- 
ularly during long ocean races and return voy- 
ages. For the interest of amateurs, the antenna 
system consists of a ground connection to the 
ocean, a manual tuner, and iln antenna which 
consists of the back stay which holds the mast 
up. The length of antenna from the tuner to the 
top insulator is about 14 or 15 meters, with a 
further meter or so from the tuner down to the 
ground connection. The backstay acts as a ran- 
dom radiator and is tuned by the manual tuner. 
The system is useful up to about 6 to 8 MHz. 
Above about 6 MHz, the capacitance of the top 
insulator begins to look like a short circuit to 
the radio siinal, and the system loses efficien- 
cy. For 8 MHz and above. 1 normally use a sup- 
plementary whip antenna in amongst the forest 
of other (amateur VHF and UHF) nntennas on 
the stern rail. 

I hope this brief article may be of use to 
someone. and hopefi~lly i t  will assist others in 
the removal of similar problems and save some 
wastage in materials which would otherwise be 
destroyed by electrolysis. ¤ 

I PRODUCT 
I INFORMATION 1 
New MULTIMEC Switches 

SoLiCoImec introduces a new 1 K switch 
option available in  both illuminated and non- 

I illuminated versions. 
The square cap measures 14.3 mm and may 

be complirnentetl by the addition of the 2k 
bezel which snaps into the designer's front 
panel. Depending on the position of the pc 
board behind the front panel, the I k cap can 
be extended. flush-mounted. or be recessed 
within the 3k bezel. 

The illuminated I K option comes complete 
with high intensity LED illumination, and 
offers the designer the option of using inter- 
changeable legends or standard printed graph- 
ics. The MULTIMEC switch module is totally 
sealed to IP-67M standards and has a mechan- 
ical life rating to 10.000.OOO cycles minimum 
and an electrical rating of 50 mA at 34Vdc. 
Standard operating temperature is -40°C to 
+6S°C. A high temperature option is available 
with an operating temperature of -40°C to 
+ 160°C. 

For more information andlor to receive a 
MULTIMEC Engineering catalog. contact 
SoLiCoImec, 75 Locust Street, P.O. Box 
14756, Hartford, CT 061 14; or call I-XOO- 
375-7089, Fax 1-800-275-7092. 
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I \ Passband 
monitoring 

1 \ and tuning 

5 \ \M surface 

over FFT size, sa'mplrng rate, scaling, gain, and 
averaging. Requrres 386 or  belter, Windows 3.1 
and any Windows compatible 8 or 16 bd soundcanl. 
"-A stroke of brilliance ... a groundbreaking and 
valuable program. "-Monifonng Times 

I '-Knock-your-socks-off quality1"- Harold Price, 
QEX Magazrne. Dec. '93 

Modes 
Real time 
Recorder 
Post process 

Price 17gm 
All display fonnats included with either package. 

60 day money-back guarantee. 

800.4013472 fax/voice 206-697-3472 
V ~ s a .  Mastercard.  Check or Money Order  

Pioneer Hill Software 
24460 Masor? Rd., Po i~ l sbo ,  WA 98370 
S 8 H ~ncluded.  f o re~gn  dellvery add 810.00 
Demo disk $4.00 (credit toward purchase) 

h Ausfrailia: ME Technologies 
PO Box 50, Dyers Cmssrng NSW 2429, +6165-50-2200 

h Sweden. PlCS Corporation 
PO Box 37,440 41 Noi, +4fi 303-42995 

How t o  put  l f lOREpower in to your antenna and get better and higher signal strength 177 

- Use the all new OUTSTANDING HIGHEST EFFICIENCY 197% TO 99%) and the BEST BROADBAND UNUN 
lunbalancec4 to unbalancedl and EALUN lbalnnced to unbalancedl TRANSFORMERS excln- 
sivsly desig,qed and optintired by DR. JERRY SEVICK WZFMI. Amidon Associates. Inc 
now offers Ihe widest sslecrion 01 the WZFMI Baltrns nnd Untms to meet all your require 
ments lor better and more consirtenr cornn#tmrcarion. Also available in do-it yourself kits. 

UI. UNUN lranrlormsrs lor matching 50-ohm cable to Use BALUN tranrlormerr lor matching 
111 Vrrrrcnl .rrrrrnn,~s. ~nvr.rtrrl L .s ,rnd gro8,nd r 11 H.31l wdvrz dq>olrs and ~r!vt~rt+'d Ll's 

led slopvrs In11 rwrr poorf proond systmlsl. 121 Ooad nntr~nrl,ls 
(21 75 OHM cahh.. 131 Folded d,polr,s 
131 A / u n r l l ~  n 01 two 50-OHM cables. 141 Rhornhrr and Vanrennas 
(41 Shunt Fvd towers pedorrnnng as venical 151 Y.yr bcnms 

an1enna:i and 

?FP 
151 The oum;l of a rransceiw ofclass 6 linear amplilier when an unfsvorable VSWA condition exists. 

other mafchrnp transformers are invited. 
POWER RATING .t ham 7KW c a r H n u ~ n  horn lMHz to 40 MHz. 

C: 
All designs. when used according to insrrucfrons, are guaranteed to give oulstanding psdormances. Con~~,.rrrsons with 

m mu POWR U*UWS I M R D ~ I  MLTFH mm WIT m e  wm WGH m M L ~  mum urn m m  MIIT mtm 
2 25 1HU50 50 27 72-OHMS $34 95 4 1-H850 50 12 5-OHMS 539 95 

2 1-HU50 50 75-OHMS 534 95 1.1-HUH50 50 5O.OHMS $39 95 

2 1-HDU50 50.22 22-OHMS 549 95 1.5:l-HB75 75 50-OHMS S59 95 

50 25-OHMS 2 1-HE100 100 50-OHMS $59 95 

2 25'1.HU112.5 117 5 50-OHMS 534 95 4:l-HRM200 200 50-OHMS $39 95 
2 1-HUlM) 100 50-OHMS 534.95 4:l-HB'U200 PO0 50-OHMS $59 95 

2 1-HOU1M) 112 5 50-OHMS 549 95 4:l.HRHT200 200 50-OHMS $59 95 
100 50-OHMS 6.1 -H8300 300 50-OHMS S59 95 

1 783-HU50 50 28-OHMS $34.95 
6:l-HRlU300 300 50-OHMS 51 19 95 

15'1-HU50 50 32-OHMS $34.95 
9 1-HR450 450 50-OHMS $119 95 

75 50-OHMS $34.95 
12:l-HR600 600 50-OHMS $199 95 

15'1-HU75 
4-1-HRU50 50.12 5-OHMS $49 95 filg O I I ~ ~ I U I I * ~ ~ L I * V * ~ ~ U Y ( * U B ~ V A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  R I I W  ,A,' ~ v ~ ~ r r n u * m i w  nru 
4 1-HCU50 50 12 5-OHMS 54995 -I I,-I,.n.m.."a,,"",r.n.'",I,.,~*,,m" .,,,,, hd.' 0",*1"1."11 W l l U l  

Am,"-*..n,",n 1% ,*I, Wl"!.." ., Il..r~..mtu.ml.nIl*nr~<rmnr L.l 

9 1-HRU50 50 5 56-OHMS 549 95 ,"?,Crrl w n w  M, l u o  ,?"rn*l 

9 ' 1 . ~ ~ ~ 5 0  50 5 56-OHMS 534 95 ALSO AVAILABLE: 
1.78 1-HOUW 50 28-OHMS 549 95 

50 12 5-OHMS 
156:l-HOUW 50 32-OHMS $49 95 

50 18-OHMS 
HMMU50(5 din, ralios) MULTIMATCH UNUN 169.95 
1 78 1-HMMUSO MULTIMATCH UNUN $69.95 
18 d~flerenl rallos) 

Uncondrl!onalmon.y back guarantm lor I year on comphfnl unrl 

2216 East Gladwlck Street. Dorninguez H1l14, CA 90710 
TEL: (310) 763-5770 FAX: (3101 763-2250 

( Phase 3D Will Bring: I 

to krtua(h e 
S@,$er power transmitters 
Hitqfiergain antennas 

More bands: 
Downlinks on 10 Meters, 2 Neters; 70, 13,5, and3 Cm. 
uplinks on 70,23 and 5 Cm. 

-Myher Orbit: 
48,000 km. (29,000 mih), 16 hour orbit for increasedcmerqe, and visibility 
for many hours each day. 

Phase 30 Needs Your Help! 
A contribution o f j u t  a few do/hrsfrom E'l&mactive amateur willinsure 
that this new manlelgets into orbit. 

Make Your Contribution Today! 
you are aljo invited tojoin a-W.FaTandreceive the ~ W ~ T ~ l o u r n d s o  that you 
too, canfol(ow the progress ofphase 39 and other e~citing amateursatelfite 
activities. !Dues are just $30 annualTy in the US. and$% in Canada andMe&o 
- U4 5 ~h:c~u/hrre q A M S ~ T  P.O. Washington, Box 27 D.C. 20044 

Y 7  (301 ) 589-6062, FAX: (30 1 ) 608-34 10 

C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  Quarterly 1 05 



The Quad Antenna 
Hams lovr~~l r l l t~r i r~,~ tlrll~ks 
and this book 15 norxcep- 
tron Wrrttcn by world 
renowned author Bob 
Havlland W4MB The 
Ouad Antenna IS the 
author~lalrve lechnlcal 
hook on the deslgn con- 
StrucIIon. characler~stlcs 
and appllcal~ons of Ouad 
Antennas Dlscover how 
lo easrly build a quad 
antenna for your stallon thi 

Getting Started in Contesting Getting Started in Amateur Satellites 
Wlir~th~r  yo11 r r  
ncwcorner tr)con- 
testing or an ex- 
perlenced Jeter- 
an, CO s Gettlng 
Started in Con- 
testing 1s for you1 
Y I V I  I1 qel advrce 
and operallng 

Learn wlth lhls 
v~deo how veter- 
an operators set 
up the~r satelllle 
stations. Ftnd out 
how to locale and 
track ham satel- 
lrtes wlth ease 
Watch noerators 

book wrth rare DX that you have only drramed about tips from sorne of contoc I~rl i i  r r  ( I  I I( ( access current satell~lcs and contact lar ranqlng 
before Order No. QUAD ..... $15.95 pr l~tors lncludlnq Wolfl K IFA k I . 11 countries around the world Thrs vrdco IS Irlled with 

AKlA and ( 3 0  s own corilcst colurnn~st Jol111 Oorr easy to understand advice and tips that can I be 
K l  AR Ordl'r our ~on tes l  video and watch Your lound anywhere else Order No. VSAT... .. $19.95 

The Packet Radio Operator's Manual scores beql i  to cl~rnbl Order No. VCON .... $19.95 
Thls book 1s wrltten by CO 
colurnnlsl and Amnleur 
Radlo Packet aulhorlly 
Buck Roqers K4ABT An 
all new rn~roduct~on and 
gutde to packet opera- 
Ilon. 11 IS the perfect slngle 
source. whether you re an 
advanced user or just 
startrng out Learn about 
packet rndro wrthout all 
the technical jargon Also 
Included are dela~lcd 
hookups for dozens of rad~o/packel conlrollcriconi 
puler combrnat~ons rnaklnq lhls book thc d c l ~ n ~ l ~ v c  
resource for the actlve packet user 

Order No. PROM ..... $15.95 

Ham Radio Horizons: The Book 
Wr~tten bv Peter O'Dell. 
WB?D, thv, 1s a book about 
ham rad~o  that every 
beglnner can enloyl If you 
want to gel In on the fun 
and rxcltemenl of 
Amateur Rad~o. Ham 
Rad~o Horti-ons IS the per- 
fect way to qet startrd 
HRH 1s full nf t ~ p s  from 
expert hams In DXlng. 
Contestlnq. Servrrig the 
Publrc Ham Radlo In 

Getting Started in Packet Radio 
Thls vldeo w II help 

cltlng but some 
tlrnes con-using 
world of packet 
radlo. Learri how 
lo qet startr!d us- ,,..,,. ..... .. -. . ..- , ,., 
on the rad~o In- - 
cltrded are step-by-step rnslrucl~oris or1 rnak r l  pack- 
et contacts ancl usrng pockol bul l~t in  hoards, 
networks a n j  salell~tes Order No. VPAC.. $19.95 

Getting Started in Ham Radio 
Thls IS a fasl- 
paced video Intro- * 
ductron to I t  e tas- 'Em- I 
clnatlng world of 
ham radlo. CO's 
experts show how 
lo select c!qu~p- 

nas: wh~ch t~ands 
louse; h o w l ~ ~ ~ s e r e p c n ~ c r  st;tlrr,rlc, lor ~ni~~rovt~clVHF 
coverage. the lrnportarrcc ol qroundlnq and the 
baslcs ot solderlng How lo qet llle rnosl out of your 
slatroo, whether it's home-based. mob~le or hand- 
held Order No. VHR ..... $19.95 

Getting Started in DXing 
Top DXers share 
them experience 

wlth equrpment 
antennas operat- 

hams work rare 
DX around the 
world If you re 
new to DXlng this video 15 for your All Ih15 valuable 
tnformal~on may well qlve you the cornpettllve cdqc 
you need lo master tho exclllng world ol DXlnq 

Order No. VDX ..... $19.95 

Ham Radio Horizons: The Video 
Thls lntroducl~on lo  Amateur 
Radro IS an excellent comple- 
ment to the Ham Radlo 
Horlzons book Enjoy seelng 
all aspects of ham rad~o rang- 
Ing lrorn what 11 takes (and 
costs) to get started lo how you 
can gel your ham llcense 
Deslgned for the general pub- 
IIC, HRH 1s Ideal for publlc 
events presentations to com- 
munlty qroups and as an open- 
Inq to your club s llcensrnq 
courses' There s no better way lo ~ritro(luc I, sonlr- 
one to ham radlo Order No. VHOR ..... $19.95 

Takeadvaqtageof lhe7OyeRrsol rcscarch andprac- 
tical exprrrence of naval cornmunlcatrons engrneer 
Capt Paul H Lee. USN(ret), N6PI. Lnnrn the basrc 
theory, deslqn, and praclrcc ot the vcrtlcal antenna 
D~scover rasy construclron projects strch as R four- 
band DX vertical or a broadband array lor 00 meters 
Ever wonder how to burld a funct~onal rlrrcctrve ver- 
rrcal system? Paul Lee can gel you slartcd today1 

Order No. VAH ..... $9.95 

The Shodwave Propagation Handbook 
Theres slrnply nolhtnq Ilko 11 - the authorltatlve 
book on shortwave propagallon Developed by CO 
propagallon colurnn~sl Gcorgc Jacobs. W3ASK and 
Ted Cohen. N4XX. Thc Shortwave Propagallon 
Handbook 1s your source for easy-to-tlndersland 
~ntorrnat~on on sunspot actlvlty, propaqat~on predrc- 
Ilons. unusual propagallon effects, arlrl do-11-yoursell 
forecasttnq 11ps As an actlve ham. you can't afford 

- q  1994 Amateur Radio Almanac 

u're like most hams, you'll be fascinated by 
housands of facts, tables, graphs, maps, 
other Information to be uncovered I n  the CQ 

1994 Amateur Radio Almanac. CQ's Almanac 
puts ~t all r~ght at your f ~ n g e r t l p s ,  providing a 
resource that you'll refer to over and over 

again. This IS one book you can't be without1 

Order No. BALM .... $19.95 

to bc w~tnc~ul lhls one' 
Order No. SPH ..... $9.95 



CALL 

NE 
FOR 

RF 
Connectors 
Adapters 
Cable Assemblies 
Coaxial Cable 

Manufacturer Of Custom 
Electronic Wire And Cable. 

l Low Minimums l Quick Delivety 

CALL US AT 
1-800-522-2253 

OR FAX YOUR REQUIREMENTS TO 
1-305-895-81 78 

CaN for your copy o f  our new 44page 
Cable & Connector Selection Guide. 

More than 2.500 commercial and OPL 
cable and connector products in stock. 

NEMAL ELECTRONICS, INC. 
12240 N.E. 14thAVE.. N. MIAMI, FL33161 

(305) 899-0900 

AN7ilH 20W 593 20 EBZ7A 300W 51% 80 
~ ~ 1 0 . 4  GOOW $37, 65 CHIPCAPS-KemeVATC 

~ e w t t  1~ WATT 2-50 ~ ~ ~ i i f i e r  METALCLAD MICA CAPS-UnelcolSeW 

MINtcfRcuIT MIXERS 

2 YEAR WARRANTY 

S T A N D A R D  SERIES DELUXE SERIES 
5-1525 ~ S M H Z  $349 5-1330 Z ~ M H Z  ~ d 1 9  
5-1340 4OMHz $495 5-1345 4OMHt $575 
5-1365 60MHz $849 5-1360 60MHz $775 

2160 60Mil1 Dua Trace Delayed Sweep. 

ELNEC 
Advanced Antenna 
Analysis Program 

H a l  l o  learn end easy to uw, ELNEC lola you Ma- 
lyze nearly any type of antenna In Its adual o w r e  

envlronmenl. Deacrlbe your antenna wlth 
ELNEC's unlque menu structure and spread*eet- 
Ilk. entry mystem and watch It make azlmuth end 
elevation plots, report beamwldth, f/b ratlo. takeofl 
angle, galn. and more. Save and recall antenna 
nles. Prlnt plots on your dotmatrlx or laser prlnter. 

ELNEC u w e  the lull power of MlNtNEC code bul 
makes deacdptlon. analyda, and changes worlda 
easier and laster. Wlth ELNEC there'. no mes~lng 
wlth 'pulses' - 111.1 tat1 n where on s wlre you want 
a source or load to go, and ELNEC puts It there. 
And keeps n there, even if you change the anten- 
na. ELNEC has a host of other features to make 
analysts 10.1 and easy. The M u P  opllon exlend. 
ELNEC'a capablllty to very complex antennas (up 
to 260 'pulses'). 

ELNEC run. on any PCcomp.tlMa computu wnh 
at learl 512k RAM, CGAIEGAIVCIVH~~C~I~~. and 
819 or 24 pln Epmcompatlble or HP LawrJeV 
DemkJet prlntsr. (The MaxP optlon requlres a hard 
dl&, coprocessor, and 640k RAM.) 

There'a no copyprotectton h a d e  wlih ELNEC - 
W 8  not copy protected. And of courw Mare's ax- 
tenalve documentation. 

ELNEC la only $49.00 podpdd. MorP la $25.00. 
(Pleau add $3.00 per order lor alnnall ouldde N. 
Amerlea.) VISA and MarlerCard orders are accept- 
ed - plea- include card number and explratlon 
date. Speclfycoprocessor ornoncoprocessor~pe. 
Order or wrlte for more Informallon hom: 

Roy Lewallen, W7EL 
P.O. Box 6658 

Beaverton, OR 97067 

$44.95 ARZIII IYIII 

W I ! ~  rntnlnp C o u m  



Looking to challenge your 
building skills? 

Want to explore beyond 
Amateur communications? 

Well here's the publication for YOU! 

from over 25years COMMUNICATIONS QUARTERLY, the journal of communi- 
in ATV ... WGORG cations technology. You are invited to become part of an elite 

group of Radio Amateurs and technical professionals as a sub- 
Snow free line of sight DX is 90 miles - assuming scriber. Circulation will be strictly limited. 
14 dBd antennas at both ends. 10 Watts in this one Each quarterly has approximately 100 pages of technical 

box may be all you need for local simplex or repeater material; advertising is limited. Articles flow from page to page, 
without the interruption of ads placed in the middle. The open 

ATV. Use any home TV camera or camcorder by layout accentuates each author's work and lets you make notes, 

plugging the composite video and audio into the front calculations, or comments for later reference. Graphs, photos, 
computer program listings, and charts are presented in an easy- 

phono jacks. Add 70cm antenna, coax, 13.8 Vdc @ to-use format. 
3 Amps, TV set and you're on the air - it's that easy! COMMUNICATIONS QUARTERLY is printed on a high-quali- 

ty stock and "perfect bound" (square backed). It is such a valu- 
TC70-10 has adjustable >I 0 Watt pap. with one xtal on able resource, you'll want to file each copy away in your techni- 

439.25, 434.0 or  426.25 MHz & properly matches RF cal archives for future reference. In fact, over time you'll find 

Concepts 4-1 1 0  or Mirage D l  01  0N-ATV for 100 Watts. much of what is presented in COMMUNICATIONS QUARTER- 
LY will become the standard in the Amateur and professional 

Hot GaAsfet downconverter varicap tunes whole 420-450 communications field. 
MHz band to  your N ch3. 7.5x7.5x2.7" aluminum box. Act now. Subscribe today! 

Transmitters sold only to licensed amateurs, for legal purposes, 
1 year - $29.95 Foreign 1 year - $39.95 
2 years - 56.95 Foreign 2 years - 76.95 

Foreign Air Mail 1 year- $ 60.00 
Foreign Air Mail 2 years - 118.95 
MasterCaWlSA/Arnerican Express accepted 

CQ Communications, Inc., 76 North Broadway, 
Hicksville, NY 11801 

Phone: 516-681 -2922lFAX: 51 6-681 -2926 

-- - 
mmi 310 zg;tS;i te 4 

E k c r n o ~ i c s  € q n e .  Oregon 9740!2 
ANTENNA 

TxID-I * PRICE A 0  6.0 a~omatical ly optimizes antenna designs 
Tranm i t t ~  for best garn, pattern, impedance, SWR, and 

resonance. A 0  opti~nizes cubrcal quads, phased 
FlngerPrinting WEW COT IT ALL? arrays, interlaced Yagis, or any other arrangement 

System of wire or tubrng. A 0  uses an enhanced, corrected 
MlNlNEC algor~thm for improved accuracy and 
assenibly larlguage for high speed. A 0  features 

Now Shlppfgl Our Bandpass-Reject 3-D radiation patterns. 3-D geometry and wire- 
current displays. 2-D polar anrl rectangular plots 

FMlflM rodlo transmitters have a Duplexem with our _ with overl;~ys. automatic wire segrlietitation. 
airtomatrc trequency sweep, sylnbolrc rllrilelisrorls. 

unique Frequency Versus time Start-up patented B B, +- symbolic expressions, skineffect modelrng, current 
ch~rocbrlstl<--even radios d the some Circuit' Fi{ers sot~rces, polar~zatio~l anal sis, near-field analysis, 

make and model. Thls 'FlngerPrlnt' con 
and pop-up menus.  wires 1.5. accurately 
models true earth losses and complex arrays wrth 

be captured, stored and analyzed. Our provide superior the soptiisticnted Numerical Electrontagnet~cs 

excluslve TxlD Software and the performance.. . Code. Analyze elevated radials. Beverages. delta 
loops, wire beants, giarit quads, LPDAs, or eritrre 

patented technology o f  the TxlD-1 EM/ especially at antenna farms. 3-D geometry dis lay. 2-D polar 

Compatible clrcult board can help you frequency 
a ~ i t l  rectarl ular plots with overR s Nlodeliri 
capacity: 20, 225 pulses; ~ ~ ~ h i r e s ,  1008 

Identify the abusers on your repeater! seqments (45012000 tor symmetrical, free-space 
Or help you keep track of the number separation. deiignsl. A 0  or NECNVires, $100. 110tl1, $130. 

d radios per account on  commercial YO 5.0 automatically optimizes monoband Yagi 
repeaters. CTCSS. DCS and DTW de- designs for maximum forward gain best anem, 

codlng, as tuell as Devlatlon measure and rninimurn SWR. YO models ;tacke$ Yagis. 
dual driven elements, tapered elements, niountrrig 

i n e n t ~  and Spectrum O~cuponcy brackets, matching networks, skin effect, grouritl 
features further enhance the stptem. * reflection. a11r1 co~istruction to~erances. YO optrln- 

Ahh ires Yirgis with up to 50 elements from HF t o  

Call or unite for a full bmrhtm wllh full dstolls. 
odd~ t lmo l  sranplas, and tMhnlcol spetltlcatlan 

TxlD- 1 with Software $699.00 
W Qand M: 18.00 

and G w s r m a t  P u h a  Odrn acc.pW. VhdM(and* rn3  
<a, on cash a Monsy Or* b a s  mh. 

01ckm 336-WN 

Info: (503) 687-91 18 fPr (503) 687-Q49Q 
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PHONE 81 7-8484435 
FAX 81 7-8484209 

PRODUCTS. INC. 

PO. BOX 21 145 WACO, TX 76702 

rnrcrowave. YO uses assembly language and runs 
hundre~ls of tirnes faster than NEC or MININEC. 
YO is calibrated to NEC for tiigt? accuracy n ~ i d  has 
been extensively validated agarnst real antennas. 
YO is liigllly graphical and easy to use. NEC!Yngis 
2.0 provldes reference-accuracy Yagi analysls a ~ l d  
easy modeling of large arrays of Yagis. A s ecial 
feature i~istaritly clianges array patterns ancygain 
as ou adjust array spacin 1000 segments 
(2080 in free space' YO wit% ~ ~ ~ , ~ a g i s ,  1100. 

A 0  and NEC require a 386 + 387 or better and 
VGA; YO runs on any PC. Visa, Mastercard, U.S. 
check, cash, or money order. Add $5 overseas. 

Brian Beezley, K S 7 l  
507% 7hybr. Vista, CA 92084 . (619) 9459824 



Getting Started in VHF 
AND 

The VHF "How To" Book 
A Guide for All Amateurs 

CQ's newest additions to our Video and Book Library 
bring the world of VHF to you . . . 
Get in on the excitement that awaits you in the world of VHF - all with th 
format that you've come to expect from CQ. 

CQ's Getting Started in VHF tape offers the visual 
immediacy that you can only get from video. And. 
with The VHF "How To" Book, you'll have an 
expanded reference filled with practical advice, tables, 
pictures, and sources of additional information that 
you can't be without. Together, there's simply no 
better resource on VHF! 

Whether you're a new Technician or have been an 
Extra for years, there's plenty of excitement in VHF 
operating. Our new VHF series can introduce you to a 
part of our hobby you've never experienced or show 
you how to have even more fun! 

FOR FASTEST SERVICE CALL OUR 
ORDER DEPARTMENT AT 

CQ's VHF series is a fantastic addition to your 
club's library too! 

HERE'S WHAT YOU'LL DISCOVER: 
Descriptions of VHFlUHF bands and operating activities 
How to find and use FM repeaters 
Exotic operating modes like ATV, Meteor Scatter, 

Aurora, Moonbounce, Satellites and more. 
Helpful operating hints 
Packet Radio basics 
Nets and emergency communications 
Propagation made easy 
VHF Contesting 

r'--'------------------------------------------------- 1 

'Y ESI I want t o  receive Getting Started in VHF andlor The VHF "How To" I 

! Book. I've filled in the information below. I I 

copies of GETflNG STARTED IN VHF video n $19.95, plus $3.50 shipping and handling. 
I 
I 
I 

I 0 copies of THE VHF "HOW TO" BOOK at $15.95, plus 54.00 shipping and handling. I 

0 complete video and book set ONLY $33.95, plus 54.00 shipping and handling. 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I Name 
I 

I 
I 

I Address 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I City State ZIP 
I 

I 
I 

I Include $7.00 for overseas shipments. Tapes also avorlable m PAL format 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I Payment: Mastercard Visa American Express I 

I 
I 

I Discover Money OrderlCheck 
I 

I 
I 

Card # Exp. Date I 
I I I Mail orders to: CQ Communications. Inc.. 76 N o r t h  Broadway, Hicksville. N Y  1 1801 
I Fax (5 16) 68 1-2926. Club quantity discounts available. I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
ALSO AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER. I 

I 
L-------,---,-------,------,-----,--------------------------J 



DOWN EAST MICROWAVE I 
ORGANIZE AND PROTECT YOUR COPIES OF 

Communications 
Quarterly 

Now there's an easy way to organize and keep copies of your 
favorite magazine readily available for future reference. 

Designed exclusively for Communication Quarterly by Jesse 
Jones Industries, these custom-made titled cases and binders 
provide the luxury look that makes them attractive additions to 
your bookshelf, desk or any location in your home or office. 

Whether you choose cases or binders, you'll have a storage 
system that's durable and well organized to help protect your 
valuable copies from damage. 

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS AND EOUIPMENT 
Loop Yq l s  Power Dlvlden Dlsh F n d s  

.Complete Antenna Amys Unear Amps 
M I~mwweTmnsve~en  6 KIIs G.*s FET RmpMd 
KII~. Mtcmwwe Components . Tropo EME Week Slgnal . OSCAR FM 
Pscksl ATV 

-802. 1269.t288. 1681.2301.24IW*345S*Sm0 
10.388 MHz 

ANTENNAS 
23ULYK 4501 LOopYwlKIt 1al lMHz SI6 
1345LYK 4501 LoopYapl Klt 2 3 0 4 ~ ~ ~  m 
3333 LYK 3361 LoOPYWI KII 002MHZ $95 
1844 LY 4401 LoopYagl Assembled 1891 MHz S1OS 
38 F d  Td Band Dlah Feed 2.3.3.4.5.7OHz $16 
Y n y  ommn and r v m b k d  hmlorn a.ll.b*. ShWh0 bxtra. 

LINEAR AMPS AND PREAMPS 
ZIOJPA 1.2101.3GHz 3wout 13.8VDC SlW 
2318PAM 1.24 to 1.3GHz 20voul 13.8VDC S205 
2335PA 1.2410 1 .3GHz 35w out 13 8VDC U25 
WOPA 1.24101.3GHz hlpaln3610ut 13.8VDC $355 
237OPA 1.24t01.3GHZ 7OWoUl 13.8VDC WW 
1302PA 2.2 102.5 GHz 3w out 13.8VDC WO 
13LNA 2.3102.4GHz preamp .BdBNF $140 
23LNA 1.2101.3GHz preamp .OdBNF $95 
33LNA BOOtoB?OMHz preamp .BdBNF SO6 
1691 L N A W  1691 MHz mastrnwnted .8dBNF $140 

preamp 
K l t m , W u h r p o d V . n ( o n n d o t h w F n q M l n A d * b 8 8  

Constructed of reinforced mechanism to hold individ- 
board, covered with durable ual rods which easily snap 
green leather-like material. in. This allows magazines to 
Free personalization foil for be fully opened for easy 
indexing year. readability. 

Cases and binders designed Cases V-notched for easy 
to hold a year's issues (may access. 
vary with issue sizes). Binders have special spring 

- .~ 

OSCAR and other treqwnclsa mall.blo. also Amp. md pack. 
mga vsnlonswlrsd and tested ' W d h  (ormom Infonndon. Frrcr(*ogrm).b)r 

NO-TUNE TRANSVERTERS AND 

900.1269.1288.2304.24M), TRANSVERTER 3458.57BO KITS M H ~  
SHF Qm( 802 MHzTrensvener 4OmW. h IF Klt1130 
SHF1296K 1285 MHz Tnmsverter 1OmW. 2m IF K1f $148 

;;;;%; ;% ;;;;;;;:;:;:; ;;;;:;; ;; ;;;g 

DOWN EAST MICROWAVE C4 

120n 948-3741 Fax: 207-948-51 57 . Title hot - stamped in gold. I )  i 

C ~ m m ~ n i ~ a t i ~ n ~  Quarterly Quantity Cases Binders I Jesse J<l . - .. -. .- - - - ~ - a  - 
499 East trle Avenue, 
w . L I . - _ I - I - L I -  ..a .,.,.,A 

Three $: 

~nes ~nausrnes, vepr. bornrn--u one $ 7.95 $ 9.95 - .  - 
t1.95 $27.95 

rnllaaelpnla, rn I Y  139 Six S39.95 $52.95 

Add $1 per casebinder postage 
Please send cases; binders and handling. Outside USA 

$2.50 per caselbinder. (U.S. 
Enclosed is $ funds only) 

Charge my: (Minimum $1 5) - - .  

American Express Visa 
Mastercard Diners Club 

Card # Exp. Date 

Signature 

Print Name 

Address 
No P.O. Box Numbers Please 

zip 
PA Residents a P  +-w 

Call TOLL FREE 
24 hours I-800-825-669d 

Computer Assisted Eredicb'on &ager - 
SKYWA VE ANALYSIS 
"Use IONCAP' like a pro!" 

Packaqe includes: 
CAPMAN - Menu driven input & 

corltrol with context-sensitive help! 
lClrilticolor - Output Grapllics display! 
Extra or Novice, its EASY to use! 

IONCAP' - the same 32 bit tool the 
pros use ro get S / N ,  MUF, FO T, LUI:, 
Reliability and much More! Special I I 

I I l.,onSc-disiance model for D X ~ ~ S !  

MININEC & ELNEC intertice for 
vour custom antenna inout! I I 

t Cusrornize all input parameters foryour station! 
+Your contacts arrd friends ma be added to the 

library and run any time wit1 a few keystrokes. 
+A till1 'fe~turcd location database, indexed on 

count name andcallprelix, provides access to 
over 4% pelixes for uick one-step redictions 

+The packace includer qe newrhr "up&ted" ILII . 
comrnerr~al version ol IONfiZP used b y  over 
450 covemrnent qencrer andcomn~crcialdepu. 
in th'c USA and ovt-r 100 other counrries. 

+Many more features in apowverli~l "111:Analvsir" 
at a li~ctron ofthe commercial price. 

Entire CAPMAN oack - $89 
11.(;\ postace pa~d, dvcrsr.?dd $3.  50 

U S A  MC CHECK MONEY ORDER 

1 10 Spring 1994 
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VARI-NUICH@ DUPWERS @ 

FOR 2 METERS 

The TX RX Systems Inc. patented Vari-Notch filter 
circuit, a pseudo-bandpass design, provides low 
loss, high TX to RX, and between-channel isolation, 
excellent for amateur band applications. TX RX 
Systems Inc. has been manufacturing multicoupling 
systems since 1976. Other models available for 
220 and 440 MHz, UHF ATV and 1.2 GHz. 

MODEL 28-37-02A 
144-174 MHz 

92 dB ISOLATION AT 0.6 MHz SEPARATION 
400 WATT POWER RATING 

n< RX SYSTEMS INC. 
8625 INDUSTRIAL PARKWAY, ANGOLA, NY 14006 

TELEPHONE 716-549-4700 FAX 716-549-4772 (24 HRS) 

ADVERTISER'S INDEX 
AEA/Adv. Elec. Applications ..................... 5 

.............................. Alinco Electronics Cov.11 
................................. Amidon Associates I05 

AMSAT ................................................... 105 
................................. Astron Corpor:~tion 1 12 

............................ Reezley. Bri;tn, K6STI 1 O X  
C W S Sales ............................................. 107 

..................... Communications Quarterly 1 O X  

..................... Communications Concepts 107 
........... CQ '94 Equipment Buyer's Guide I0 

............................................ CQ Alm:tnoc 104 
CO Books W Videos ............................... 106 
CQ VHF Video ....................................... 10') 
Down East Microwave ............................ 1 10 

........................................ Hewlett I?ickard I0 
....................................... Kenwood C v V  2 

................... L.L. Grace Comm. Products 103 
Lewallen. Roy, W7EL ............................ 107 
Lucas Radio/K;tngaroo Tabor Softw;tre.. l I0 
Motorola .................................................... I2 

.................................. Motron Electronics I OX 
................................... Nemal Electronics 107 

.................................... OlTOelcctronics I .  I I 
......................................... PC Electronics I08 

.................................. Palomar Engineers I 1 I 
Pioneer Hill Software .............................. I05 
Solitron/Vcctor ...................................... 7.8-9 

..................... Spectrun~ International, Inc I I I 
T X  RX Systcm'i Inc ................................ I I I 
Wacom ................................................. 108 
Yaesu ................................................. Cov.111 

We'd like to see your company listed here 
too. Contact Arnie Sposato, N21QO. at 
(5 16)68 1-3922 or  FAX at (5 1 h)6X 1-2926 
to work out an advertising program to suit 
your needs. 

MODEL 
Appli- 
cation 

SSB 
SSB 
LSB 
US0 
SSB 
AM 
AM 
FM 
CW 

Band- 
width Ws Price 

2.4 kHz 
2.4 kHz 
2.4 kHz 
2.4 kHz 
2.4 kHz 
3.75 k ~ t  
5.0 kHz 

12.0 kHz 
500 HZ 

XF-9NB CW 500Hz 8 165.00 
XF-9P CW 250th  8 199.00 
XF-910 IFnoise 15 kHz 2 20.00 

For Classic Transceivers 
ATLAS, KENWOOD, DRAKE, HEATH 
COLLINS. VAESU. SWAN. TEN-TEC 

Now you can add digital readout to your older 
transceiver to get a frequency display more 
accurate than many of the newer rigs. The dual 
oscillator system gives 100 Hz accuracy. Six 
digit LED readout has big .4" digits. Covers 
complete range 1.5 to 40 MHz. 

Model PD-700 $199.95 + $6 shippinglhandling 
U.S. 8 Canada. Speclfy transceiver model. For 12-v 
DC. Model PS-!JO AC adapter $10. California 
residents add sales tax. 

XF-107A 12 kHz 161105.00 
XF-107B 15 kHz 135.00 
XF-107C 30 kHz 105.00 
XF-107D 36 kHz 120.00 
XF-107E 40 kHz 125.00 
XF-107S139 100 kHz 175.00 

Write for full details of crystals and filters 
Shipping $8.00 

Prlces subject to change without notice. 

I Send tor FREE catalog showing our complete 
line: Digital Readout, Noise Bridge. Baluns. 
SWR Meters and more. I I 

Communications QuorterIy 1 1 1 



I& C 0 R PORAT I ON (714) 458-7277 FAX (714) 458-0826 - -- . . . . 

I I ASTRON POWER SUPPLIES I 
I I HEAVY DUTY H16H OUALITY RU66EO RELIABLE I 

7 

MODEL VS-50M 

SPECIAL FEATURES 
SOLID STATE ELECTRONICALLY REGULATED 
MLD-BACK CURRENT LIMITING Protects Power Supply 
horn excessive current 8 continuous shorted output 
CROWBAR OVER VOLTAGE PROTECTION on all Models 
except AZ.3A. AS-44. AS-SL. AS-4L. RS.51 
MAINTAIN REGULATION 8 LOW RIPPLE at low line input 
Voltage 
HEAVY DUTY HEAT SINK CHASSIS MOUNT FUSE 
THREE GONDUCTOR POWER CORD except for RS-3A 
ONE YEAR WARRANTY MADE IN U.S.A. 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
INPUT VOLTAGE: 105-125 VAC 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 13.8 VDC t 0.05 volts 
(Internally Adjustable: 11-15 VDC) 
RIPPLE Less than 5mv peak to peak (full load L . 
low line) 
All un~ t s  available in 220 VAC input voltage 
(except for SL-11A) 

L O W  P R O F I L E  P O W E R  S U P P L Y  
Colors Conllnuwr ICS' S i n  l lNl  

MODEL 6 n y  Black Duty [Amps] IAmps] H x W . 0  K!\t'a 
SL-11A 7 11 2% x 75/o x 9% 12 
SL-11R 7 11 2H.7 ~ 9 %  12 
SL-11s 7 11 2518 x 7% x 9% 12 
SL-11R-RA 7 11 43/4x7 ~ 9 %  13 

- - 

R M  SERIES 

RS-L IQ 

MODEL RM-35M 

P O W E R  SUPPLIES W I T H  BUILT IN C I G A R E T T E  L I G H T E R  R E C E P T A C L E  
Contlnuws ICS' Size (IN) 

MODEL Duly IAmpsl [Amps) H x W x 0  6!pt6! 
RS-4L 3 4 3 % ~ 6 ' / s x 7 %  6 
RS-5L 4 5 3% x 6'1s x 7% 7 

19" R A C K  M O U N T  P O W E R  S U P P L I E S  
Continuous ICS* 

MOOEL Duty IAmpsl IAmpsl 

RM-6OA 50 55 7 x  1 9 x  12% 60 
Separate Volt and Amp Meters 
RM-12fA 9 12 5% x 19 x 8 %  16 
RIA -35fA 25 35 5 %  x 19 x 12% 38 
RM-50rd 37 50 5 %  x 19 x 12% 50 
RM-fiOM 50 55 7 x 19 x 12% 60 

I 

RS-A SERIES I Colon Continrear ICS' SIZ~ 11111 Shlppin) 
MODEL Gray Bl rk  Drtv IAmosl I A m ~ s l  H x W x D  WI. lIbs.1 

- 

MODEL RS-7A 

RS-M SERIES 

VS-M AND VRM-M SERIES 

- 
MODEL VS-35M 

. 
RS-7A . . 
RS-7B . . 
RS-1OA . 
RS- 1 PA . . 
RS-128 • 
RS-2OA . • 

R S - 3 5 ~  . . 25 35 5 X 11 X 11 27 
RS-5OA . 37 50 6~ 13% x 11 46 
RS-70A 57 70 6 x 13% x 12% 48 

Continuers ICS' ~ i z c  [IN] Shippirg 
MODEL Drlv IAmpsl IAmpsl H X W X D  Wt. [ Iba . ]  
Sw~tchaMe volt and Amp meter 
RS-12M 9 12 4 % X 8 X 9  13 
Separate volt and Amp meters 
RS.20M 16 20 5 x 9 x 101/2 18 
RS-35M 25 35 5 ~ 1 1 x 1 1  27 
RS-5OM 37 50 6~ 13% x 11 46 
RS-7UN 57 70 6 x 13% x 12% 48 

Separate Volt and Amp Meters Output Voltage adjustable from 2-15 volts Current limit adjustable from 1.5 amps 
to Full Load 

Conllnrens ICS' Sirr I I I )  Shippin# 
MODEL Orty [Amp:] (Ampal H x W x D Wt. [lhs.] 

@13.8VDC @tOVDC @5VDC @13 8V 
VS-12M 9 5 2 12 4% X 8 X 9 13 
VS-20M 16 9 4 20 5 ~ 9 ~ 1 0 %  20 
VS-35M 25 15 7 35 5 X 11 X 11 29 
VS-50M 37 22 10 50 6 x 13% x 11 46 

Variable rack mount power supplies 
VRM-35M 25 15 7 35 5 % ~ 1 9 x l 2 ~ h  38 
VRM-5OM 37 22 10 50 5% x 19 x 12'h 50 I I S - S  SERIES Built in speaker 

c01m ~ o a t i r r c a  ICS* size 11nl SLI~!IR( 
MOOEL Gray Bl rk  D r t ~  I A n ~ r l  Amp: H x W x D  Wt. (1hs.l 
RS-7s 5 7 4 X 7% X 10% 10 

C d  MODEL RS 12s 

'ICS-Intermittent Communication Serwce (50% Duty Cycle 5m1n on 5 min. off) 
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